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Abstract 
We study the dynamic plant layout problem in this research. Plant layout problem 
is also known as the facility layout problem. This problem designs facility layouts over a 
multiple period planning horizon. The layout problem is very complicated. We 
investigate the properties of the problem and propose a method based on genetic 
algorithms to solve the problem. Genetic algorithms searching procedure is a well-known 
multi-directional searching method to solve problems with large search space. The 
dynamic programming is used as a crossover operator in our proposed genetic algorithms 
searching procedure. We find that our method performs better than several classical 
methods in the dynamic plant layout problem. 
We then extend the study of the dynamic plant layout problem to the constrained 
dynamic plant layout problem. This problem requires a budget constraint in the 
formulation of the dynamic plant layout problem. We investigate the use of genetic 
algorithms in this problem. We reformulate our genetic algorithms model such that the 
search procedure is applicable to the constrained case. Li the experimental study, we find 
that our method performs better than an existing genetic algorithms approach. 
Particularly, our approach have a good performance in different situations such as large 
problem sizes. 
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This research investigates the design of facility layouts over a multiple period 
planning horizon. Within the planning horizon, changes of material handling flows 
between departments occur, and therefore create the need for adjusting the locations 
of departments. Such a problem is called as the Dynamic Plant Layout Problem 
(DPLP). This problem is an extension of the static plant layout problem (SPLP). The 
plant layout problem is also known as the facility layout problem. 
1.2 Static Plant Layout Problem 
Li manufacturing plants, there are different departments and each department 
is assigned to a location. The patterns of assigning the departments to the locations are 
called layouts. Since different departments perform different functions, the amount of 
material flows among different departments may be different. Jf the amount of 
material flows between each pair of departments and the cost per unit of flow per 
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distance are given, we would like to find a layout in a way such that the total costs of 
flows between departments is minimized. This problem is referred to as SPLP. 
Li SPLP, we assume that material flows between departments are constant. 
However, such an assumption is not realistic when organizations are operating under a 
market-based and dynamic environment. Page (1991) reports that on average 40% of a 
company's sales come from new products. The demand and product mix of a 
company change rapidly. As a result, material flows between the departments change 
over time. 
Although the changes in material flows violate the assumption in SPLP, we 
may use SPLP models in two ways. The first approach (Figure 1-1) is to divide the 
planning horizon into several planning periods, so during each period, flows are fairly 
constant. Then we can use those techniques in SPLP to determine a layout for each 
short period. At the end of the period, we use the new flow data to plan a new layout 
to replace the current layout that becomes inefficient for the next period. On the other 
hand, the rearrangement of departments incurs extra costs such as the cost due to lost 
production and the out-of-pack cost of relocating departments. These costs are 
referred to as shifting costs or rearrangement costs. This method lacks an overall 
planning. As a result, they create operational disruptions and cause excessive 
rearrangement costs. 
The second method (Figure 1-2) is to include all the information of material 
flows for the whole planning horizon and calculate total material flows within the 
planning period. Therefore material flows for the entire planning horizon are constant 
and we can use SPLP to determine a layout for the long planning horizon. This 
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approach does not incur any rearrangement costs but the layout is inefficient 
throughout the planning horizon. 
Change Change Change Change 
material flows material flows material flows material flows 
V Y \|/ V 
I~I——I 1 1 
Layout 1 Layout2 Layout 3 Layout4 
Figure 1-1: Method 1: Use a short planning horizon 
1^ Total flow assumed constant ^ 
I 1 
Same Layout over the planning 
Figure 1-2: Method 2: Use a long planning horizon and disregard the changes in flow 
1.3 Dynamic Plant Layout Problem 
DPLP is designed to address the deficiency of SPLP. Its purpose is to 
determine a layout plan for a multi-period time planning horizon. Each period may 
represent a year, quarter, month, etc. DPLP plans for the future changes in material 
flows and results in a minimization of total cost. 
Li SPLP, material flows between departments are constant and we only 
consider the cost of material flows. Whereas in DPLP, material flows change after 
each time period and the objective is to minimize the sum of material flow costs and 
rearrangement costs for the planning horizon. If we use the objective of DPLP to 
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evaluate the two methods shown in Figure 1-1 and Figure 1-2, the first method has 
high rearrangement costs and the second method has high material flow costs. DPLP 
tries to correct the above problems. 
1.4 Example Problem of SPLP 
A six department layout is being considered. The locations in the layout are 
arranged in a 2 by 3 matrix as shown in Figurel-3 and we assume that each location 
can accommodate only one department. The letters A through F represent the labels of 
the six locations of the plant. The six departments have to be assigned to the six 
locations. For simplicity, we represent the rectangular matrix plant arrangement by a 
row vector. The order is from left to right starting from the first row to the last row. 
For the six location plant, the order is A-B-C-D-E-F. The layout assignment of the 
example shown in the figure is then denoted as 1-2-3-4-5-6. 
A B C 
1 2 3 
一 4 ~ 5 6 
D E F 
Figure 1-3: An example of 6 department layout 
From the above plant, the rectilinear distance between the centre of adjacent 
locations is 1 unit. Location B and location D are adjacent to location A. The distance 
from location A to location B or location D is 1 unit. If some materials have to be 
transported from location A to location E, the shortest paths are either A-B-E or A-D-
E with a distance 2 units. We can formulate a distance matrix that indicates the 
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minimum distance between all pairs of locations. Figure 1-4 shows the distance 
matrix for the example plant. 
To 
From A B C D E F 
A f o 1 ~ 2 ~ " 1 2 “ ~ 
B 1 0 1 2 1 2 
C 2 1 0 3 2 1 
D 1 2 3 0 1 2 
E 2 1 2 1 0 1 
F 3 2 1 2 1 0 
Figure 1-4: A distance matrix for a 2 bv 3 rectangular plant 
We can represent the costs of material flows from each department to all the 
other departments by a matrix as shown in Figure 1-5. This matrix is the result of 
quantifying the amount and value of materials that flow between departments. 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 ^ ^ ~ \ H6 ~ 
2 63 0 635 941 50 191 
3 104 71 0 569 136 55 
4 65 193 622 0 77 90 
5 162 174 607 591 0 179 
6 156 13 667 611 175 0 
Figure 1-5: An example of cost of material flows per unit distance 
We assume material flows between departments are independent of locations, 
and also assume that the costs of material flows increase linearly with the distance 
they travel. Combining information from the distance matrix and the costs of material 
flows per unit distance, we can calculate the costs of material flows. Let's take the 
layout 1-2-3-4-5-6 shown in Figure 1-3 as an example. Department 1 is placed in 
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location A; department 2 is placed in location B, etc. The distance matrix of the 
departments is shown in Figure 1-6. 
To dept. 
From dept. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 f o 1 ~ 2 ~ 1 2 “ ~ 
2 1 0 1 2 1 2 
3 2 1 0 3 2 1 
4 1 2 3 0 1 2 
5 2 1 2 1 0 1 
6 3 2 1 2 1 0 
Figure 1-6: A distance matrix for layout 1-2-3-4-5-6 
The material flow cost from one department to another department is 
calculated as: 
F/ow cost = Distance X amount ofmaterial cost per distance 
ff we want to calculate total cost of material flows for a layout, we should use 
the following method: 
Let the matrix representing the costs of material flows per unit distance be H. 
Let the distance matrix for the departments be K. 
Total material flow cost is the product of the two matrixes: 
H x K - = 1 5 4 0 3 . 
The objective of SPLP is to find a layout with the minimal total material flow 
cost. 
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1.5 Formulation ofSPLP 
M i n Z = t t t t " d j i X , j X k i (1) 
i=l j=l k=l /=1 
S.t. 
n 
X X y = l , y = l,...,n � 
i=l 
n 
X X i j = l , / = l,...,n � 
;=i 
Xij = 0 or 1, where (4) 
1 if department i is assigned to locationj � 
" [0 otherwise. 
where: 
n : Number of departments in the layout, number of location in the plant. 
i,k : Departments in the layout 
j,l : Locations in the layout 
fik : Cost of material flows per unit distance from department i to k 
dji : Distance from location j to 1 
Equation (1) minimizes total cost of material flows. Equation (2) and (3) 
indicate that each location can only accommodate one department and each 
department can only be placed in one location. SPLP is a quadratic assignment 
problem because the objective function is a product of two zero-or-one variables. 
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1.6 Example Problem of DPLP 
DPLP also uses material flow cost matrix to formulate the model. However, 
DPLP divides the planning horizon into several periods and each period has its own 
material flow cost matrix. Suppose we consider a six department and five period 
problem as an example. Its material flow cost matrix is shown in Figure 1-7. The 
material flows to department 3 is huge in periods 1-2. However, the flows to that 
department reduce significantly in periods 3-5. The similar changes also occur in 
other departments. Such changes are probably the results of changes in market 
demands, products, and product mix. 
Shifting costs are included when a department changes its location. Shifting 
costs include the cost due to lost production during the time when machines in the 
department are being removed and re-installed, and the direct cost due to moving the 
machines. Therefore we assume that shifting costs depend on the department itself 
only and are independent of the distance of the move. Also shifting costs are different 
for different departments. The consideration of shifting costs makes DPLP more 
complex than SPLP. A good layout plan should minimize the total cost which 
includes these two costs components: total flow cost and total shifting cost. 
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Period 1 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 ^ m 5 ^ U6 ~ 
2 63 0 635 941 50 191 
3 104 71 0 569 136 55 
4 65 193 622 0 77 90 
5 162 174 607 591 0 179 
6 156 13 667 611 175 0 
Period 2 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 ~ m m 56 ~ 
2 63 0 743 936 45 177 
3 168 85 0 918 138 134 
4 51 94 962 0 173 39 
5 97 104 730 634 0 144 
6 95 115 983 597 24 0 
Period 3 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 ^ 77 553 ^ ~ 
2 168 0 114 653 525 185 
3 32 35 0 664 898 87 
4 27 166 42 0 960 179 
5 185 56 44 926 0 104 
6 72 128 173 634 687 0 
Period 4 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 U2 Ts m ^ ~ 
2 153 0 116 173 912 671 
3 10 28 0 182 855 542 
4 29 69 15 0 552 751 
5 198 71 42 24 0 758 
6 62 109 170 90 973 0 
Period 5 
To 
From 1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 0 ^ ^ m H9 5o" 
2 820 0 5 98 141 66 
3 822 650 0 137 78 91 
4 826 570 149 0 93 151 
5 915 515 53 35 0 177 
6 614 729 178 10 99 0 
Figure 1-7: Example of Material flow matrix for DPLP 
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Department 1 2 3 4 5 6 
|Shifting Cost 1595 820 1725 1369 697 118^ 
Figure 1-8: Example of shifting costs for different departments 
For a six department plant layout, there exits 6! or 720 layout combinations. If 
the plant is rectangular, then for each layout, there are 4 symmetric layouts where the 
cost of material flows is the same. This results in 720/4 or 180 unique layout 
combinations for the 6 departments, 2 x 3 matrix. The distance matrix for the 
departments is the same in all the symmetric layouts. If the plant is a square plant, 
then there are maximum 8 symmetric layouts. These are shown in Figure 1-9 and 
Figure 1-10. 
1 2 3 3 2 1 
4 5 6 6 5 4 
4 5 6 6 5 4 
1 2 3 3 2 1 
Figure 1-9: Examples of symmetric layouts for a rectangular plant 
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1 2 3 3 2 1 
4 ~ 5 ~ 6 6 ~ 5 ~ 4 
7 8 ~ 9 9 8 7 
7 4 1 1 4 7 
8 ~ 5 ~ 2 2 ~ 5 ~ 8 
9 6 3 3 6 9 
9 8 7 7 8 9 
6 ~ 5 ~ 4 4 ~ 5 ~ 6 
3 2 1 1 2 3 
3 6 9 9 6 3 
2 ~ 5 ~ 8 8 ~ 5 ~ 2 
1 4 7 7 4 1 
Figure 1-10: The symmetric layouts for a square plant 
For SPLP, the symmetric layouts give the same flow costs and make no 
difference in the quality of solutions. That means one layout can represent all its 
symmetric layouts. Therefore we can eliminate all the symmetric layouts. However, 
according to the work by Rosenblatt (1986)，we cannot remove the symmetric layouts 
from our consideration in DPLP because we have to consider the shifting costs. 
Shifting costs of layout A to layout B are not same as shifting costs of layout A to the 
symmetric layouts of layout B. Therefore, all the possible layouts must be considered 
in the dynamic case. 
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1.7 Mathematical Model of DPLP 
P n n n n P n jt n n 
Min Z = X X X E X f t A i ^nj X, ,i + E E Z X X A ^ 7 ^ / (6) t=l /=1 ;=1 k=\ 1=1 t=2 1=1 ;=1 k=l 1=1 
s.t. 
n 
^义,々=1，7' = 1”.”《;广=1，...’尸 (7) /=1 
n 
Xx"y=l，y = l”"，《;f = l，...，^  (8) 
;=i 
Ytiji ~ ^it-i)ij X ^ri/，i, j, 1 = 1，•.•,n; t = 2,• •.，P (9) 
[l if department i is assigned to locationj 
X"y=jo otherwise. (⑴） 
where 
P : Number of periods in the planning horizon 
n : Number of departments in the layout 
i’k : Departments in the layout 
j’l : Locations in the layout 
fik : Flow cost from department i to k 
dji : Distance from location j to 1 
Ytiji : 0,1 variable for shifting i from j to 1 in period t. 
Atiji : Cost of shifting from j to 1 in period t. (Atijj = 0) 
Equation (6) consists of two components. The first component is the sum of 
the material flow costs which is quite similar to the objective function of SPLP. The 
only difference is that in the dynamic case，it takes the material flow costs of all 
layouts in every each period into account; whereas the static case only considers one 
layout. The second component of the objective function is the sum of the 
departmental shifting costs. Whenever a department moves to a new location, a cost is 
involved. The second component is the sum of all the rearrangement costs of 
departmental movement within the planning horizon. Obviously, the objective is to 
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minimize the total cost that is a combination of the sum of material flow costs and the 
sum of departmental shifting costs. 
Equation (7) and Equation (8) are the constraints that require one department 
can only appear in one location and that one location can only accommodate one 
department. Equation (9) is the formulation of the shifting variable among different 
departments in different times. 
As mentioned before, DPLP contains the features of SPLP. The formulations 
of the two problems are quite similar. K it is difficult to find an optimal solution in a 
static case, then it will be more difficult to find one in a dynamic case. 
1.8 Characteristics of DPLP 
DPLP in this research has the following assumptions: 
(1) Only rectangular plants are being considered. Therefore the layout plan 
can be represented by an m by n matrix. 
(2) All the departments are equal size. 
(3) Each department can only be located in one location. 
(4) Each location can only accommodate one department. 
(5) The number of departments and the number of locations are the same, and 
this remains constant through the planning horizon. 
(6) All information is known in the beginning of the first period. Liformation 
includes shifting costs, and material flows between departments, etc. 
(7) A new facility is being designed, i.e. no previous layout exists. 
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(8) The time value of money is not considered. 
(9) Material flows between departments are independent of locations. 
1.9 Constrained Dynamic Plant Layout Problem (CDPLP) 
Sometimes, a budget constraint arises in DPLP. This problem is called the 
constrained dynamic plant layout problem (CDPLP) in which there is a limitation on 
the budget for layout rearrangement. That problem models the situation in which the 
plant has limited resource available for rearranging the departments. Therefore the 
total rearrangement cost of the layout plan for the entire planning horizon cannot 
exceed a pre-set budget constraint. 
1.10 Mathematical Model of CDPLP 
MinZ = t X X X I / . A ^ . ^ - ^ r , , + X S I I X A , v ^ / (11) t=l i=l 7=1 k=l /=1 t=2 t=l j=l k=\ 1=1 
S.t. 
n 
J^X,j=l’j = l’".，n;t = l,.",P (12) 
i=l 
n 
;£x")=l，j. = l”.”n;r = l,."，^ (13) 
M 
^tiji ~ ^{t-i)ij ^ ^tii‘ iJ,l = h--',n; t = 2,...,P (14) 
t i t t A i j i Y r i j i ^ B 5 
t=2 t=l j=l /=1 ^ , 
[l if department i is assigned to location j 
X'ij ~ | o otherwise. (16) 
where 
P : Number of periods in the planning horizon 
n : Number of departments in the layout i，k : Departments in the layout 
j,l : Locations in the layout 
fik : Flow cost from department i to k 
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dji : Distance from location j to 1 
Ytiji : 0，1 variable for shifting i from j to 1 in period t. 
Atiji : Cost of shifting from j to 1 in period t. (A"�=0) 
The model of CDPLP is very similar to DPLP. The only difference is the 
addition of equation (15). Equation (15) shows that the total shifting cost must be 
smaller than the budget constraint, B. 
1.11 Objective of the Research 
The objective of the research is to use genetic algorithms(GA) to solve DPLP. 
GA is a searching procedure that is based on the mechanism of natural selection of 
genetics in the biological environment. It is a well-known multi-directional searching 
method to solve problems with a large search space. Although the use of GA has 
already been proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan (1994)，we believe there are 
rooms for further improvement. We expect our approach will have a good 
performance in different situations such as large problem sizes or problems with the 
budget constraint. 
Li this research, we first study a new crossover operator in GA for DPLP and 
compare it with some well-known methods such as dynamic programming 
(Rosenblatt, 1986) and the steepest-decent pairwise interchange heuristic (Urban, 
1993). Dynamic programming obtains optimal solutions in small size problems while 
the pairwise interchange is efficient in large problems. 
Li the next attempt, we apply the proposed method to CDPLP. We will re-
formulate the GA model such that the search procedure is applicable to the 
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constrained case and compare our results with the Conway and Venkataramanan ‘ s 
(1994). 
1.12 Conclusion 
]n this chapter, we studied different versions of the layout problem. Most of 
the research effort has been concentrated in the static layout problem. However, the 
static approaches are not adequate for the dynamic case. The focus of this research is 
to develop solution algorithms based on GA to solve the dynamic problem. 




The development of the Dynamic Plant Layout Problem (DPLP) arises from 
the Static Plant Layout Problem (SPLP). Therefore we will first discuss the literature 
in SPLP. 
2.2 Static Plant Layout Problem (SPLP) 
The static plant layout problem (SPLP) was first discussed by Koopmans and 
Beckman (1957). The problem has been modelled as a plant with several locations 
that have material flows between them. The problem is a Quadratic Assignment 
Problem (QAP) because the objective function is a second degree function of zero and 
one variables in which constraints are linear functions of the variables. There are 
several assumptions in the model: 
(1) The number of locations is the same as the number of departments. 
(2) One location can only contain one department. 
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(3) Material flows between departments are independent of locations. 
Since the Koopmans and Beckman's research, substantial research work has 
been done. The plant layout problem can be classified according to flow pattems and 
varying department sizes. Heragu and Kusiak (1988) identified several flow pattems 
for the problem (1) linear single-row, (2) circular single-row, (3) linear double-row 
and (4) multi-row. Heragu (1992) classified them into three types of problem: the 
single-row layout problem, the multi-row equal-area layout problem, and multi-row 
unequal-area layout problem. 
(a) Single-row layout 
0?) Multi-row layout with equal-area (c) Multi-row layout with unequal-area 
machines machines 
Figure 2-1: Different types of plants 
Sahni and Gonzalez (1976) have shown that the QAP is NP-complete. Burkard 
(1984) tested the complexity with the eight test problems from Nugent et al. (1986). 
He reported that the largest problem that could be solved optimally was a 15 
department problem. 
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A number of algorithms have been developed to solve the plant layout 
problem. These algorithms can be classified into (1) optimal algorithms and (2) sub-
optimal algorithms. 
2.2.1 The optimal algorithms 
Two well-known methods for finding the optimal solution of the layout 
problem are branch-and-bound algorithms and cutting plane algorithms. Gilmore 
(1962) and Lawler (1963) independently developed branch-and-bound algorithms for 
the problem. Lavalle and Roucairol (1985) reported large computation times for 
layout problems with twelve or more facilities. Kaku and Thompson (1986) provided 
another branch and bound algorithm that performed better than Lawler's algorithm 
and was also suitable for larger size problems. Bazaraa and Sherali (1980) developed 
a cutting plane algorithm to solve the problem. Later Burkard and Bonninger (1983) 
developed another cutting plane method to find the optimal solution. 
Burkard and Stratman (1978) reported that most optimal algorithms could find 
the optimal solution early in the searching stage and time was then wasted in verifying 
the optimality of the solution. 
2.2.2 The sub-optimal algorithms 
The memory and computer processing requirements are very high in optimal 
algorithms. Thus, optimal algorithms cannot solve very large problems. Many sub-
optimal algorithms have been developed in order to find good quality solutions within 
a reasonable time. The sub-optimal algorithms can be further classified into 
construction algorithms and improvement algorithms. 
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2.2.3 Construction algorithms 
There are many construction algorithms for the facility layout problem. Hillier 
and Connors (1966) developed the HC66 algorithm. CORELAP, developed by Lee 
and Moore (1967), determines the layout by using closeness ratings. ALDEP, by 
Seehof and Evan (1967), uses a qualitative approach that starts solving the problem 
from the upper left comer of the layout. 
2.2.4 Improvement algorithms 
CRAFT is a popular method proposed by Armour and Buffa (1963). CRAFT 
solves problem by conducting a departmental interchange on an initial layout. Total 
cost of the initial layout is first calculated. Then interchange occurs when there is a 
pair of departments that can provide a reduction in total cost. The exchange procedure 
continues until there is no further cost reduction from interchanges. The CRAFT 
method has also been modified by other researchers. Examples include: COFAD by 
Tompkins and Reed (1976), COL by Vollman et al. (1968)，CRAFT-M by Hicks and 
Cowan (1976)，SPACECRAFT by Johnson (1982). 
Other examples of the improvement type algorithms include the H63 by Hillier 
(1963)，FRAT by Khalil (1973)，and heuristic branch and bound by Burkard and 
Stratman (1978)，Cluster analysis algorithms by Scriabin and Vergin (1985), non-
linear mathematical programming (Drezner, 1980)，simulated annealing by Wilhelm 
and Ward (1987)，and hybrid simulated annealing by Heragu and Alfa (1990). 
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2.3 Dynamic Plant Layout Problem (DPLP) 
The first research study on DPLP was done by Ballou (1968). When making a 
location decision, one must consider the potential changes in economic conditions. 
When more new and accurate data become available, the solution of locations should 
then be reviewed. He suggested the use of a static location model to determine the 
best location for each period in the planning period using the forecast of demand and 
economic data. Then, he used dynamic programming to generate the best location plan 
from the available alternatives. Since not all the possible locations are considered, the 
method is a heuristic dynamic programming procedure. 
The optimal location plan can be obtained from considering all the possible 
single period warehouse configurations. Lodish (1970) pointed out that it was not 
computationally possible to consider all the existing configurations using a dynamic 
programming procedure for a large problem. 
Sweeney and Tatham (1976) followed the work in the warehouse problem by 
reducing the number of possible states in the single-period configuration. The first 
step in their method is to obtain a lower bound of the solution, v'”� where the lower 
bound is the sum of costs from all the optimal static solutions in each period. Let 严 
be the upper bound of the problem and it is the best existing feasible solution to the 
multi-period problem. Let Vtr denote the value of the rth best solution to SPLP for 
period t. Let K =严-v ' "^ and Rt be the optimal static solution in period t. If v" - Rt < 
K and v(r+j)t - Rt > K, then any layout with a cost greater than v" can be eliminated. 
Rosenblatt (1986) applied the Ballou, and the Sweeney and Tatham model in 
warehouse problem to formulate DPLP. i i his model, DPLP is modelled as a trade off 
between flow costs and shifting costs. Different layout plans will result in different 
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flow costs because of changes in demand and product mix. Whenever there is a 
change of location for a department, shifting cost is incurred. The best location plan 
should be obtained from striking a balance between flow costs and shifting costs. 
The formulation requires the following notation: 
St: Set of all layouts to be considered in period t. 
Ckm • Shifting costs from layout Ak to layout Am, where CAkAk = 0. 
Ztk ： Material handling costs for layout Ak in period t. 
Ltk ： Minimum total cost (sum of flow costs and shifting costs) for all 
periods up to t, where layout Ak is being used in period t. 
The backward recursive relationship for dynamic programming is: 
4 = nfn{L;_,, + C^} + Z l t : 1,2,...,n and L � : = 0 
The above recursive relationship generates both optimal solutions or heuristic 
solutions, lf St includes all the possible layouts in period t, then the solution is 
optimal. Otherwise, only heuristic solutions would be obtained. Rosenblatt solves the 
optimal solution for a six departments and five periods problem. For a n departments 
problem, the number of possible layouts is n!. Therefore, if we consider a p period 
problem, total number of possible combinations is {n!f. To reduce the number of 
combinations, Rosenblatt uses the best 100 static layouts in SPLP of each period to 
generate heuristic solutions. The number of possible combinations changes from (6!)^ 
=(720)5 to (100)5. 
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Figure 2-2 The search space for dynamic programming 
The search space for dynamic programming is calculated as follows. N is the 
number of layouts being considered in one period. N = n! if all the possible is 
considered andA/^< {n!) for heuristic solutions (Figure 2-2). 
Balakrishnan et al. (1992) extended the dynamic layout problem from 
Rosenblatt by considering a budget constraint. They model the problem as the 
constrained dynamic plant layout problem (CDPLP). The model studies the case 
where the funds available for shifting are limited. Thus a budget constraint is applied 
on total shifting cost. They model CDPLP as a singly constrained shortest path 
problem(CSP) and compare it with dynamic programming. They find some important 
results from their study. First, they find CSP performs better than dynamic 
programming in most test problems except when a problem is small or a budget 
constraint is tight. Second, they use CRAFT to generate initial static layouts for their 
CSP. This result is important because it is not possible to generate all the possible 
layouts for practical large size problems. That method helps their search to start at a 
better region. Balakrishnan (1993) also proposes a fathoming procedure to reduce the 
number of possible static layouts in DPLP. 
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Urban (1992) studied the lower bounds to DPLP and tested the effectiveness 
of heuristics when optimal solutions may not be available. Urban (1993) then 
proposed a steepest-descent pairwise-interchange procedure to solve the problem. 
That procedure is quite similar to CRAFT but uses multiple periods. This method 
evaluates the solutions from different forecast windows. For a p period problem, the 
forecast windows change from 1 to p. When the forecast window is one, the procedure 
considers one period at a time and uses CRAFT to do pairwise exchange on an initial 
layout. Then the resulted layout is used as the initial for the next period and is 
processed by CRAFT for the second period. The process goes on until the layout of 
the last period has been found. Then the procedure repeats for a higher forecast 
window, ff the forecast window is two，the number of periods being considered using 
CRAFT is two. Each forecast window can generate a layout plan. The p period layout 
plan with the minimum total cost is chosen as the final plan. The result for his method 
is only slightly worse than the optimal solution and the computational requirements 
are quite low. 
Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) made use of genetic algorithms(GA) for 
CDPLP. They represent a layout by a single string. Starting from several different 
strings and doing crossbreeding on these strings, their GA generates good solutions. 
The GA search is well-known for solving problems with non-linear objective 
functions. A more detailed description of this method can be found in chapter 3. 
Montreuil and Venkatadri (1991) analysed the problem allowing changing 
number of facilities. The growth or decline is divided into periods. The method 
designs a goal layout for the last growth period. This layout becomes an input and the 
intermediate layouts are generated. They model this type of a dynamic situation using 
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linear programming. Montreuil and Laforge (1992) used decision tree to analyse the 
problem with uncertain conditions. They use a linear programming model as the costs 
of relocation are linear. Their objective function minimizes a weighted average of the 
flow costs and departments relocation costs based on the probabilities on the decision 
tree branches. 
Lacksonen and Enscore (1993) used various methods dealing with the 
quadratic assignment problem and tested their performance in DPLP. They use cutting 
planes (Bukard and Bonniger, 1983), branch and bound (Pardalos and Crouse, 1989)， 
and cut trees(Montreuil and Ratliff, 1989). These algorithms for solving the QAP are 
created for SPLP and the solutions are modified for DPLP. 
Lacksonen (1994) also conducted research on the layout problem with various 
departmental sizes. A two-stage heuristic is employed. Stage 1 consists of applying 
the cutting plane heuristic (Bukard and Bonniger, 1983) and an exchange routine to 
find approximate department arrangements. Stage 2 minimizes the flow costs and the 
layout given in stage 1 is adjusted in size and shape. The algorithm is slow and the 
largest problem solved contains 12 departments and 3 time periods. 
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2.4 Conclusion: 
SPLP has been studied for years. However, the issues regarding DPLP have 
not been extensively studied. Methods such as Urban's pairwise interchange heuristic 
is effective and efficient in large problems. Procedure by Lacksonen can handle 
problems with varying size in small problems. Balakrishnan et. al. uses constrained 
shorted path, and Conway and Venkataramanan uses genetic algorithms to solve 
CDPLP. 
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Chapter 3 
Genetic Algorithms in DPLP 
3.1 Introduction of Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GA) have been widely applied to many different fields 
such as engineering, physical sciences, social sciences and operations research since 
its introduction by John Holland (1975). They are one kind of the evolutionary 
programming techniques that resemble the natural selection of genes in living 
organisms of the natural biological systems. 
A GA based procedure requires that an initial population of feasible solutions 
be generated. It codes a solution as a finite-length string over some finite alphabets. 
Each feasible solution may be a parent. The population is also known as the parent 
pool. The procedure uses information from the objective function to determine the 
fitness of each potential parent. It obtains good results in different problems through 
(1) selection, 
(2) reproduction, 
(3) crossover, and 
(4) mutation 
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t i random selection, individuals are selected for the crossover operator. The 
resulting string created by crossover is called the offspring. Mutation occasionally 
applies only to the offspring after crossover. The offspring replaces “weaker” 
individuals in the pool. The reproduction process goes on many generations until 
certain criterion for termination is satisfied. 
3.2 Genetic Algorithms in DPLP 
DPLP is a combinatorial problem for which the optimal solution can be found 
only for very small problems. A GA based search is an appropriate method in dealing 
with the problem. Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) first propose a GA based 
procedure to solve the constrained dynamic plant layout problem (CDPLP). Their 
procedure can be easily modified for the dynamic plant layout problem without the 
budget constraint (DPLP). As illustrated later in this chapter, the Conway and 
Venkataramanan's GA procedure suffers several limitations. Addressing these 
limitations, we develop our GA based procedure that outperforms the Conway and 
Venkataramanan approach. 
A GA approach requires many parameters: the number of parents selected for 
crossover, the mutation rate, the number of initial solutions in the parent pool, etc. 
There are many different techniques for mutation and selection. The choices of 
parameters and methods vary in different problem domains. Li the following sections, 
we will compare our GA formulation with the Conway and Venkataramanan 
approach. 
3.2.1 Encoding of a solution 
Li GA, a solution should be encoded as a string of alphabets with a finite-
length. A string in an artificial genetic system is analogous to a chromosome in a 
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biological system. Then a GA based procedure improves the string quality by 
crossover from a pool of different strings and finally comes up with a solution. 
The encoding of a solution is very simple. The assumption of the problem 
states that the number of periods being considered and the number of departments in 
each period are fixed. Therefore we do not need to consider when to merge or split 
departments in our decision process. Solutions encoded in this way will have a finite-
length. 
DPLP is a multi-period problem. The layout in each period is a layout from the 
static plant layout. We only deal with rectangular plants and layouts can be encoded 
by the following rules. 
(1) Fix the orientation of the plant so the plant has m rows and n columns. 
(2) For each row, read the name of each department in each location starting 
from left to right. Without loss of generality, the name of each department 
can be represented by mxn distinct integers starting from 1 to mxn. 
(3) Read the layout row by row and merge them into a string. 
Figure 3-1 shows how to convert a solution to a string. 
1 2 3 
4 " T ^ 6 
7 8 9 
>1 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 | 9 | 
Figure 3-1: Representation of layout for a single period 
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Since we assume that the area, shape and number of locations of the plant do 
not change within the planning horizon, we can represent all the layouts for each 
period using the same method. All result strings have the same length and format. 
This coding method is same as the Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) approach. 
Period 1 Period 2 ... Period P 
1 2 3 2 1 3 6 5 4 
4 5 6 6 4 5 3 2 1 
丄 丄 I 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 2 I 1 丨 3 | 6 | 4 | 5 | ... | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 
Figure 3-2: The encoding of string in multiple periods sense. 
3.2.2 Fitness function 
The fitness function evaluates all the possible solutions in the population and 
quantifies the fitness of each possible solution. The fitness function serves two 
purposes. (1) It assists in the parent selection scheme for the crossover operation such 
that good solutions will have relatively higher chance to be selected as parents. (2) It 
assists in determining the poor solutions so that the worse parents will be replaced in 
the next generation. 
The fitness function for the problem is very straight forward. We can simply 
use the objective function of the formulation in dynamic plant layout as the fitness 
function. The objective function is: 
Min Z = i 1 1 1 1 f t A n X,, ^ . , + 1 1 1 1 1 � ‘ 
t=l /=1 j=l k=\ l=\ t=2 1=1 j=l k=l l=l 
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The objective function is to minimize total cost, Z, of the layout plan. Total 
cost consists of two components. The first part is the sum of material flow costs for all 
the periods in the planning horizon. The second part is the sum of shifting costs. Li the 
parent pool, each parent is a layout plan. Each layout plan itself has a total cost. The 
layouts in the parent pool can be ranked by the fitness function, that is ranked by total 
cost. The layout plan with smaller total cost gets a better rank. 
The choice of total cost as the fitness function is the most simple 
implementation because the decision criterion of DPLP is to minimize the total cost. 
The Conway and Venkataramanan' s (1994) method also uses total cost as the fitness 
function. 
3.2.3 Crossover operator 
The difference between our GA procedure and the Conway and 
Venkataramanan's GA approach (1994) is the crossover operator. Let's us first 
consider the Conway and Venkataramanan' s method. 
Conway and Venkataramanan's crossover operator 
Their method of crossover is an ordinary crossover method for GA. It uses 
single point crossover on two strings. First, select two strings from the parent pool. 
That means two layout plans have been selected. Then randomly select a point in the 
strings and perform crossover on the two strings at the chosen point. Although their 
crossover operator is simple, it may obtain illegal strings. For example, some 
departments appear in two locations or some departments disappear (Figure 3-3). 
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Before crossover: 
Crossover at this 
1 ‘ 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 2 I 5 | 6 4 | 1 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 
，r 
I 1 I 5 I 4 I 2 I 6 I 3 I 4 I 6 | 5 1 | 2 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 3 丨 2 | 4 丨 1 | 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ Joint 
After crossover: 
Dlegal Layouts 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 2 I 5 | ^ ( ^ ^ 2 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 
7 
1 5 4 2 6 3 4 6 | 5 4 1 | 3 | 6 5 3 [ 2 4 1 
niegal layouts: 
Department 2 ^ ~ ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ 6 ~ ] 4 ~ ~ 6 ~ ~ “ “ 5 ~ ~ |Department 4 
appears twice ~； ~ appears twice and 1 2 3 4 1 3 and 
department 4 department 2 
is missing. is missing. Figure 3-3: The illegal child created from crossover 
Only under two conditions, single point crossover produces legal children. The 
first condition is that crossover happens at ajoint. A joint is a point where the layouts 
of two successive periods meet. Let's consider a 6 department 3 period problem as an 
example. The length of the strings should be 6 x 3 = 18. For the example, there are 2 
joints in the string. 
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ff crossover does not happen at a joint, then the crossover operator will affect 
the layout of one period only in each string. If the departments appear at the left of the 
crossover point for the first string also appear in the second string, then the crossover 
operator will produce legal children. See Figure 3-4 for an example. 
Before Crossover I After Crossover 
crossover point | S1' and S2' are aH 
，r I fegal layouts 
I 1 I 2 I 3 4 I 5 I 6 ] S1 S1' I 1 丨 1 [ 3 | 4 | 6 | 5 ] 
+ I 
I 3 I 2 I 1 I 4 I 6 I 5 I S2 S2, | 3 | 2 丨 1 | 4 丨 5 丨 6 | 
Figure 3-4: The resulting strings are legal if the crossover point 
satisfy the second condition 
ff the offspring from crossover is illegal, Conway and Venkataramanan 
propose a method to resolve it. The basic idea of the method is to protect the stronger 
string, which is the parent with lower total cost. The stronger of the two strings 
regains the partial layout and the weaker fill in the unassigned facility positions to 
regain feasibility. Remaining positions are filled by two rules: 
(1) unassigned facilities which correspond to their neighbouring layouts that 
are feasible 
(2) randomly. 
This method is not very effective because it does not have enough local 
control for material flow costs and shifting costs. 
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The proposed crossover operator 
The proposed crossover method is very different from Conway and 
Venkataramanan's approach. The idea of the crossover operator is to use dynamic 
programming as the engine. With a such powerful tool, the crossover operator can 
adapt to a more complicated situation and propose a better answer. Unlike single point 
crossover on two strings, it is a crossover on several strings and several cutting points. 
The cutting points are all at the joints of the strings, that is the positions where the 
layouts of two successive periods meet. The number of crossover points is one less 
than the number of periods. Dynamic programming finds the best layout plan among 
many possible alternatives. 
The crossover scheme is described as follows: 
(1) Select n strings from the parent pool. 
(2) For a P period problem, cut the strings into P equal parts. Each part 
represents a feasible layout for the plant. Since the size and orientation of 
the plant do not change within the planning horizon, the layout can be used 
at any period within the planning horizon. (Figure 3-5) 
(3) Put all these layouts together and eliminate the duplicated layouts. 
(4) Use dynamic programming to find the best combination among all the 
layouts (Figure 3-6). The best layout plan is the one with the minimum 
material flow costs and shifting costs. The best layout plan is the offspring. 
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i i 
I I I ‘ 
Period l | ] Period 2| ] Period 3| 
String 1 I l | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 2 | 5 | 6 | 4 | l | 3 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 11 
I I 
String 2 | 1 | 5 | 4 | 2 | 6 | 3 U | 6 | 5 | l | 2 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 3 | 2 | 4 | 11 
： I ： ‘ ： I • I I I I I 
Stringn | l | 5 | 3 | 2 | 6 | 4 | l | 5 | 6 | 4 | 2 | 3 | 5 | 6 | 3 | 2 | 4 | l | 
I I 
1 • 
Figure 3-5: Step 1 and 2 of the crossover operator 
Layout of period 1 
Str ing 1 一 Layout of period 2 
Layout of period 3 
Layout of period 1 p^~：~~：~~ , � - i 1 ：~~ ： Eliminate Initial layouts String2 |_ Layout of period 2 — duplicated ~~^  for Dynamic 
r —7:71 layouts Programming 




Layout of period 1 
Str ing n — Layout of period 2 
Layout of period 3 
Figure 3-6: Step 3 and 4 of the crossover operator 
For example, consider a P period problem. Jf each time we need n strings to do 
crossover, we will obtain at most P x n layouts. Following the method of solving 
DPLP with dynamic programming proposed by Rosenblatt (1986)，we will find the 
best layout plan as the offspring. 
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The recursive procedure of dynamic programming is defined as: 
LL’r=n^n{Z;hi+<::^^} + Z ^ p W h e r c r = l”"，Az，and L\^ = 0 
where: 
Cj^ ,m Rearrangement (shifting) costs from layout k to layout m. C^ 历=0. 
^ 
Lk t Minimum total costs for all periods up to t, where layout k is being 
used in period t. 
Zk，t Material handling costs for layout k in period t. 
There is at most P x n layouts being considered in dynamic programming and 
the maximum search space is (number of initial layoutsf. This is shown in Figure 2-
2. The resulting string is an optimal solution for DPLP if the number of initial layouts 
equals to the number of all the possible layouts for the plant. For example, in a six 
departments problem, there are 6! = 720 possible layouts, lf the number of initial 
layouts for dynamic programming equals to 720 after eliminating the duplicated 
layouts, then the result solution is optimal. U not all the possible layouts are 
considered, dynamic programming can only guarantee that the best combination is 
obtained for the selected initial layouts. 
Using dynamic programming as the crossover operator in GA is a good 
choice. The proposed method will not generate infeasible layouts. Moreover, it will 
take both the material handling costs and the shifting costs into consideration. The 
crossover is much more effective than randomly selecting a point to perform single 
point crossover. 
It is not possible to find the optimal solution with dynamic programming if the 
number of departments is large. The choice of n (number of parents selected for each 
crossover) is an important factor to decide. The search space depends on n. ff n is 
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large, more initial layouts are considered and the better quality of the offspring are 
found. However, since the search space is larger, the time required to find out an 
answer from dynamic programming will also become larger. 
GA will perform crossovers for hundreds times, thousands times, or even 
more. That is why the choice of n does not need to be very large because it is good 
enough if dynamic programming can guarantee the best combination. Through 
generations, the quality of the layout plans in the parent pools will improve. 
When we select the n parents from the parent pool, the n parents should be all 
distinctive, ]f there exists repeated parents, the number of layouts for dynamic 
programming becomes fewer. Since dynamic programming is deterministic, when 
there are fewer layouts to use, the quality of solution will either deteriorate or remain 
the same. 
Jf there is no repeated layout in all the selected parents, the number of 
distinctive layouts equals to the product of number of periods and the number of 
selected parents. Some examples of the sizes of the search spaces for different number 
of selected parents are shown in Table 3-1. 
Maximum search space 
5 period problem 10 period problem 
一2 parents crossover — 10^  = 10^  20^" 二 1.02*10^^ 
5 parents crossover 一 25^ = 9.77*10^ 50^" = 9.77*10^^ 
10 parents crossover — 50^ = 3.13*10^ 100^"= 10 "^ 
~ 2 0 parents crossover 100^ = 10 "^ 200^" = 1.02^^  
Table 3-1: Maximum search space for different number of selected parents 
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Experiments for parameter setting - number of parents selected for 
crossover 
We conduct a simple experiment here to help us determine the n value (the 
number of parents selected). 
Li this experiment, problems with different number of departments are studied. 
The plant sizes are 6，15 and 30 department problems and the planning horizon is 10 
periods. Each problem size is repeated by eight replications (problem 1 to problem 8). 
Experiments have been done on the 2，5, 10 and 20 parents being selected each time. 
72 randomly generated parents are used in each run and the algorithms stops when 
1000 crossovers have been done. After the 1000^ ^ crossover, the best layout plan is 
selected from the parent pool. The experiment tests both the quality of the best parent 
and also the time required to do 1000 crossovers. 
Li Table 3-2, total costs for individual problems are shown. Then the average 
cost of each problem set is calculated and checked for the percentage reduction of cost 
from the previous number of parents. The result shows that if larger number of parents 
is used, total cost reduces but the improvement percentage decreases. 
Table 3-3 shows the time required to run all the test problems. The time 
requirement increases significantly when the number of parents increases. This result 
matches the search space calculated in Table 3-1. 
The result shows that the more parents are used in a crossover operation, the 
better the quality of the solution is generated. The quality of the solution is the most 
important consideration in DPLP. However, the computational time requirement 
becomes unreasonable if the number of parents selected is too large. We set n = 10 
because the time required to finish the GA is reasonable, and the result is also very 
good. 
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6 Departments 10 periods 
# of Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 improvement 
parents 
2 2 1 5 ^ r 213876" 209014 _213185 " ^ l 2 4 3 ^ 210349_ 215685 "214746 
- 5 ^ 4 3 1 3 212740" 208676 “ 212953 210944 210000 2156sJ" 212588 0.42% 
- 1 0 ^ 4 3 1 3 212134" 208060 “ 212741 210944 210000 21545^ 212588 0.10% 
- 2 0 214313 212134 207987 212530 210906 209932 214252 212588 0.09% 
15 Departments 10 periods 
# of Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 improvement 
parents 
2 T038203 104061?" 1047683" 1025717 T051901 l031949 105224丁 1052020 - 5 l053033" 1041475" 1047683 l027121 l 0 3 6 ^ 102441?" 1040504 l048853 0.24% 
- 1 0 l045282 103550^ 1047683. 1027121 T029920 "T5?4417 104034^" 1047540 0.27% 
- 2 0 1038203 1035506 1045949 1025717 1029920 1024417 1040137 1045932 0.14% 
30 Departments 10 periods 
# of Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 improvement 
parents 
2 "T^8411 1 2 3 1 9 ^ 1231829" 1234835 T215582 1 2 2 2 4 ^ 121227? 1250586 
- 5 l 2 2 8 4 i r 1231978" 1231829 l23100Q l 2 I 4 ^ 1226490 1212273 l244505 0.07% 
“ 1 0 T ^ 8 4 1 1 i23i97F 1231829' 1231000 T209014 1 2 2 2 4 ^ 121227? 1244243 0.10% 
_ 20 1228411 123197S| 1231829| 1227413| 1209014| 1221986| 1212273| 1242347| 0.06% 
Table 3-2: Total cost for different n 
Number of parents (n) Time required (seconds) 
2 201.89 
~ 5 392.09 
一 10 1020.26 一 20 4719.18 
Table 3-3: Time required for different n 
3.2.4 Selection scheme 
There are many methods to select parents for crossover. The selection scheme 
is random but also biased. It is biased in the sense that strings with higher values of 
the fitness function will have higher chances to be selected. One of the common 
method is the roulette wheel. 
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Method One • roulette wheel 
The parents in the population will be allocated to slots in a roulette wheel with 
slot sized according to their fitness. Since a better solution will have a larger slot in 
the roulette wheel, it will have a better chance to be selected. If we want to obtain a 
candidate from the parent pool, we spin the biased roulette wheel. For the 3 parent 
example shown in Table 3-4，the roulette wheel is shown in Figure 3-7. 
Parent Fitness Percentage of total 
1 100 26.0% 
2 255 66.2% 
3 30 7 ^ 
Total 385 100% 
Table 3-4: 3 parent example to demonstrate the roulette wheel 
y ^ yp^ h«^ t 3 
/ Z\ 
^ p a r e n t 1 
parent2 \ 26.2% \^^^^^^^^^\^^^^^ 
Figure 3-7: The roulette wheel in the 3 parent example 
The probability of a parent i being selected is: 
f(i) P(i) = ^ r ^ 
t , f U ) 
j=o 
where f(i) is the fitness value of parent i, 
n is the number of parents in the population. 
The roulette wheel selection scheme gives the better parent a higher chance to 
be selected. However, in the proposed GA, the number of parents in the parent pool is 
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usually larger than 50. Moreover, the difference between total cost is not as significant 
as the above example. Therefore the slot size for each parent does not have much 
variation, and the roulette wheel does not give enough bias. The search becomes 
similar to random walk and the final result is not good. The computation time 
requirement is also very high since there is a large number of calculations involved in 
a single selection. 
Method Two - Rank selection 
The procedure of the second method is described as follows: 
(1) Rank all the parents in the parent pool. The parent with a lower cost 
has a higher rank 
(2) Randomly select two numbers, number 1 and number 2，within the 
total number of parents in the parent pool. 
(3) Jf number 1 < number 2, the parent with a ranking equals to number 
1 is selected. Otherwise repeat step (2). 
In this method, the probability of the parent with a ranking r being selected is: 
n-r 
~~— where n is the number of parents in the parent pool. 
Y\ 
However, this method does not give a very good result. After tracing the 
fitness value of the offspring in each crossover, this selection method results in pre-
mature convergence in our experiment. 
Parent Fitness Rank 
i l00 2 
2 255 3 
3 ^ 1 
Total 385 
Table 3-5: 3 parent example to demonstrate the rank selection 
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Method Three - Rank roulette wheel 
The third method is also based on the fitness ranking and uses the rank as the 
value in a roulette wheel. The parent with a lower cost also has a higher rank as 
method 2. A parent with rank r will have slot size {n-r). This gives the parent with a 
lower cost a larger slot size. Then better parents have higher chances to be selected. 
The probability of being selected for a parent with a ranking r is: 
D / � ( " - 0 2(n — r) 
P( r) = = V . <n-V) 2^J 
j=0 
where n is the number of parents in the parent pool. 
The result is good in this method, however the computation requirement in 
calculating the appropriate parent is high for each selection. 
Method Four • Tournament selection 
The fourth method is the tournament selection. The procedure is: 
(1) Rank all the parents in the parent pool 
(2) Randomly select two parents, parent 1 and parent 2. 
(3) Generate a random number (0 < random number < 1) 
(4) If the random number is smaller than the pre-set value(for example 0.75), 
then select the better parent. Otherwise select the other parent. 
This selection method is simple and the result is very good. Test has been 
done for pre-set values equal to 0.6, 0.75 and 0.9. The results are quite similar. 
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1035000 4C0st Convergency Diagram of Different Methods 
1030000 - ,T"rTrn 
— M e t h o d 1 
1025000 -
1020000 - Method 2 
1015000 -1 Method 3 1010000- i i I • 
i , l l 1 . Method 4 
1005000 -1 _ j : I 
=^r*^ ^Wiitetete^ ，,、"‘—：:: 
985000 ~ k H H M H H B M H H M H H I l i ^ i H H H B H H H I H H B M H I 
•»" ^ "T- "r- T~ •»" T- T~ T— y— T- T- 1— T" T" 1— T— T— T~ 1— T— y— y— T- T— y— y— CO CD Oi cvj u^  00 T -寸 r>. 0 CO co a> cM u> 00 1 -寸 t^ 0 co co oi cvi u5 00 
^ •"“ ^ CM OJ CM CO 00 CO CO 寸 寸 寸 U5 U^ U> CD CO (0 CO h» h- h^ Figure 3-8: The convergence of various methods 
Final Choice 
Figure 3-8 shows the convergence of various methods. The tournament 
selection method is chosen. The reasons are: 
(1) The method is simple. 
(2) It does not take much computation time. 
(3) It does not converge too quickly. 
(4) The result is good. 
3.2.5 Replacement and reproduction 
Reproduction is a process in which strings are copied according to their fitness 
function values. The consideration of which parent to be reproduced or which parent 
to be replaced is determined after crossover. 
The crossover operator uses dynamic programming and the cutting point for 
the crossover is the layout of each period. The resulting layout plan is deterministic 
once the parents have been selected. When an offspring is generated, there are several 
methods to treat the offspring. 
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The first one is to replace it with the parent in the parent pool. This makes the 
number of layouts in the parent pool decreases because the variety of parent decreases 
gradually. The parent pool will be filled with the same parents in very short period of 
time and that will make the algorithm converge too early. 
The second one simply adds the offspring to the parent pool. Eventually, this 
method makes the chance of selecting the same layout increase. This is not useful 
because the crossover operator will only select distinctive parents. This only makes 
the selection of parents inefficient. 
From the above consideration, we choose the first method. We add an 
additional restriction to prevent convergence: The offspring will not replace the 
weakest parent unless it is new to the parent pool. This makes all the parents in the 
parent pool unique. 
3.2.6 Mutation 
The purpose of mutation is to increase the diversity of parents in the parent 
pool in order to prevent the algorithm from converging too quickly. Mutation applies 
to the offspring after crossover. It either improves or deteriorates the quality of the 
offspring. Mutation is especially important in the proposed method because the 
cutting points for the crossover are the layouts for each period. The crossover operator 
will not generate new static layouts. The only method to import new layouts into the 
parent pool is to use mutation. 
Two methods are studied for the proposed method. 
Method 1 - reciprocal exchange 
This is a simple mutation method. It is done by randomly selecting two genes 
from the chromosome and swapping them. Li the case of DPLP, a period should be 
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first selected from the offspring. The reciprocal exchange will take place in the 
selected layout because it ensures a legal layout. (See Figure 3-9) 
^ ^ ^ Select a parent from 
A^^""^ the parent pool 
Select a period / 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 4 [ 5 | 6 | 1 | 2 | 3 6 | 5 | 3 | 2 | 4 | 1 ] 
^ Randomly select 2 
genes to swap ^\>^^^^ ^ ^ i 2 3 6 2 3 4 5 6 1 " ^ 4 5 l | 
Figure 3-9: An example of the reciprocal exchange 
Method 2 - CRAFT 
The second method uses a well-known technique in the static plant layout 
problem, CRAFT. CRAFT is an improvement algorithm for static plant layout. It 
swaps pairs of departments that reduces costs of material handling the most. The 
procedure stops when there is no more improvement can be done by the pairwise 
exchange. Suppose we take a six department problem as an example, all the possible 
pairs of departments are shown in Figure 3-10. The number of possible pairs equals 
to: 
n-i n i n — 1) 
工 j = where n equal to number of departments in a plant. ;=i 2 
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1-2 2-3 3-4 4-5 5-6 
1-3" 2-4 3-5 4-6 
1-4 2-5 ‘ 3-6 
1-5 2-6 
1 - 6 " 
Figure 3-10: All the possible pairs in a six department problem 
The formula for the cost reduction of CRAFT is: 
Cost reduced = ( OFC - NFC) + (OSC -NSQ 
where OFC: original flow costs 
NFC: new flow costs 
OSC: original shift costs before and after the period 
NFC: new shift costs before and after the period 
Old flow cost of 
period 4 
Old shifting cost 3 to 4 Old shifting cost 4 to 5 
Original layout Original layout Original layout 
of period 3 ^ of period 4 ^ of period 5 
\ / 
New sh i f t ingcos t3 to4 ^ ^ 二 Newsh i f t ingcos t4 to5 
I New layout of period 4 . 
I when two departments 
1 are exchanged 」 
New flow cost of period 4 
Figure 3-11: Example of calculating the cost reduction bv CRAFT. 
Period 4 is being selected as an example 
Beside the choice of mutation methods, we have to determine the mutation 
rate. Li the literature, the mutation rate for GA should be lower than 5%. 
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(Grefenstette, 1986) As mentioned, the proposed GA can bring new static layouts by 
mutation only. It is more favourable if the mutation chance is higher. Therefore the 
choice of mutation chance is 5% in the proposed method. 
Tests have been done on the two methods and the combination of the two 
methods. There are altogether 3 tests, and the test problems are 15 department and 10 
period problems. The mutation rates for different methods are shown in Table 3-6. 
The result of the test is shown Table 3-7. 
Test # Method use Mutation Chance 11 
一 Test 1 Method 1 only— 5% — 
- T e s t 2 Method 2 only 5% 
- T e s t 3 [fMethod 1 and 2 5% ( 2.5% for method 1 and 2.5% for method 2 ~ | 
Table 3-6: Mutation rate for different methods 
Problem 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 — AveragT 
Test 1 989496 " ^ 7 3 6 4 9 9 5 3 ^ 983043 990690 T s i 6 2 9 9906"55" 992192" 988799.4 
Tes t2 984903 ^ 5 8 2 4 9 9 0 6 3 F 979778 983906 "^76581 9 8 7 8 ^ 989741_ 984903.4 
^es t 3 | r ^ l 6 8 986234 991328 981102 985949 979489 987703 992564 |986442T 
Table 3-7: Result of tests on mutation 
Experimental results show that the use of method 2 for the mutation will give 
the best result. Method 2 gives the lowest average cost and gives the lowest costs in 
all the test problems except problem 7. 
Since the proposed crossover operator does not change the static layout during 
crossover, so there is no control on static layout for each period. Method 2 corrects the 
deficiency and improves the quality of static layout with considering both flow costs 
and shifting costs. That is why it gives the best results in the tests. Therefore the final 
choice is to use method 2, CRAFT, as the mutation operator. 
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3.2.7 Initialization of parent pool 
A number of feasible solutions are generated during the initialization of parent 
pool. It can be generated either randomly or by some heuristics. Li the proposed GA, a 
heuristic approach is preferred. Appropriate heuristics can improve the overall quality 
of parents and make the GA based procedure starts at a more favourable landscape. 
Thus the number of generations required may be reduced, and the computational time 
will be shortened. 
Tests have been performed on several methods, including the randomly 
generated parents and heuristic parents. The heuristics chosen to test should be 
computationally efficient. Therefore, two improvement algorithms are selected. One is 
a SPLP method, CRAFT, and the other is a DPLP method, the pairwise exchange 
heuristic by Urban. 
Random 
Tests have been done on the randomly generated parents and the following 
results were found: 
(1) The result is acceptable only for small problem size. 
(2) Since the proposed crossover operator will not bring new static layouts, a 
large number of initial layouts are needed in order to improve the quality 
of the solution. However, if the number of parents increases, the number of 
generations required to make the GA to meet the termination criterion also 
increases. Thus the computational time increases. 
(3) Tests have been done on large numbers of parents. 5000 parents are 
generated during the initialization and that means there are 50000 static 
layouts involved if it is a 10 period problem. Even with this large number 
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of layouts, the result is not very satisfactory. Li fact, there are 15!= 
12 
1.3*10 possible layouts in a 15 department problem. 50000 is only a 
small portion when compared to 15!. The situation is even worse for 30 
department problems. As a result, the use of randomly generated layout as 
the initial parent pool is not adopted. 
CRAFT 
CRAFT is the improvement method for the static layout problem. The use of 
CRAFT is a little bit different from the way we use it in mutation. We will first 
generate a layout plan randomly and use CRAFT to improve the layout in each period. 
The quality of the solution is improved because the layout generated by CRAFT suits 
a particular period in terms of flow costs. 
Urban's heuristic 
This heuristic can generate a layout plan for dynamic layout problem. Since 
the heuristic is also an improvement algorithm, it requires an initial layout as the 
starting point. As it is a DPLP method, the layout given from this method will 
optimize both flow costs and shifting costs. The quality of the initial layouts for the 
GA is the best using this method. That means that this method makes GA search starts 
at a very favourable region. Furthermore, since Urban's is a very quick heuristic, it is 
a very appropriate method to use. 
Final Choice: 
Use the heuristic of Urban to generate initial layouts. It is a quick method to 
produce good quality initial solutions. So, it can effectively reduce the computational 
time and provide the best results. 
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3.2.8 Termination criterion 
The termination criterion determines when the GA will stop. Jn other words, 
the operations of selection, crossover, reproduction and replacement repeat until a 
termination condition is met. Li this method, we use a very simple method to 
terminate the process. The process will stop when a maximum pre-set number of 
generations is reached. 
3.3 Summary of the Proposed Method 
kaplementation of GA for DPLP requires the setting of parameters and 
methods. The following table summarises the choice of parameters and methods. 
Operation Final Choice | 
Encoding Simple single string representation 
Crossover operator Dynamic programming 
Fitness function The total cost: sum of flow costs and shifting costs 
Selection scheme Toumament selection 
Mutation Pairwise interchanging heuristic (CRAFT) 
Parent pool Urban,s pairwise interchange heuristic 
Reproduction All parents in the population reproduce once 
Replacement Offspring replace the worse parent if it does not exist in the 
population 
Termination Fix number of generations 
Table 3-8: The summary of parameters and methods for the proposed GA 
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Chapter 4 
Computational Result of GA in DPLP 
4.1 Overview 
Li this chapter, we report the computational experience of the GA approach 
proposed for DPLP. Li order to establish the computational advantages of the new GA 
approach, we implemented dynamic programming approach by Rosenblatt (1986)，the 
pairwise exchange heuristic by Urban (1992)，and the GA search by Conway and 
Venkataramanan (1994). 
The Conway and Venkataramanan GA was originally designed to solve the 
problem in CDPLP. The algorithm impose a limitation on the total budget for shifting 
costs. However, we include it in the experiment because it uses GA. To ensure a fair 
comparison, we set the budget high enough to make the constraint non-binding. Li 
order words, the budget constraint will never affect the results. 
4.2 Characteristics of the Testing Problems 
In this research, we study DPLP with the following conditions: 
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(1) Only rectangular plants are being considered. Therefore the layout plan 
can be represented by an m by n matrix. 
(2) All the departments are equal size. 
(3) Each department can only be located in one location. 
(4) Each location can only accommodate one department. 
(5) The number of departments and the number of locations are the same, and 
this remains constant through the planning horizon. 
(6) All information is known in the beginning of the first period. Information 
includes shifting costs, and material flows between departments, etc. 
(7) A new facility is being designed, i.e. no previous layout exists. 
(8) The time value of money is not considered. 
(9) Material flows between departments are independent of locations. 
4.3 Mathematical Model of DPLP for the Testing Problem 
DPLP is formulated as follows: 
MinZ = i t i : i : i X A X ^ , + i t t t A , , 4 t=l i=l j=l k=l 1=1 t=2 /=1 j=l k=l 1=1 
S.t. 
n 
5^ ^tij = 1，j 二 l,...,n;f = 1，...，户 
i=\ 
n 
^^ ^tij ~ 1, J ~ l,...,W;r = l,...，P M 
t^ijl = ^{t-l)ij X X“i，/，j, 1 = 1，.. ,W; t = 2，. • •，P 
fl if department i is assigned to location j X^^  — < 叫 0 otherwise. ‘ 
where 
P : Number of periods in the planning horizon 
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n : Number of departments in the layout i，k : Departments in the layout 
j,l : Locations in the layout 
fik ： Flow cost from department i to k 
dji : Distance from location j to 1 
Ytiji : 0,1 variable for shifting i from j to 1 in period t. 
Atiji : Costs of shifting from j to 1 in period t. 04"力=0) 
4.4 The Design of Experiment 
4.4.1 The experiment 
The experiment consists of the following factors and levels: 
(1) Solution techniques: dynamic programming，the pairwise exchange 
heuristics, GA proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan and the 
proposed GA are compared. The algorithms are implemented in C 
programs which run on DEC Alpha machines. 
(2) Size of layouts: Three layout sizes of 6，15 and 30 are used. They 
represent small, medium and large size problems. Different layout sizes 
will help us determine the effectiveness of the algorithms for larger 
layouts. 
(3) Planning Horizons: Two different planning horizons of 5 period and 10 
period are used. This will give us an idea on the effectiveness of the 
algorithms over longer term planning horizons. 
(4) The evaluation is based on the total costs, which is the sum of shifting 
costs and material handling costs. 
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Each cell in the experimental design consists of eight replications. This has 
been shown to be sufficient for low a and P errors for similar problems (Balakrishnan 
et al. 1992). For each problem, the sum of the flows in a layout during a period is 
constant for every period within the entire planning horizon. This is to prevent any 
period from biasing the others. The average shifting costs for a department is set to 
15% of the average material handling for the department. Li each problem, some 
departments have high inflows as compared to the others. These high inflow 
departments are changed in every period to simulate demand changes. 
4.4.2 Generating the initial layouts: 
In the six department problems, all 6! or 720 possibilities in each period are 
evaluated. Using dynamic programming, we are able to find the optimal cost of the 
dynamic layout plan. However, the pairwise interchange heuristic, GA by Conway 
and Venkataramanan and the proposed GA do not guarantee optimality. We can then 
compare the results of all the methods being studied with the optimal solution. The 
pairwise interchange heuristic is sensitive to the initial layouts. All the 720 static 
layouts are used as initial layouts and therefore 720 layout plans are generated. We 
will select the best one among the 720 layout plans as the solution of the heuristic. For 
the two GA based searching methods, they must start from an initial parent pool and 
the parents should be feasible layout plans. For a five period problem, a feasible 
layout plan consists of five static layouts and similarly, a ten period problem needs ten 
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Static layouts. Since there are altogether 720 possible static layouts, they are randomly 
combined to give 144 parents for five period problems and 72 parents for ten period 
problems. All layouts are different in the initial parent pool and it is expected that 
good layouts will have higher chances to be reproduced in the crossover. 
i i fifteen and thirty department problems, there are 15! and 30! possible 
layouts, respectively. Generating all layouts are very expensive. Dynamic 
programming and the pairwise exchange heuristic use static layouts as the initial 
layouts for the algorithms. We do not generate all the possibilities, and thus we use 
the Balakrishnan et. al. (1992) method in using good static layouts in each period as 
the input to the two methods. The method to generate good static layouts is CRAFT. 
We also use randomly generated layouts as the initial layouts for the two methods. 
Such a comparison will give us an idea about the effectiveness of using good static 
solutions for the two methods. 
For the two GA based searching methods, we need to generate complete 
layout plans for them. We also use randomly generated and heuristically generated 
layout plans. For the randomly generated one, we use Conway and Venkataramanan's 
(1994) method. We combine the randomly generated static layouts at random to 
obtain layout plans for the parent pool. For the heuristic method, we use the pairwise 
interchange heuristic to generate different layout plans as mentioned in the previous 
chapter. The use of a heuristic to generate initial layouts help the search concentrate 
on a small search space. 
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4.5 Result: 
We summarise the result tables for each cell in the experiment in Table 4-1. 
Varying factors Table 
Number of department Number of period 
6 5 Table 4-2 
6 — 10 Table 4-3 “ 
15 5 Table 4-4 
15 — 10 Table 4-5 “ 
30 — 5 Table 4-6 “ 
30 10 Table 4-7 
Table 4-1: Summary of results 
From table 4-2 to table 4-7, the total costs of different methods for all the eight 
testing problems are shown, the average total costs are also calculated. 
In the tables, method 1 through 4 are: 
Method 1: Dynamic programming proposed by Rosenblatt (1986) 
Method 2: The pairwise interchange heuristic proposed by Urban (1993) 
Method 3: GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) 
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4.6 Analysis of Results 
4.6.1 6 department problems 
For the six department problems, the results for 5 period problems and 10 
period problems are shown in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3 respectively. Since we consider 
all the 720 possible layouts, the result found by dynamic programming (method 1) is 
optimal. We will then use this optimal solution to evaluate the performance of the 
other three algorithms. 
Average total cost 
The ranks of the three algorithms based on their average total costs are the 
same for five and ten period problems and are shown in the Table 4-8. The proposed 
GA (method 4) perform the best. 
Rank Method 
1 Method 4 (Proposed GA) 
2 Method 2 (Pairwise interchange heuristic) 
3 Method 3 (GA by Conway and Venkataramanan) 
Table 4-8: Rank of the three methods 
Deviation from the optimal solution 
Using the total costs calculated in each problem, we can study the average 
deviation of each method from the optimal solution. The results are shown in Table 4-
9 and Table 4-10. The results show that the pairwise interchange heuristic (method 2) 
and the Conway and Venkataramanan's GA (method 3) are severely affected by the 
number of planning periods. Their average deviations increase three times when the 
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number of planning periods increases from five to ten. On the other hand, the 
degradation in the proposed GA is not significant. 
Avg. Max. 
Deviation Deviation 
Method 1 - -
Method 2 0.45% 1.19% 
Method 3 0.68% 2.40% 
Method 4 0,09% 0.32% 
Table 4-9: The average and maximum deviation from the optimal solutions 
for 6 departments 5 periods problems 
Avg. Max. 
Deviation Deviation 
Method 1 - -
Method 2 — 1,38% 4,29% 
Method 3 一 2.10% 2.93% 
Method 4 0,09% 0.56%" 
Table 4-10: The average and maximum deviation from the optimal solutions 
for 6 departments 10 periods problems 
Rate of obtaining optimal solution 
Although the three methods cannot guarantee optimality for all cases, they 
give optimal solutions in some of the test problems. The number of optimal solutions 
obtained out of the eight problems is summarised in the Table 4-11. 
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Method Rate of obtaining optimal solutions 
5 period problems 10 period problems 
Method 2 3_^ 0/_8 
Method 3 — 2 / 8 — 0 / 8 
Method 4 4 / 8 4 / 8 — 
Table 4-11: Number of optimal solutions obtained 
It is shown from the results that both the pairwise interchange heuristic 
(method 2) and the GA proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan (method 3) can 
obtain some optimal solutions in 5 period problems. However, their performances are 
affected when longer planning periods are used. Both of them cannot obtain optimal 
solutions in 10 period problems while no particular degradation is shown in ability to 
obtain optimal solutions for the proposed GA (method 4). 
4.6.2 15 and 30 department problems 
The use of good initial layouts 
For the problems with large number of departments, we cannot use all the 
static layouts and therefore, we cannot use the optimal solutions for comparison. Both 
CRAFT generated layouts and randomly generated layouts are used as initial layouts 
for dynamic programming (method 1) and the pairwise interchange heuristic (method 
2). For dynamic programming, using CRAFT for initial layouts gives significant 
improvement on the total costs. However, the use of CRAFT for initial layouts does 
not help the pairwise interchange heuristic get better solutions. This may be due to the 
fact that both CRAFT and the pairwise interchange heuristic use a pairwise 
interchange mechanism to improve the quality of the layouts. 
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For the GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan (method 3) and the 
proposed GA search (method 4)，using the pairwise interchange heuristic to generate 
initial parent pool gives better solutions than the randomly generated parents. 
Li order to ensure a fair comparison, the tests for the proposed GA search and 
the GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan use the same initial layout plans. 
That means their initial parent pools are the same. 
We first study their performance when they use randomly generated parents. 
The comparison is based on their average total cost. The ratio of average cost for the 
two GA based procedures in different problem types is shown in Table 4-12. We fmd 
that the proposed GA search (method 4) is better in all the experiment. 
Number of dept. Number of period Average cost of method 3 : Average cost of method 4 
15 5 1.0348 : 1.0000 
15 10 — 1.0398:1.0000 
30 5 1.0386 : 1.0000 
30 10 1.0383: 1.0000 
Table 4-12: Ratio of the two GA procedures from randomly generated parents 
When we use the pairwise interchange heuristic to generate initial layout plans 
of the two GA procedures, the solutions should be better than the best solution 
obtained from the pairwise interchange heuristic. We study the improvements of the 
two GA procedures from the pairwise interchange heuristic and the results are shown 
in Table 4-13. We fmd that our proposed GA search gives better improvement in all 
the experiments. 
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The results from Table 4-12 and Table 4-13 are consistent. The proposed GA 
search gives better solutions than the GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan. 
We find that the crossover operator of the proposed GA is more efficient. 
Method Reduction of average total cost from the heuristic solution 
15 department 30 department 
5 period 10 period 5 period 10 period 
Method 3 0.039% 0.136% 0.251% 0.146% 
"Method 4 0.298% 0.533% 0.464% 0.557% 
Table 4-13: Reduction of average total cost from the best solution 
generated bv the pairwise interchange heuristic 
Average total costs 
Liitial static layouts for dynamic programming (method 1) and the pairwise 
interchange heuristic (method 2) are generated randomly and generated by CRAFT. 
The initial parent pools for the GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan 
(method 3) and the proposed GA search (method 4) are generated randomly and 
generated by the pairwise interchange heuristic. Since methods 1 through 4 have been 
tested with both randomly and heuristically generated initial layouts, there are two 
solutions for each method in every problem. We only use the better solution for 
comparison. For method 1 and method 2，using CRAFT generated initial layouts gives 
better solutions. For method 3 and 4，using the pairwise interchange heuristic gives 
better solutions. Therefore in Table 4-14, Method 1 and Method 2 refer that Method 1 
and Method 2 use CRAFT to generate initial static layouts. Method 3 or 4 refer that 
the two methods use the pairwise interchange heuristic to generate initial parent pool. 
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The ranking of different methods based on the average total costs are shown in 
Table 4-14. The proposed GA is the best method in all tests. The ranking is consistent 
for all problem types. Each average total cost is calculated from eight test problems. 
Altogether 8 x 4 = 32 tests have been done. If we study the individual results for the 
32 test problems, we find that the proposed GA obtains the minimum cost in 31 tests. 
The rate of obtaining the best answer among all methods is 31/32 = 96.9%. 
Rank Method 
15 dep^ment 30 department 
5 period 10 period 5 period 10 period 
1 Method 4 Method 4 Method 4 Method 4 
2 Method 2 Method 3 — Method 3 Method 3 
3 Method 3 Method 2 — Method 2 Method 2 “ 
4 Method 1 Method 1 Method 1 “ Method 1 
Table 4-14: Rank of different methods for 15 and 30 department problems 
The two GA procedures search the layout plans generated from the pairwise 
interchange heuristic to obtain solutions. That is why the two GA based procedures 
perform better than the pairwise interchange heuristic. 
We also study the ratio of average total costs for every method with the best 
answer obtained in the experiment. Since the proposed GA search using the pairwise 
interchange heuristic as initial parent pool gives the minimum total costs in all 
problem types, we calculate the ratio of average total cost for this method with all 
other methods. The ratio is presented in Table 4-15. 
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Method Ratio of the average cost with the best method 
15 department 30 department 
5 period 10 period 5 period 10 period 
proposed GA 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
GA by Conway and 1.0026 1.0040 1.0021 1.0041 
Venkataramanan 
"heuristic-CRAFT _ 1.0025" 1 . 0 0 ^ 1.0048 1.0060 
"heuristic-Random _ 1.0028" L 0 0 ^ 1.0047 1.0056 
"dyn. prog.-CRAFT — 1.0080 “ 1.0074" 1.017?" 1.016^ 
"dyn. prog.-Random 1.0517! 1.0535! 1.0683! 1.0598 
Table 4-15: Ratio of the average total costs for each method with the best method 
The results show that the pairwise interchange heuristic and the GA approach 
by Conway and Venkataramanan works better if there are fewer planning periods. 
This matches with those results obtained from the six department problems. Dynamic 
programming can obtain optimal solutions in six department problems. But in the 
tests of 15 and 30 department problems, it does not do very well. The use of good 
initial layouts is shown to be much better than using randomly generated initial 
layouts. However, the results are still not comparable with all other methods in the 
experiment. 
4.7 Conclusion 
Using dynamic programming proposed by Rosenblatt, optimal solutions can 
be obtained in small problems. However, it is not effective in large problems because 
it is not possible to consider all the possible outcomes. Only a small portion of 
possible static layouts are selected for dynamic programming. Its performance is poor 
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when randomly generated layouts are used. Its performance improved when heuristic 
layouts are employed but the result is still not satisfactory. 
The pairwise interchange heuristic proposed by Urban is effective and 
efficient. It does not show particular improvement when good static layouts are used 
as initial layouts. It is shown that this method is very sensible with the length of the 
planning horizon. If there are more periods to plan, the degradation of the results is 
more significant. We also find that applying this pairwise interchange heuristic to 
produce initial layout plans for the two GA search can improve their performance. 
The GA approach by Conway and Venkataramanan is designed for the 
constrained dynamic plant layout problems. We improve it by using better initial 
layouts. We also find that it performs well in problems with few number of planning 
horizons. It cannot guarantee optimality in small problems. It also gives solutions that 
are more expensive than the proposed GA. 
The proposed GA is the best method in medium and large size problems. Its 
average total costs are minimum and it obtains the best answers nearly in all the test 
problems. Although it cannot guarantee optimality in small size problems, it gives 
optimal solutions in half of the test problems. When the number of period increases 
from 5 to 10，the proposed GA can maintain the same rate of obtaining optimal 
solutions in the experiment. On the other hand, the GA by Conway and 
Venkataramanan and the pairwise interchange heuristic cannot obtain optimal 
solutions. 
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Chapter 5 
Constrained Dynamic Plant Layout Problem 
5.1 Overview 
Li this chapter, we study the use of the proposed GA on the constrained 
dynamic plant layout problem (CDPLP) and test its performance. CDPLP is an 
extension of DPLP in which there is a limited budget on the total shifting cost. 
CDPLP has been studied by Balakrishnan et. al.(1992). They model CDPLP into a 
singly constrained shortest-path problem. Conway and Venkataramanan (1994) 
propose to use GA to solve the problem. 
The proposed GA mentioned in the previous chapters cannot resolve the 
situation with the budget constraint. Since the proposed GA search performs quite 
well in the problem without the budget constraint, we try to extend the proposed 
algorithm to deal with the constrained problem. The modification and the performance 
of the algorithm in CDPLP is discussed in this chapter. 
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5.2 The Mathematical Model of CDPLP 
t i CDPLP, the budget constraint restricts the total shifting cost cannot exceed 
a budget limit B (Equation 11). 
MinZ = i t j : t t / "AX,"Xu/+l i i i l iX/& s . t (6) 
t=l i=l j=\ k=l 1=1 t=2 i=l J=l k=l /=1 
n 
2 ^ X " ) = l， j . = l”.”";f = l，...，P (7) i=l n 
IXt,j=i，j = i”"，mt = i”",p (8) 
;=i 
Ytiji = ^{t-l)ij X ^ til， “ j, 1 — 1，• • •，权；t = 2，. •., P (9) 
[l if department i is assigned to locationj 
X'ij = | o otherwise. _ 
i Z X l A . A / ^ ^ (11) t=2 i=l 7=1 /=1 
where 
P : Number of periods in the planning horizon 
n : Number of departments in the layout 
i’k : Departments in the layout 
j,l : Locations in the layout 
fik : Flow cost from department i to k 
dji : Distance from location j to 1 
Ytiji : 0,1 variable for shifting i from j to 1 in period t. 
Atiji : Costs of shifting from j to 1 in period t. (Atijj = 0) 
B : Budget constraint on shifting costs 
5.3 Properties of CDPLP 
E DPLP and CDPLP are using the same layout data, i.e. material handling 
costs between each departments and shifting costs for each departments are the same 
for the two problems, it is expected that the total cost obtained from CDPLP is higher 
than or equal to the one obtained from DPLP. This is because CDPLP has an 
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additional constraint restricting the number of layout readjustments in the planning 
period. 
We use an illustrative example to demonstrate the above argument, lf we 
consider a two period problem. Only layout A or layout B is available and costs of 
material handling for the layouts in each period are shown in Table 5-1. 
Layout Material handling costs 
Period 1 Period 2 “ 
A 20 40 
B 50 30 
Table 5-1: Material handling costs of a example problem 
Suppose shifting costs from layout A to layout B and shifting costs from 
layout B to layout A are the same. The shifting costs from layout A to layout B or 
from layout B to layout A are both 7 units. The total costs of all the possible layout 
plans for the example is shown in Table 5-2. 
Combination Selected layouts Material handling Shifting Total cost 
costs costs 
Period 1 Period 2 Teriod 1 Period 2 
1 A A 一 20 40 — 0 — 60 
2 A B 20 30 7 57 
3 B B 一 50 30 0 80 
4 B A 50 40 7 97 
Table 5-2: The total costs of all the layout combination for the example 
If we do not have any budget constraint on shifting costs, the minimum total 
cost is 57 units and the best combination is the second combination. The second 
combination requires a rearrangement. Jf there is no budget constraint on shifting 
costs or the budget constraint is greater than or equal to 7 units, obviously, 
combination 2 is the best layout plan because its total cost is minimum. This also 
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means if shifting costs for the best layout plan are within the budget constraint, we can 
always select the best layout plan to be the solution. However, if the budget constraint 
is 5 units, the second combination is no longer a feasible layout plan. We cannot select 
the best layout plan because it exceeds the budget constraint. Instead, we have to 
choose the layout plan that satisfies the budget constraint. 
Practically, the above argument is sound only when we are able to find optimal 
solutions in the problems without the budget constraint. Li larger problems, we may 
not be able to fmd the best layout plan. We can only use some heuristic methods to 
find a layout plan which is as good as the methods can do. Li such a case, the 
constrained problem may sometimes find better layout plans if (1) the heuristic is not 
effective in the problems without the budget constraint and (2) the additional 
procedures for resolving the budget constraint can further reduce the total cost. This is 
not surprising because the procedures resolve the budget constraint by reducing 
shifting costs. Jf the reduction in shifting costs does not severely increase material 
handling costs, the total cost of the layout plan may be reduced. 
5.4 The Proposed GA on CDPLP 
5.4.1 Introduction 
The proposed GA based search discussed in the previous chapters is not 
designed for the constrained problem. Li order to handle the deficiency, additional 
procedures are needed and they are introduced in this section. 
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We first introduce some new terms: 
Dummy period:-
The layout for a dummy period is forced to use the layout of its 
previous period. 
Restriction counter:-
A restriction counter is equal to the number of dummy periods in the 
layout plan. 
When a period is selected as a dummy period, it is forced to use the layout of 
its pervious period. For example, if period 2 is selected as a dummy period, the layout 
of period 2 is forced to be the one that period 1 uses. Jf period 3 and period 5 are 
selected as dummy periods, then not only the layouts of period 2 and 3 are the same, 
but also the layouts of period 4 and 5 are the same. 
The first period will never be selected as a dummy period. E there are p 
periods in the planning horizon，the maximum number of dummy periods is p-l. Thus 
the restriction counter is also p-l. When the layout plan is forced to use the same 
layout in every period, its shifting costs are zero. 
A restriction counter is the number of dummy periods. When it is zero, there is 
no dummy period and all the periods are free to use any layout. However, even if 
restriction counter is zero, it does not mean that all the layouts in the planning horizon 
must be different. Sometimes, it is more beneficial to the same layouts for several 
periods. Furthermore, when restriction counter equals to R, there are at least R periods 
using the same layout as their previous periods. 
When the restriction counter is one, we select any one period from periods 2 to 
p as the dummy period. The possible choices are 2, 3，•"，p-1 and p. Li other words, 
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there are p-\ or .^/C； (when p-\ > 0) number of choices of dummy period. U we set 
the restriction counter to two, we select any two periods from periods 2 to p. There are 
p.jC2 combinations. All the combinations of dummy periods of a 5 period problem are 
shown in Table 5-3. 
Restriction counter Combinations of dummy periods Number of choices 
0 M L 4C0=l 
— 1 “ (2); (3); (4); (5) ,Cj = 4 
2 (2,3)； (2,4)； (2,5); (3,4); (3,5); (4,5) 4C2 = 6 
3 (2,3,4); (2,3,5); (2,4,5); (3,4,5) ,Cj = 4 
“ 4 (2,3,4,5) 4C4 = 1 
Table 5-3:The combination of dummy periods for different values 
of restriction counter in a 5 period problem 
Our proposed GA based procedure uses dynamic programmingming as its 
crossover operator. E we just use that crossover operator directly, we may not be able 
to find solutions that are within the budget constraint. We will use the idea of dummy 
periods to resolve the deficiency. Li the previous chapter, we run the proposed genetic 
algorithm once when there is no budget constraint. However, when we have to handle 
the budget constraint, we may need to run the proposed GA several iterations with 
different combination of dummy periods. Then we can obtain layout plans that satisfy 
the budget constraint. The following algorithm utilizes the GA approach and the 
concept of dummy periods to solve the constrained problem.. 
5.4.2 Procedure 
First we set the restriction counter to zero and run the proposed GA. When 
restriction counter is zero, there is no dummy period. That means we are running the 
proposed GA without any dummy period. K" the ordinary GA can obtain a layout plan 
whose shifting costs are smaller than the budget constraint, we can stop the procedure. 
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tf we cannot find a feasible solution in the first iteration, we then set restriction 
counter to one. There are ^_iCi = p-\ combinations of the dummy period. And 
therefore, there are p-\ iterations to run. Each iteration fixes one period (except the 
first period) as a dummy period. When we do the crossover operation in each 
iteration, we force the dummy period to use the layout of the previous period. For 
example, if we consider a five period problem and the dummy period is the 4 period. 
The search space of dynamic programming is shown in Figure 5-1. 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3-4 Period 5 
/®^^3®^S3®^S;^^S\ /®^^w^® \KhM/ 
Figure 5-1: The search space of dynamic programming if dummy period is 4 
Jf several feasible layouts are obtained in different iterations for different 
dummy periods, we select the best layout plan to be the solution and stop the 
procedure. 
Jf the procedure cannot find a feasible layout plan, we increase restriction 
counter by one and run the proposed GA for all the combinations of two dummy 
periods and stop if at least one feasible layout plan is found. (See Figure 5-2 for a case 
in which the dummy periods are 2 and 4.) 
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Period 1-2 Period 3-4 Period 5 y ^ ^ . 
\@L^@L^Q^ 
Figure 5-2: The search space of dynamic programming 
if the dummy periods are 2 and 4 
We increase restriction counter one by one if feasible solution cannot be 
obtained. Finally, if restriction counter equals p-l, feasible solutions will be obtained 
because all the periods are using the same layout. Li other words, when restriction 
counter equals top-l, we do not need any layout adjustments at all and a solution with 
zero shifting costs will be obtained. This case is shown in Figure 5-3. 
Period 1-5 
© \ y®\ G)(^ ： \® ^ \ © / ^ 
Figure 5-3: The search space of dynamic programming if the restriction 
counter is p-L i.e. the dummy periods are 2, 3, 4 and 5. 
The following pseudo-code summarizes the main steps of the modified GA 
approach. 
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Pseudo-code of the procedure: 
restriction—counter = 0 
run_ga( no dummy period ) 
if (feasible layout found is found) 
return feasible_solution II the program terminates 
end if 
while (feasible layout is not found) { 
restriction_counter = restriction_counter + 1 
while(there exists any combination of dummy periods that has not been used) { 
selected_dummy_periods <r get_a_new_combination(restriction_counter) 
ru n_ga(selected_d u m my_periods) 
} 
if (number_of_feasible_layout > 1) 
feasible_solution <r select_the_best() 
return feasible_solution II the program terminates 
end if 
} 
5.4.3 Properties of dynamic programming under the dummy periods 
If there is no dummy period, the resulting layout plan found by dynamic 
programming has the minimum total cost with considering all the combinations of the 
selected initial layouts. When we force period t to be a dummy period and run 
dynamic programming, it will also consider all the combinations of the selected 
layouts whose period t-\ and period t are using the same layout. Let the layout plan 
found by dynamic programming be layout plan A. We cannot find a layout plan which 
has period t as a dummy period that has the total cost lower than layout plan A. If 
shifting costs of layout A are within the budget constraint, it is meaningless to run 
dynamic programming for higher restriction counter when period t is one of the 
dummy periods. 
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Therefore, if we have run dynamic programming on all the combination of 
dummy periods for a restriction counter value and obtain feasible layout plans, we can 
stop the searching procedure. Because we will not find a better layout plan from the 
selected layouts that are feasible on a higher restriction counter. Therefore we can 
claim that a feasible layout plan found by dynamic programming for a lower 
restriction counter value is better than or equal to all the feasible layout plans found by 
dynamic programming for higher restriction counter values. 
5.4.4 Properties of the proposed GA under the dummy periods 
Although the proposed GA based procedure uses dynamic programming in the 
crossover operation, its search is still random because we do not know which parents 
will be selected. We cannot make the claim that dynamic programming using lower 
restriction counter can generate better feasible layout plan. Therefore, this heuristic 
approach at best produce reasonable solutions. 
5.4.5 The maximum number of iteration for the procedure 
The number of iterations for different restriction counter values is shown as 
follows: 
Restriction counter Number of choices = Number of iteration 
0 p-iCo = 1 
1 p-iCi =p-l 
2 p-1C2 = ... 
E：^ p-/CV2 = p-l 
^ p-iCp-i - 1 
Table 5-4: Number of choice for different number of restriction counter 
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The total number of iterations is: 
p-iCo + p-iCi + p-1C2 + ... + p-]C p-2 + p-iCp-i 
= ( 1 +1 ,7 
= 2P-i 
Therefore the maximum number of iterations is 2 " where p is the number of 
period in the planning horizon. 
5.5 Design of Experiment 
The experiment on the current methods consists of the following factors and 
levels: 
(1) Size of layouts: Three layout sizes of 6，15 and 30 are used. They 
represent small, medium and large size problems. Different layout sizes 
will help us determine the effectiveness of the algorithms for larger 
layouts. 
(2) Planning Horizons: Two different planning horizons of 5 period and 10 
period are used. This will give us an idea on the effectiveness of the 
algorithms over longer term planning horizons. 
(3) Solution techniques: 
Four methods are implemented in C programs which run on DEC 
Alpha machines. 
Method 1: 
The proposed GA for CDPLP using the pairwise interchange heuristic 
proposed by Urban (1993) as initial layout plans. 
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Method 2: 
The proposed GA for CDPLP using randomly generated layout plans. 
This is used to test the effect of randomly generated layout. 
Method 3: 
The GA proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan (1994). 
Method 4: 
An improved implementation for the GA proposed by Conway and 
Venkataramanan (1994). When we study their GA, we find that there 
are rooms for improvement. We propose a simple heuristic to resolve 
the budget constraint and apply it their single point crossover operator. 
The details of the proposed heuristic can be found in Appendix A. 
(4) Budget constraint: Both tight and loose budget constraints are used. 
10% and 30% constraints represent the tight constraints. 50% 
constraint is the moderate. 70% and 90% represent the loose budget 
constraints. 
(5) Methods to obtain budgets: When we solve a DPLP without 
considering the budget constraint, the shifting costs of the solution is 
the budget. 
Type 1 (self): We run the above four methods without considering the 
budget constraint in order to generate budgets for themselves. The 
budget constraints will only apply to the algorithm that generate the 
budget. 
Type 2 (DP/heuristic): We also use dynamic programming and 
pairwise interchange heuristic for DPLP to obtain budgets because 
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these two methods are classic and well-known in DPLP. The budget 
generated by them will be applied to all the four methods in (3). 
Type 3 (fix ratio): When all the departments have to change their 
locations in every period, the total shifting cost is maximized. We 
obtain the budget by multiplying the maximal shifting cost with a 
certain factor. The benefits of using this method to generate budgets is 
that the budgets are quite consistent in every test problems. This is 
because using any DPLP algorithms to generate budgets will give very 
large budgets on some problems and will give very small or even zero 
budgets on some other problems. Generating budgets with this method 
can avoid this deficiency. We set the factor at 0.4 because the budget 
obtained from this factor is quite similar to the average budgets 
generated by other methods. 
(6) The evaluation is based on the total costs, which is the sum of shifting 
costs and material handling costs. 
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5.6 Result of Experiment on CDPLP 
Only average total costs, average budgets, and average shifting costs are 
shown in the resulting tables. The details of each problem are shown in appendix B. 
Method to Number of Number of Table 
generate budget departments periods 
6 5 Table 5-6 
6 - 10 Table 5-7 
type 1 (self) 15 5 一 Table 5-8 
15 - 10 — Table 5-9 
30 一 5 Table 5-10 
30 10 一 Table 5-11 
6 5 — Table 5-12 
type 2 (DP) 6 10 Table 5-13 
type 2 (heuristic) ^ 5 Table 5-14 
type 3 (fix ratio) 15 10 Table 5-15 
30 “ 5 Table 5-16 
30 10 Table 5-17 
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5.7 Analysis of Results 
5.7.1 Type 1 budget (self): 
When we apply a tighter budget constraint, the total costs generated from the 
proposed GA (method 1 and method 2) increase. This is consistent with the properties 
of CDPLP we mentioned in section 5.3 
GA by Conway and Venkataramanan (Method 3) and the modification of their 
GA(Method 4) sometimes have a negative percentage change. A negative percentage 
change means the average total cost decreases even when the budget constraint is 
tighter. This appears to contradict the properties of CDPLP. The decrease in total cost 
may mean that the algorithm is not very effective in reducing shifting costs under 
unconstrained case. When there is the budget constraint, there algorithms are forced to 
reduce shifting costs. As a result, the total costs decrease when shifting costs decrease. 
5.7.2 The average cost of the test 
There are mainly two types of methods. Methods 1 and 2 are the proposed GA 
in CDPLP. Methods 3 and 4 are based on the GA by Conway and Venkataramanan. 
We find that the average costs by method 1 is lower than method 2. Method 1 and 
method 2 gets the same answers in some small problems. Similarly, Method 4 is also 
better than Method 3 in all the cases except in some small problems. 
We can conclude that using the proposed GA on CDPLP using the pairwise 
interchange heuristic as initial layout (Method l)is better than using the randomly 
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generated layouts (Method 2). Also, our modified method (Method 4) is better than 
the original method (Method 3) by Conway and Venkataramanan. 
Since Method 1 is better than Method 2 and Method 4 is better than Method 3 
in terms of the quality of solutions. Next, we compare Method 1 and Method 4. 
Cases where Method 1 and Method 4 have a better answer is shown in Table 
5-18 and Table 5-19 respectively. The numbers 10，30，50, 70 and 90 in the tables 
indicate the tightness of the budget constraints, (i.e., 10 means 10% budget constraint, 
20 means 20%, etc.) 
Type 1 Type 2 Type 2 Type 3 rate 
( ^ (DP) (heuristic) (fix ratio) 
6 dept. 5 period - - - - 0/20 
6 dept. lOperiod 90,70,50,10 90,70,50 — 90,70 —90，70，50，30 13/20 15 dept. 5 period all all "%,70,50,10 _90,70,30,10 18/20 
15 dept. 10 period 90,70,50,30 90,70,50,30 ~^ ，70,50，30 ~ 90,70,50 15/20 
30 dept. 5 period all all — all all — 20/20 
30dept.l6period| all all all all 20/20 
Table 5-18: Cases that Method 1 is better 
~ T y p e 1 ~~Type2~~~~Type2~~~~~Type3 | r ^ ~ 
(self) (DP) (heuristic) (fix ratio) 
6 dept. 5 period 90, 70, 50 90, 50, 70 ~90, 50, 70 ^0, 50, 70, 30 13/20 
6 dept. 10 period 30 一 30 “ 50，30, 10 “ - — 5/20 
15 dept. 5 period - — - 一 30 50 — 2/20 
15 dept. 10 period 10 10 10 30,10 5/20 
30 dept. 5 period - - - - 0/20 
30 dept. 10 period - - - - 0/20 
Table 5-19: Cases that Method 4 is better 
Method 4 is better in the small problems. It also performs well in 5 department 
and 10 period problems when the budget constraint is very tight. However, Method 1 
is better in all other cases. Its performance is significant in large size problems. 
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5.8 Conclusion: 
Based on the GA by Conway and Venkataramanan, we develop a new 
implementation with new features. The performance of the modified method is better 
than the original implementation. We also develop the new GA approach using idea 
from Chapter 3 and 4. The proposed approach for CDPLP has the best performance in 
the computational study. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
Li this research, we study several classical methods in DPLP, including 
dynamic programming (Rosenblatt, 1986), the pairwise interchange heuristic (Urban, 
1992) and genetic algorithms for CDPLP (Conway and Venkataramanan, 1994). We 
verify that dynamic programming can obtain optimal solutions in small size problems 
and the pairwise interchange heuristic is effective and efficient in large problems. 
We propose a GA based search procedure for DPLP. The core idea of the 
proposed GA is to use dynamic programming as the crossover operator. We find that 
dynamic programming is an effective way to generate good offspring. Moreover, we 
select appropriate techniques for the proposed GA such as the mutation method and 
the method to generate initial parent pool. Computation experiments have also been 
done to fine tune the parameters of the GA. 
We compare the proposed GA with classic DPLP methods and find that it 
performs well in both small and large problems. We also compare the proposed GA 
with GA proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan. To make comparison possible, 
we set the budget to infinitely large for the Conway and Venkataramanan GA search 
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SO that the budget constraint will never affect the results. We then compare the two 
GA based search methods in DPLP and find the proposed GA also performs better. 
After the study of DPLP, we extend our research to CDPLP. Since the GA 
proposed in the earlier chapters cannot handle the budget constraint, we create 
additional procedures to make our GA based search suitable for CDPLP. 
When studying CDPLP, we find that there are ways to improve the GA 
proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan. We propose a simple heuristic to resolve 
the budget constraint for the GA search. 
Experimental results for CDPLP show that the modified GA for Conway and 
Venkataramanan is better than their original implementation. However, our proposed 
GA search for CDPLP is still the best method in the tests. 
For further research, we may compare the study of DPLP with cellular 
manufacturing. For CDPLP, we may study how to make use of slack to cut down the 
computation time. 
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Appendix A 
The Improved Implementation for Conway and 
Venkataramanan's GA 
We propose two ways to improve the quality of solutions. 
(i) Creation of parents in the initial parent pool; and 
(ii) Resolution of the budget constraint. 
(i) Creation of parents in the initial parent pool; and 
When we generate parents for the initial parent pool, the parents use the same 
layout for every period. This makes shifting costs of every parent in the initial parent 
pool equal to zero. 
The GA approach proposed by Conway and Venkataramanan uses the single 
point crossover operator. The offspring will be discarded if its total cost is higher than 
the worst parent in the parent pool. Since the original shifting costs of the two selected 
parents are zero, crossover will only increase shifting costs of the offspring. Total cost 
equal to the sum of flow costs and shifting costs. Therefore, when an offspring 
reduces its total cost, this indicates a decrease in flow costs. Thus this type of parents 
are helping the crossover to generate an offspring that can strikes a balance between 
the flow cost and shifting cost. 
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(ii) Resolution of budget constraint. 
When shifting costs of an offspring exceed the budget constraint, we apply the 
following procedure to reduce shifting costs: 
(1) Randomly select a department and a period. 
(2) Suppose the selected department is located in location A at the selected 
period. Fix the location of the selected department at location A for every 
period in the planning horizon. 
(3) Repeat step (1) until the offspring is feasible, 
The procedure is illustrated by an example in Figure A2-1. The selected period 
is period 1 and the selected department is 3. The departments in location A for periods 
2 and 3 interchange their location which department 3. 
Period 1 Period 2 Period 3 
I 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 2 I 5 | 6 | 4 | 1 | 3 | 6 | 5 | 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 | 
^ \ . Original string 
Location A 
I 1 I 2 I ^ 4 I 5 I 6 | 2 I 5 I 3 | 4 | 1 | 6 | 6 | 5 | 3 | 4 | 2 | 1 | 
String after the resolution procedure 
Figure Al-1: Resolution of budget constraint. 
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Result of budget constraint 
A2.1)The method of generating budget is using the proposed GA with initial parent pool generated by pairwise interchange heuristic. 
A2.1-l)6Dept. 5 periods 
^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ p = ^ ^ ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = Y = ^ = = ^ = = II = = 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem Average % changed 
original total cost 106419 _104834 ~ I w 5 2 9 1065iT" 105628~ 104315 106907 "l03771 105373.25 -
budgetAhiftins costs 0 — 1178 _ 2 0 6 1 ~ 2 4 7 9 3858 1448 4883 1746 2206.63 -
90% total costs 106419 105731 105665 108260 106205 107765 107406 107043 106811.75 1.365% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 ~~f268 0 — 2640 ~ 0 3012 — 1304 1028.00 -
70% total costs 106419 105731 105665 108260 106205 107765 107406 107248 106837.38 0.024% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ f 2 6 8 0 一 2640 ~ 0 3012 ~ 0 865.00 -
50% total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 106834 107765 107790 107248 107212.13 0.351% 
shifting costs 0 ~ 0 ~ " 0 0 1283 0 1 8 1 2 ~ 0 386.88 -
30% total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.88 0.196% 
shifting costs 0 “ 0 “ 0 ~ Q — Q 一 Q — Q Q 0.00 -
10% total costs 106419 丨05731 “ 107650 ~108260 "1^8188 107765 1 0 8 l T ^ 10724^" 107421.jj 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 - ‘ 
A2.1-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 214313 _212138 ~207987 212530" 210906_ 210080 214252 ~212588 211849.25 -
budgetfehifting costs 4450 ~ 5724 _ 6 6 2 9 ~ 7 3 2 6 8116 8 1 9 1 ~ 9704 4880 “ 6877.50 -
90% ~ma\ costs 215872 ~213218 ~ ^ 8 4 7 9 2 1 2 7 ~ 210944~ 209962 215939 ~212823 212497.25 0.306% 
shifting costs 3712 —4454 ~"5525 3 8 6 ^ " 6346 ~ 5180 6264 ~ 4268 4951.63 -
70% total costs 216280 213869 211710 2 1 2 7 ~ 211469~ 209962 215939 ~214448 213302.25 0.379% 
shifting costs' 3085 ~ 3175 —4568 ~ ~ ^ 6 4 4520 5180 6 2 6 4 ~ 2893 4193.63 -
50% total costs 217251 _214087 ~ 1 2 9 1 1 ~ 3 2 8 7 212432 211619 216954_ 216858 214424.88 0.526% 
shifting costs' 1525 ~ 2601 _ 3 1 8 0 ~ 3 1 9 4 3359 2414 4846— 1589 2838.50 -
30% total costs 220776 ~215255 ~ 1 8 2 7 6 ~2T6828 214267 211619 217980" 219043 216755.50 1.087% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 1197 一1552 ~ ~ h l 6 2076 2414 2747— 1381 1642.88 -
10% total costs 220776 _217412 ~ 1 9 0 2 4 ~ 7 3 5 0 217142 217397 219788— 220144 218629.13 0.864% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0.00 -
A2.1-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Averag^ % changed 
original total cost 484956 ~ 8 5 8 0 9 ~491751 4 8 9 1 ^ 489987" 490800 490651 ~494012 489639.50| “ -
budget/^liiftingcosts||~~f5950 14775 12500 10671 12758 14836 15544 17074 14263!5o1| - _ 
90% ~ t a l costs 495386 ~487052 ~492678 ~ 4 ^ 9 6 494107 491226 490907~ 495428 492160.00|" 0.515% 
shifting costs 13821 _ 1 0 7 3 3 9143 8266 8888 13233 ‘ 13540 _ 1 4 6 5 1 11534.38 -
70% total costs 496094 491012 506479 511858 ~494107 491457 490911 497659 497447.13 1.074% 
shifting costs' 8957 一 8221 _ 8 0 7 5 0 8888 9 6 5 0 ~ 10196~ 11615 8200.25 -
50% total costs 502318 505351 517626 " ^ 1 8 5 8 499617 5014lT" 492829 513385 505550.13 1.629% 
shifting costs 6050 — 4042 0 0 — 5350 “ 7038 6375 —6351 4400.75 -
30% total costs 514264 ~ 0 5 3 5 1 TPl626 5 1 1 8 5 ~ 505728 508373 ‘ 506308 ~521793 511412.63 1.160% 
shifting costs' 0 4042 0 0 0 0 0 一 0 505.25 -
10% total costs 514264 ~506594 ~517626 "sTlSSS 5 0 5 7 l i " 508373~ 506308~ 521793 511568.00 0.030% 
shifting costs|| 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 — 0 0.00 -
A2.1-4) 15 Dept. lOperiods 
^j|[j^^jjj|^^^^[^[|^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 990583 ~982893 ~ ^ 1 5 6 9 8 0 0 0 ^ 985231 974247 “ 986654 990243 985002.00 -
"budgetfehifting costs 45594 34685 42681 “ 29490 34565 3100T" 43326 43379 38090.75 -
90% t o t a i 7 ^ ^ 991625 ~ 8 4 1 3 6 9 8 9 8 ~ 980221 “ 988830 ~979136 一%81丨 992105 987720.13 | 0.276% 
shifting costs 38826 _ 3 0 6 4 3 "^7120 25133 30680 “ 27795 31899 38169 32533.13 -
70% total costs 1005792 ~994809 " ^ 2 1 7 6 9 9 2 2 4 ~ 993500 993840 ‘ 996726 1004324 996677.00 0.907% 
shifting costs 31383 21587 2 7 1 9 ~ 20637 “ 22581 ~ 20759 30300 29787 25528.13 -
50% total costs 1024053 T001548 1017932 1002536 1004210" 1011724 ‘ 1010370 1003858 1009528.88 1.289% 
shifting costs 22624 ~ 1 2 2 5 6 ~ ^ 7 8 6 1 3 4 3 ~ 15546 13027 20964 20467 17387.63 -
30% total costs 1037320 ~003579 1 ^ 2 8 9 2 1 0 7 1 4 ^ 1007104" 1069184 1031496 "ib25556 1034820.38 2.505% 
shifting costs 13006 8865 11108 0 10038 “ 8382 “ 11458 11253 9263.75 • 
10% total costs 1074669 T034280 "f083706 1071432 1072027" 1081043 1043666 1055678 1064562.63 2.874% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 2557 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 _ 0 319.63 -
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A2.1-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 585753 —578772 ~580365 5 7 4 3 ^ 560154_ 568657 572558 ~577758 574793.38 -
budget^hifting costs ~~1692 4561 20092 24825 11947 15331 8625 1 9 3 2 l | 13299.25| -
90% total costs 585781 ~581341 5 8 3 1 ~ 57448S" 576654 “ 576876 572589 6 0 3 2 ~ 581766.75 1.213% 
shifting costs 0 一 0 ~T7357 1612T" 6199 — 9018 6542 一 16492 8966.25 -
70% total costs 585781 581341 603285 574488 576654 576876 576662 611831 585864.75 0.704% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ ^ 8 0 16122~ 6199 9018 0 ~ 0 5102.38 -
50% total costs 585781 581341 603285 598372 582835 590398 576662 611831 591313.13 0.930% 
shifting costs 0 “ 0 — 9480 0 0 0 — 0 0 “ 1185.00 -
30% total costs 585781 581341 603714 598372 582835 590398 576662 611831 591366.75 0.009% 
shifting costs 0 ‘ 0 “ 0 ~ Q — Q Q — Q Q 0.00 -
10% total costs 585781 581341 603714 598372 582835 590398 576662 611831 591366.75 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0.00 -
A2.1-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 1171048 ~ 1 7 6 9 9 2 T i 7 0 5 8 2 1155237* 113557o" 1150567 1149354 _1172855 1160275.63 -
budgetAhifting costs 5684 ~ 26135 —51223 ~ 2 5 5 3 27664 34098 2 4 6 1 9 _ 57542 33689.75 -
90% ~tmal costs 1172112 ~ 1 7 7 6 4 3 TT70992 1 1 6 0 9 ^ 1136592~ 1163827 1150341 _1186517 1164875.25 0.396% 
shifting costs 4304 ~ 1 3 8 6 5 ~ 3 9 8 2 1 3 6 6 3 ~ 24628 “ 30250 22000 ~ 5 0 6 3 1 27767.13 -
70% total costs 1173012 ~ 1 7 7 6 4 3 Tp74370 1 1 8 2 ^ 1191334_ 1176254 1225797 _1196432 1187161.25 1.913% 
shifting costs 1692 —13865 " l 2 8 5 9 261sT" 18137一 23241 16445 _ 3 2 1 2 2 20567.88 -
50% total costs 1173012 "l l77801 T l 9 4 7 4 2 ~ 8 4 0 6 8 1227072 1231077 1230767* 1199758 1202287.13 1.274% 
shifting costs 1692 13021 24687 20929 0 0 0 20148 10059.63 -
30% total costs 1173012 ~180781 " n 9 9 7 6 6 1 2 1 0 9 ^ 1227072* 1231077 1230767 _1229114 1210320.63 0.668% 
shifting costs 1692 ~ 7 5 4 7 ~ 1 4 3 0 7 1 0 2 6 ~ 0 — 0 0 ~ 0 4226.63 -
10% total costs 1173747 ~182411 ~ 1 7 6 8 9 1226oT7" 1227072_ 1231077 1230767 _1229114 1214736.75 0.365% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 - | 
A2.1)The method of generating budget is using the proposed GA with randomly generated initial parent pool. 
A2.2-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ~ ^ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ — ~ ~ — ^ ^ — — — — ^ ^ — ^ — ~ ^ ^ ^ ^ — • Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 ProblenTs Average % changed|| 
original total cost 106419 " l04834 ~ 0 4 5 2 9 "T%583 105628 104315 106907_ 103771 105373.25 -
budget)fehifting costs 0 ~ 1178 —2061 2479 3 8 ^ ~ 1448 4883 1746 2206.63 -
90% total costs 106419 ~105731 ~ 5 6 6 5 108260 106205" 107765 ‘ 107406 _107043 106811.75 1.365% 
shifting costs 0 0 U ^ 0 2640 0 3 0 1 2 ~ 1 3 0 4 ~ 1028.00 -
70% total costs 106419 "l05731 105665 "T08260 106205 1 0 7 7 6 ~ 107406_ 107248 ‘ 106837.38 0.024% 
shifting costs 0 ~ 0 —1268 0 2640 0 3012 ~ 0 865.00 -
50% total costs 106419 _105731 "15^650 1 0 8 2 ^ 106834 107765 107790 _107248 107212.13 0.351% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 1283 0 1812 0 386.88 -
30% total costs 106419 "l05731 "T07650 108260 108188 107765 108114_ 107248 107421.88 0.196% 
shifting costs' 0 0 一 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
10% total costs 106419 "l05731 107650 ~ 8 2 6 0 108188 1 0 7 7 6 ~ 108114_ 107248 _ 107421.88 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0.00 -
A2.2-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
[ p = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ = = f = ^ ^ ^ = j = = ^ = ^ = ^ = = ^ = = ^ = ^ = = = = ^ ^ ^ ^ = n Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8|| Average % changed 
original total cost 214313 ~ 1 2 1 3 8 1 o 7 9 8 7 2 1 2 5 3 ~ 210906" 210080 214252 ~212588 211849.25 -
budget)fehifting costs 4450 ~ 5724 —6629 _ 7 3 2 6 8 1 1 6 _ 8191 _ 9704 _ 4880 6877.50 -
90% total costs 215872 ~ 1 3 2 1 8 208479 212741 210944 209962 215939 ~ 1 2 8 2 3 212497.25 0.306% 
shifting costs 3712 — 4 4 5 4 —^525 3864 6346 “ 5180 6264 —4268 4951.63 -
70% total costs 216280 _213869 211710 212741 2 1 1 4 i 2 0 9 9 6 ~ 215939 214448 213302.25 0.379% 
shifting costs 3085 _ 3 1 7 5 一4568 3864 4520 “ 5180 “ 6264 2893 4193.63 -
50% total costs 217251 ~214087 ~ ^ 2 9 \ \ 2132sT" 212432 211619 ‘ 216954 ~216858 214424.88 0.526% 
shifting costs 1525 ~ 2601 3180 3194 3 3 5 9 ~ 2414— 4846 ~ 1589 2838.50 -
30% total costs 220776 215255 "ITs276 216828~ 214267 211619 “ 217980 ~219043 216755.50 1.087% 
shifting costs 0 —1197 ~"f552 1 7 7 6 _ 2076 “ 2414 2747 —1381 1642.88 -
10% total costs 220776 ~ 1 7 4 1 2 219024 217350 217142" 217397 219788 2 2 0 1 ^ 218629.13 0.864% 
shifting costs|| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
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A2.2-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 515733 —516903 ~ 3 7 0 5 5 1 9 0 ~ 512834_ 513763 513109 —520016 516885.50 -
budget^hifting costs 19800 ~ 9766 ""F0041 1 0 4 7 ~ 9993 ~ 10531 10703 ~ 10614 11490.75 -
90% ~[mal costs 519847 ~520562 526107 51997o" 52560l" 521237 529525 ~526089 523617.25 1.302% 
shifting costs 10733 ~ 8131 0 0 — 0 — 0 9495 — 0 3544.88 -
70% total costs 519847 —523458 "^^6107 51997o" 52560l" 521237 531188 ~526089 524187.13 0.109% 
shifting costs 10733 — 0 0 0 — 0 — 0 0 ~ 0 1341.63 -
50% total costs 524917 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524820.88 0.121% 
shifting costs' 8401 _ 0 — Q Q Q 0 — 0 0 “ 1050.13 -
30% total costs 526287 ~523458 5 2 6 1 ~ 51997o" 525601 “ 521237 ~31188 526089" 524992.13 0.033% 
shifting costs 0 ‘ 0 “ Q ~ Q — Q Q 0 — 0 0.00 -
10% total costs 526287 _523458 ~ 6 1 0 7 5 1 9 9 ^ 525601 521237 531188 ~526089 524992.13 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0.00 -
A2.2-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
i^^^^^s^^^^ssssss^^^^^^^s^^^^s^^^^ssssss^s^^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^s^^^^^s^^^^^^s^^^^^^s^^^^^^^^^^^s 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 1038203 "l035506 To47683 "io25717 1036923 1024417 104034~ 1046874 1036958.13 -
budget^hifting costs 36869 —10302 ~4226 2 1 9 6 ~ 34592 ~ 22902 30661 _ 2 8 9 3 4 27556.38 -
90% ~total costs 1042672 "l048293 T051410 l 4 2 3 9 6 1040974 1043079 104094?" 1048466 1044779.88 0.754% 
shifting costs 30753 ~ 9 1 1 0 ~ 9 9 2 1 8 7 1 ~ 2 1 7 3 o " 20600 27580 ~ 1 8 2 6 5 21092.50 -
70% total costs 1050836 "l054946 T051410 1 ^ 1 8 2 3 1040974 1045928 104789~ 1048466 1047784.38 0.288% 
shifting costs' 20760 ~ 0 ~ 2 1 9 9 2 ~0667 21730 11828 19412_ 18265 15581.75 -
50% total costs 1055668 "f054946 nf055070 10418lT 1049299_ 1055491 1057063 ~1060297 1053707.13 0.565% 
shifting costs 17852 — 0 ~ 9 5 1 1 0 6 6 ~ 丨1828一 9239 9891 ~ 9849 10159.63 -
30% total costs 1062874 ~ 0 5 4 9 4 6 "1^1389 1073lTT 10572li" 1080593 1062101 ~1068254 1067561.25 1.315% 
shifting costs 10027 一 0 ~ I o i 6 8 0 — 9522 ~ 0 9070 一 0 4848.38 -
10% total costs 1081048 ~ 0 5 4 9 4 6 "l089605 1 0 7 3 1 ~ 1082139_ 1080593 1067379 l o 6 8 2 5 4 1074635.63 0.663% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
A2.2-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 611794 613484 ~ 7 1 4 9 611766 604662" 608151 607134 _621909 612006.13 -
budgetAhifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 20942 ~ 0 0 — 0 2617.75 -
90% total costs 611794 _613484 ~ 7 1 4 9 6 1 1 7 ^ 610268_ 608151 607134 621909 612706.88 0.115% 
shifting costs' 0 “ 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0.00 -
70% total costs 611794 _613484 ~617149 611766 610268 6 0 8 1 5 ~ 607134_ 621909 ‘ 612706.88 0.000% 
shifting costs" 0 _ 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 ‘ 0.00 -
50% total costs 611794 ~613484 ~617149 ~ 1 7 6 6 610268 6 0 8 1 5 ~ 607134 621909 612706.88 0.000% 
shifting costs' 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 — 0 0.00 -
30% total costs 611794 _613484 617149 ~ 1 7 6 6 610268 6 0 8 1 5 ~ 607134 621909 ‘ 612706.88 0.000% 
shifting costs' 0 _ 0 一 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
10% total costs 611794 613484 ~617149 ~ 1 7 6 6 610268 6 0 8 1 5 ~ 607134— 621909 ‘ 612706.88 0.000% 
shifting costs' 0 “ 0 0 0 0 0 一 0 0 0.00 -
A2.2-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
n Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changec 
originaltotal cost 1 1 ^ 8 4 1 1 123197~ 1231829 1231000 ~209014 1226490 12122vT 1244505 1226937.50 -
Tudget/fehifting costs | 0 0 21217 —20206 41183 22638 22032 21589 | | l 8 6 0 8 . 1 3 || -
90% total costs 1228411 T231978 1 2 3 3 ^ 1234835* 1215582 ‘ 1234931 1249293 1248T7T 1234526.50 0.619% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 21847 ‘ 19839 0 0 — 5210.75 -
70% total costs 1228411 T231978 1 2 3 3 i 1234835 1215582 ‘ 1243660 1249293 12481?? 1235617.63 0.088% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 _ 21847 ‘ 0 0 0 — 2730.88 -
50% total costs 1228411 ~231978 ~ 3 3 0 3 1 1234835 1230536* 124366o' 1249293 1248151 1237486.88 0.151% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 1989T" 0 — 0 0 2486.38 -
30% total costs 1228411 T231978 123303T 1234835* 1242017 ‘ 1243660 1M9293 1248151 1238922.00 0.116% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0.00 “ -
10% total costs 1228411 T231978 12330jf 1234835* 1242017 ‘ 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.00 0.000% 
shifting costs|| 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 !| 0 0 0 -
fcl^^^^S^S^^SS^^^^SSS^^^^S^^S^^S^^^SS^^^^^^—^^^^—^—^——^^^^——^ ^ — ^ — ^ — ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ S S S — ^ M I I ^ ^ — — M ^ ^ — ^ — g T T r " ^ 
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A2.3) The method of generating budget is using GA by Conway and Venkataramanan. 
A2.3-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changec 
originaltotal cost 108054 ~ 0 5 0 9 7 1 0 5 6 ^ 107055 106607 105239 108043 " i o e s T T 106538.88 -
budgetAhifting costs 0 1352 5319 3194 4923 2478 1775 3214 2781.88 -
90% total costs 108054 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 1 0 5 7 ^ 107072* 107232 108139 108114 ~i0868?" 107346.38 0.758% 
shifting costs' 0 — 0 ~~1391 1 6 9 ^ " 2943 1237 “ 0 1304 1071.13 -
70% total costs 108054 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 105743~ 107072_ 106834 108551 —108114 10868?" 107348.13 0.002% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 1 3 9 T " 1 6 9 4 ~ 1283 0 — 0 1304 709.00 -
50% total costs ~ 8 0 5 4 10573?" 106372 108260 "l07594 108139 108nT" 108686 107618.75 0.252% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 1116 0 一 2009 1237 一 0 1304 708.25 -
30% total costs 108054 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 1 0 6 8 ^ 108260 107767 108551 —108114 10958?" 107861.38 0.225% 
shifting costs 0 ~ 0 ~ 1 4 7 7 0 1161 0 0 0 329.75 -
10% total costs 108054 "To5731 107650" 108260" 108188 108551 ~ 0 8 1 1 4 109586 108016.75 0.144% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -^^~~~~^~^^~*^ "^—^— — * — ~~~~~*~ ———J'^—^^ 
A2.3-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average | % chang^ 
originaltotal cost 216080 ~ 1 3 8 6 9 2 1 0 4 ^ 213707_ 215361 213659 217204 2 1 5 2 ^ 214452.13 -
budgetAhifting costs 3951 —3175 7 5 8 9 ~ 2 4 7 9 ~ 6303 10881 _ 6 7 0 9 6 0 0 0 ~ 5885.88 -
90% ~ t a l costs 220567 —215028 ~ 2 0 3 3 21735o" 217120" 212651 “ 216954 ‘ 215454 215894.63 0.673% 
shifting costs' 1636 ~ 2519 ~ 6 5 8 4 0 4 3 6 7 _ 4030 “ 4846 ‘ 3826 3476.00 -
70% total costs 218633 ~215145 ~ 1 7 8 3 2173lo" 2 1 7 3 0 ~ 213373_ 217322 ‘ 215651 215820.50 -0.034% 
shifting costs' 2263 ~ 1197 ~ ^ 9 4 0 3 8 9 1 _ 3504 “ 3957 ‘ 3335 2830.13 -
50% total costs 219985 _215145 ~ 3 0 0 3 2173lo" 2 2 0 6 6 ~ 214727 “ 219989 ‘ 218369 217404.13 0.734% 
shifting costs' 1525 ~ 1197 ~ 3 7 6 4 0 2 3 6 8 ~ 4594 “ 2233 ‘ 2358 2254.88 -
30% total costs 220776 217412 217980 217350 220865 214957 219450 219043 218479.13 0.494% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ 1 4 6 6 0 1 2 2 8 _ 2853 “ 1355 ‘ 1381 1035.38 -
10% total costs 220776 ~17412 21902?" 21735o" 221328 217397 220371 2 2 0 l ^ 219225.25 0.342% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0.00 -
A2.3-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
[ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = = g = = = ^ = = ^ = = ^ = ^ p = ^ ^ = j = = ^ ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ S = = = = = 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average | % changed 
original total cost 510397 514487 ~522515 ~ ^ 4 2 0 9 517223 5 1 6 5 ^ 514261 519902 516191.75 -
budget^hifting costs 10910 9915 11018 —16935 2427 9349 ~ [ 3 5 4 0 15446 11192.50 | -
90% ~tmal costs 513148 ~510999 ~ 5 ^ 7 6 2 5 1 9 7 4 ~ 521397" 518373 516616 ~ 1 9 9 4 9 518123.25| 0.374% 
shifting costs 8176 7925 ~~6087 11886 2157 4 0 3 5 ~ 11865 12889 8127.50 -
70% total costs 516940 ~520322 ~ ^ 9 0 4 514836~ 51735s" 517446 516224 ~520940 518621.25 0.096% 
shifting costs 4980 6033 ~ 4 2 7 5 11783 1537 4334~" 5419 9670 6003.88 -
50% total costs 520064 521410 525512 524280 521666 519870 516193 526814 521976.13 0.647% 
shifting costs 4938 —3791 ~ 4 2 7 5 6 9 6 7 _ 0 _ 2515 5519 ~ 6 4 9 6 4312.63 -
30% total costs 522343 522369 530065 525080 521666 524423 524534 530701 525147.63 0.608% 
shifting costs 2591 1680 1344 — 3427 0 0 ~ 2 7 7 1 2890 1837.88 -
10% total costs 529024 523936 530898 531226 521666 524423 530418 533396 528123.38 0.567% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 1225 — 0 一 0 ~~ l329 1447 500.13 -
A2.3-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Troblem 5 Troblem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 1057264 T042031 "I^1539 1037429 1055238" 1035605 ‘ 1055547 ^ 5 1 7 5 1 1048300.50 -
budget^hifting costs 31304 9084 18202 22219 12771 ~23461 ~03S2 21868 21161.38 -
90% total costs 1052184 1049152 1055645 1042434 1057346 1048371 1053528 1047863 1050815.38 0.240% 
shifting costs 26297 —6575 15807 1 8 9 6 ~ 11352 “ 12838 22905 _ 1 7 8 5 0 16574.13 -
70% total costs 1060235 1051034 1061115 1049348 1076149 1048262 1058355 1056135 1057579.13 0.644% 
shifting costs 15536 5785 12469 15412 一7426 15745 20170 9694 12779.63 -
50% total costs 1066952 1054471 1087397 1067628 1075755 1054967 1061679 1057889 1065842.25 0.781% 
shifting costs 15527 4128 3154 10507 6 2 6 3 ~ 10531— 8412 9081 8450.38 -
30% total costs 1074272 To59484 1089738 107570^ 1082583* 1076483 T069069 " i o 6 5 ^ 1074162.13 0.781% 
shifting costs 6627 ~ 1572 ~~2988 6511 2 6 6 8 ~ 5880— 9022 “ 3202 4808.75 -
10% total costs 1084199 T063602 1092225 1 0 8 3 3 ^ 1084634* 1083845 "l074254 1072935 1079886.25 0.533% 
shifting costs 3065 0 1425 ~ l 3 8 2 0 1994 1141 1 7 5 1 ~ 1344.75 I 
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A2.3-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 611358 ~614472 ~620404 615401 605884_ 608164 602081 _623406 612646.25 -
budgetAhifting c o 7 ^ | 0 0 0 0 7667 1362 0 8588 | r l 2 0 2 . 1 3 -
90% total costs 611358 ~614472 ~ ^ 0 4 0 4 615401 607616 609291 602081 ~618769 612424.00 -0.036% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 1278 “ 0 0 一 4595 734.13 -
70% total costs 611358 ~614472 620404 61540?" 606379_ 609291 602081 _619398 612348.00 -0.012% 
shifting costs' 0 一 0 0 0 1489 0 — 0 — 4057 “ 693.25 -
50% total costs 611358 ~614472 ~ ^ 0 4 0 4 6154oT" 607681_ 609291 602081 _621794 612810.25 0.075% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 _ 1711 “ 0 0 ~ 1455 395.75 -
30% total costs 611358 _614472 ~ ^ 0 4 0 4 6154oT" 607724~ 609291 602081 ~621794 612815.63 0.001% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 — 0 ~ 0 0 1455 181.88 -
10% total costs 611358 ~614472 ~ 620404 6154oT" 607724_ 609291 602081 _623681 613051.50 0.038% 
shifting costs' 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 — 0 0.00 -
A2.3-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 1234146 "l238817 "T^43925 "T231539 1226244 123447i" 123496?" 1247536' 1236456.50 -
budgetAhifting costs 0 — 0 0 2 2 2 4 ~ 24673 21689 20991 — 0 11200.25 -
90% "Tmal costs 1234146 ~238817 "^243925 1 2 3 1 8 ^ 1228716 1249377 1243473 ~ 2 4 7 5 3 6 1239729.13 0.265% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 283 ~ 21595 1386 0 — 0 3227.13 -
70% total costs 1234146 ~238817 "T243925 1 2 3 3 7 ^ 1245984 1250223 1242131 ~ 2 4 7 5 3 6 1242058.13 0.188% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 1 4 9 ~ 10062" 0 2293 — 0 1731.50 -
50% total costs 1234146 ~238817 " m 3 9 2 5 1 2 3 2 0 ^ 1244853" 1249377 1241976 ~247536 1241587.38 -0.038% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 3 1 3 ~ 1747 “ 1386 1791 — 0 1007.50 -
30% total costs 1234146 ~238817 " f ^ 3 9 2 5 1 2 3 2 9 ^ 1244853" 1248779 1243473 ~247536 1241804.63 0.017% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 1 7 9 8 ~ 1747 “ 5847 0 — 0 1174.00 -
10% total costs 1234146 "1*238817 "T243925 1234080" 1247654" 1249963 1243473 ~247536 1242449.25 0.052% 
shifting costs|| 0 0 0 一 0 0 ~ 1310 0 0 ~ 163.75 -
A2.4) The method of generating budget is using GA by Conway and Venkataramanan and add the improvement method on resolving the budget 
constraint. 
A2.4- l )6 Dept. 5 periods 
: ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = = = ^ ^ ^ = = ^ ^ = = = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8|| Average % changed 
original total cost 106419 "l04834 ~ 0 4 3 2 0 l 0 6 5 0 9 106081 1 0 4 2 6 ~ 107226 103771 105427.75 -
budget^hifting costs 0 1178 2434 3864 2010 3602 3108 1 7 4 ~ 2242 75 || -
90% ~ t a l costs 106419 _105731 ~04529 "lo6583 10620^" 104315 10752l" 106101 105925.13 0.472% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ 2 0 6 1 2 4 7 9 _ 1759 1448 ‘ 1716 —1304 1345.88 -
70% total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 ~I^5657 1 0 6 5 ^ 106834" 104315 ‘ 107521 107248 106288.50 0.343% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 0 _1268 ~"2479 12Sl~ 1448~ 1716 一 0 1024.25 -
50% total costs 106419 "l05731 ~ 0 6 7 2 3 " l07072 108188 104315 108114~ 107248 106726.25 0.412% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 0 —1182 ~ f 6 9 4 0 1448~ 0 一 0 540.50 -
30% total costs 106419 "l05731 ~ 0 7 6 5 0 "7^8260 108l"jj" 10776?" 108114_ 107248 107421.88 0.652% 
shifting costs 0 “ 0 ~ Q Q 一 Q 0 0 Q 0.00 -
10% total costs 106419 —105731 _ i & 6 5 0 1 0 8 2 6 ~ 108188" 107765 ‘ 108114 107248 107421.88 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0.00 - ‘ 
A2.4-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 215154 ~213958 ~209594 212747 2128TT" 2 1 0 8 0 ~ 216403 212823 213037.25 -
budgetAhifting costs 5161 — 3770 ~~8795 4744 5 5 7 4 ~ 5474 4401 “ 4268 5273.38 -
90% total costs 216224 214083 ~ 1 0 1 7 6 213185 213491 2 1 0 9 3 ~ 216527 215097 213714.50 0.318% 
shifting costs' 3623 ~ 2375 ~"6123 4255 4 6 4 2 ~ 4888— 3105 _ 3335 4043.25 -
70% total costs 216457 214875 ~ 1 0 6 0 3 213707 213978 2 1 1 6 1 ~ 217254 215124 214202.13 0.228% 
shifting costs 3085 _ 2 6 0 1 5082 2479— 3065 “ 2414 1775 —1589 2761.25 -
50% total costs 217251 _215145 ~lU25 215727 2 1 4 7 ~ 2 1 1 6 1 ~ 217254~ 216858 214975.13 0.361% 
shifting costs 1525 — 1197 ~"3616 2108 2 4 4 4 ~ 2414— 1775 — 1589 2083.50 -
30% total costs 217251 _217412 ~ 1 2 7 3 8 217350 2 1 5 3 ^ 214248~ 219788_ 217806 216487.50 0.704% 
shifting costs 1525 一 0 ~ 2 2 2 5 0 1 2 8 3 ~ 1 1 7 7 _ 0 _ 1147 919.63 -
10% total costs 220776 ~217412 "7l9024 217350 2 1 7 1 ~ 2 1 7 3 9 ~ 21978s" 220144 218629.13 0.989% 
shifting costs 0 “ 0 — 0 — Q — Q Q “ ~ Q Q 0.00 -
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A2.4-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
• I = ^ = = = ! S ^ = ' ^ ^ — — ~ 1 ^ ^ — — — — - — ^ — ^ — — — — ； — — — ^ — - ； ^ — ^ — — — ^ — 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 506551 —510624 ~520825 5122oT" 511234_ 514455 509424 ~522029 513418.38 -
budget^hifting costs 19245 _ 8 2 8 1 "To758 9026 11568_ 10233 11673 ~ 9979 11345.38 -
90% ~tmal costs 508934 _503848 ~ 8 8 5 5 51278T" 50944s" 512215 515465 ~520258 512725.63 -0.135% 
shifting costs 13067 ~ 5 9 6 2 ~ i i S 0 6 7 8 5 ~ 10039~ 8536 10158 ~ 3637 8482.88 -
70% total costs 513241 ~503182 ~ 4 2 3 7 5 1 1 7 ~ 510895_ 512588 511166 ~520411 512186.63 -0.105% 
shifting costs 12406 一 5 0 1 2 ~ 6 0 9 3 4999 7472 ~ 6447 5886 ~ 6365 6835.00 -
50% total costs 516721 506098 516202 510584 505842 511573 511961 518654 512204.38 0.003% 
shifting costs 8592 _ 3 6 3 7 — 4 7 5 9 2 9 5 2 ~ 5101 ~ 3882 3051 ~ 4827 4600.13 -
30% total costs 511493 _509803 ~ 7 9 9 3 5 0 9 0 ~ 509745_ 514928 508445 _516511 512241.63 0.007% 
shifting costs 5565 ~ 1338 ~ 2 3 9 7 1377 3213 2999 2956 ~ 2609 2806.75 -
10% total costs 517485 —510655 ~ 1 1 9 8 5 1 6 8 5 ^ 514193_ 513726 511947 ~518046 515513.63 0.639% 
shifting costs' 1669 — 0 — 0 Q Q Q _ 0 0 “ 208.63 -
A2.4-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 1058395 "l038092 To52841 ^ 3 6 1 4 9 1046742 1036202 104929~ 1056059 1046721.63 -
budget^hifting costs 29119 _ 9 4 5 7 ~ 9 7 0 3 2 5 6 9 ~ 30794 ~ 23656 22805 23352 21822.25 -
90% ~total costs 1056679 "l036815 T050468 ~ 3 6 2 9 8 1047965 1040590 1055734* 1054801 1047418.75 0.067% 
shifting costs' 19372 一 8458 _ 8 6 7 5 ~ 6 7 7 6 23198 12816 20137— 16998 15803.75 -
70% total costs 1059430 "l029964 T058950 "1^1865 1 044845 104778?" 105444?" 1056048 1049166.75 0.167% 
shifting costs 14432 — 6 1 8 6 ~"5896 1 7 3 5 ~ 21335 _ 13935 9721 —14043 12862.88 -
50% total costs 1062305 _1033093 T060511 ^ 3 3 8 3 6 1056463 1054265 104638^ 1056090 1050369.00 0.115% 
shifting costs' 13289 — 3765 一3829 ~ 2 5 1 3 11828 11828 6 0 5 6 ~ 11398 9313.25 -
30% total costs 1065707 "l039315 T070157 "T5^7967 1054758 1058479 104998^ 1044819 1053898.88 0.336% 
shifting costs' 6861 — 1915 _ 1 4 1 9 一"7503 8545 6309 6 0 1 8 _ 6407 5622.13 -
10% total costs 1056886 "l043817 To83448 "T057004 1058315 1057632 1052265~ 1053193 1057820.00 0.372% 
shifting costs' 2145 — 0 — 0 ~ 2 2 1 1 2743 1305 2061 — 2324 1606.13 -
A2.4-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average % changed 
original total cost 611794 _611873 611664 ~ 1 0 7 8 603327 6 0 1 5 1 ~ 604107— 620716 ‘ 609509.63 -
budget^hiftins costs 0 — 0 一 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
90% ~total costs 602338 —604039 ~609087 605857 588803 5 9 4 2 3 ~ 592527 615896 ‘ 601598.00 -1.298% 
shifting costs' 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0.00 -
70% total costs 602338 ~604039 ~609087 605857 588803 594237" 592527~ 615896 ‘ 601598.00 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 — 0 0.00 -
50% total costs 602338 ~604039 609087 " ^ 5 8 5 7 588803 5 9 4 2 3 ~ 592527 615896 ‘ 601598.00 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
30% total costs 602338 604039 609087 6 0 5 8 ^ 588803 594237 ‘ 592527 615896 601598.00 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 “ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0.00 -
10% total costs 602338 604039 ~609087 ~ ^ 5 8 5 7 588803 594237 592527~ 615896 ‘ 601598.00 0.000% 
shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 -
A2.4-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
= = = = ^ ^ = " ^ ^ r - ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = j = ^ ^ ^ ^ = ' p ~ — — — ; — Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8|| Average % changed 
original total cost 1228411 ~231978 " m 3 0 3 1 123008?" 1226465" 1232237 1225162 1244812 1231522.88 -
budget>fehifting costs 0 0 0 21616 21414 23446 _ 23830 一 0 11288.25 -
90% ~ t a l costs 1213770 "l224099 "7^26864 1232683 1226889 1229168 1230479" 1242512 1228308.00 -0.261% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 1 9 4 3 ~ 18994 “ 20818 ‘ 21135 0 10048.25 -
70% total costs 1213770 ~224Q99 "7^6864 1232083* 1228298_ 1225850 1225249 T242512 1227340.63 -0.079% 
shifting costs 0 — 0 0 13636~ 14230 “ 15753 16356 0 7496.88 -
50% total costs 1213770 ~224099 1226864 1233841 1227432 1221044 “ 1229460 1242512 1227377.75 0.003% 
shifting costs 0 一 0 0 10712 10060 “ 10188 “ 10882 0 5230.25 -
30% total costs 1213770 ~224099 1226864 1 2 2 8 5 ^ 1220916" 1227824 “ 1235387 "p242512 1227494.13 0.009% 
shifting costs 0 一 0 0 5857— 5998 5626 6758 0 3029.88 -
10% total costs 1213770 1224099 1226864 1228811 122108T 1227338 123542s" 1242512 1227487.50 -0.001% 
shifting costs|| 0 0 0 1753 1747 1295 2102 — 0 862.13 -
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A2.5) The budget is obtained from running the dynamic programming on the problems without budget constraints 
A2.5-1) Apply 90% budget constraint 
A2.5-1-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
！ budget 0 i^ i5 IS54 3 6 ^ 3 ^ S 4 ^ 1571 2164.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 "fo5731 10566?" 106583 106205 "l07765 ~ 7 4 0 6 107043 106602.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 一 0 1 2 6 8 ~ 2479 “ 2640 “ 0 3012 1304— 1337.88 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 105665 106583 106205 107765 107406 107043 106602.1； 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 1 2 6 8 ~ 2479 “ 2640 “ 0 3012 1304— 1337.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 106372 107072 106834 108139 107773 108686 107332.6: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 _ 0 1 1 1 6 ~ 1694 “ 1283 ~ 1237 ~ 4 2 9 1304_ 1257.88 
Modification total costs 106419 ~05731 1 0 5 6 ~ 106583" 106081 _105922 106978 10610T" 106184.0( 
of Conway and ~"shifting costs 0 0 U ^ 2479 2oIo 1 ^ iJTs 1 ^ 1577.00 
Venkataramanan _ _ _ ^ J | 
A2.5-l-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 4005 4 8 ^ 5 ^ ^ 7304 8 8 ^ 8733 4392 6334.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 215872 ~ 1 3 2 1 8 208479^ 212741 “ 210944 "210080 ~ 5 9 3 9 21282~|212512.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 3712 _ 4 4 5 4 5 5 2 ~ 3864 “ 6346 “ 8191 ~ 2 6 4 4 2 6 8 _ 5328.00 
Proposed GA total costs 215872 213218 208479 212741 210944 210080 215939 212823 212512.0( 
using Random shifting costs 3712 —4454 ~ 5 5 2 5 3 8 6 ~ 6346 ~ 8191 6264 —4268 5328.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 216080 213869 211879 213707 216077 214402 216527 214842 214672.8^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 3951 ~ 3 1 7 5 " s 8 3 7 2 4 7 ~ 5771 “ 8451 3105 —3856 4578.13 
Modification total costs 216224 ~ 1 3 9 5 8 ~ 1 8 3 2 2 1 2 9 ^ 211469_ 210349 216403 ^ 1 4 8 4 2 213503.5( 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 3 ^ 3770 5750 4074 4520 6 8 ^ 4 ^ 3856 4604.25 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-l-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 17820 8 7 ^ 9 0 ½ 9430 8 ^ 9 ^ 9 6 ^ 9552 10334.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 484956 ~491012 ~506479 4 9 0 4 ^ 49410?" 501417 492829 ~513385 496835.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 15950 _ 8 2 2 1 ~ 8 0 7 5 8 2 6 ~ 8888 “ 7038 6375 —6351 8645.50 
Proposed GA total costs 519847 520562 526107 519970 525601 521237 529525 526089 523617.2! 
using Random shifting costs 10733 8131 0 0 0 一 0 一 9495 0 3544.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 507438 515339 524786 519521 516119 519967 511328 524691 517398.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 16147 —7083 ~~^252 7 7 0 8 _ 4310 “ 4161 5278 _ 4 0 3 0 6746.13 
Modification total costs 511162 ~508970 " ^ 2 8 3 5 1 0 5 0 ^ 511949" 510137 511535 ~ 1 6 5 3 5 512510.0( 
of Conway and shifting costs 11483 8281 8148 ~~8068 8389 9263 8687 8439 8844.75 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.5-l-4) 15 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 33182 24177 30463 19768 31132 20611 33763 25438 27316.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1002317 ~ 9 4 8 0 9 992176 992342 988830 T000495 "^5811 1004658 996429.75 
using Urban shifting costs 32200 _21587 ~T7191 1 9 2 7 ~ 30680 “ 17949 31899 ~ 3 4 4 3 25527.88 
Proposed GA total costs 1042672 1035506 1051410 1042396 1040974 1043079 1040342 1048466 1043105.6： 
using Random shifting costs 30753 _10302 21992 1871o" 21730 “ 20600 30661 ~ 8 2 6 5 21626.63 
GA: Conway & total costs 1050229 1037047 1051982 1045985 1046909 1050524 1047628 1053303 1047950.8^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 31670 14154 16694 "Ts945 24240~ 1 5 4 8 ~ 32308 13838 20916.13 
Modification total costs 1058825 To32122 1 ^ 7 8 1 6 丨0363斤 1041378* 1041411 "l054366 1049162 1046434.1： 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs~~ 25029 12344 15458 19179 27524 20092 23309 18498 20179.13 
Venkataramanan = ^ = ^ = = = ^ = = ^ ^ 
A2.5-l-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ftobk^ Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6| Problem 7| Problem 8 Average 
“ budget 0 0 0 0 18847 0 0 0 ~ 2355.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ^ 1 3 4 1 6037iT" 598372 560154 _590398 576662 611831_ 588531.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 一 11947 “ 0 “ 0 一 0 1493.38 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615401 603889 609291 602081 623681 612572.1: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 3636 0 0 0 — 454.50 
Modification total costs 602338 ~604039 6 0 9 0 ^ 605857 603327 ~ 9 4 2 3 7 5 9 2 ^ 615896~ 603413.5( 
ofConwayand shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Venkataramanan = ^ = = ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ | 
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A2.5-1 -6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 0 0 19095 20029 37064 18886 19828 19883 16848.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 11 1 1 7 3 7 ^ 1182411' 1198361 _1193124 ~ 5 5 7 0 118435? 1224751 1200820 1186642.8¾ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 ~ 6 6 3 15991 27664 18440 18842 ~18897 14812.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1215582 1243660 1249293 1248151 1235617.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 21847 0 0 0 2730.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1241933 1231843 1224570 1250223 1241597 1247210 1238792.3^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 _ 0 12479~ 2836 22539 ~ 0 ~ i 6 6 0 1468_ 5122.75 
Modification total costs 1213770 l 2 2 4 0 9 9 1233031 1232859" 1229637 "l227868 1224159 12448l"I 1228779.3! 
of Conway and ~~shifting costs 0 0 0 19224 24020 17916 19349 0 10063.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-2) Apply 70% budget constraint 
A2.5-2-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 8 ^ H ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ i^I3 3 ^ 1222 1683.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 T o 5 7 3 1 10566?" 106583* 106205 "l07765 107406 10724?" 106627.7f 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 ~"f268 2 4 7 ~ 2640 “ 0 3012 — 0 1174.88 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 105665 106583 106205 107765 107406 107248 106627.7f 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ f 2 6 8 2 4 7 ~ 2640 ~ 0 3012 — 0 1174.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 107072 107594 108551 107836 109586 107759.2! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 1694 ~ 2 0 0 9 0 1 7 1 ~ 0 ~ 677.38 
Modification total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 ~ 5 6 6 5 1 0 6 5 ^ 106081. 107765 107218 ~ 0 7 2 4 8 106588.7f 
of Conway and ~~shifting costs 0 0 i l i i 2 ^ 2oIo 0 307^ 0 1103.50 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-2-2) 6 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average || 
budget m 5 ^ 4 ^ S m 5 ^ ^ 6 ^ 3416 4926.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 213869 211710 2 1 2 7 ^ 211469 209962 215939 ~ 1 4 4 4 8 213302.2； 
using Urban shifting costs 3085 ~ 3 1 7 5 ~ T 5 6 8 3 8 6 ^ 4520 “ 5180 6264 _ 2 8 9 3 4193.63 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 213869 211710 212741 211469 209962 215939 214448 213302.2f 
using Random shifting costs 3085 _ 3 1 7 5 ~ 4 5 6 8 3 8 6 4 ~ 4520 “ 5180 6264 _ 2 8 9 3 4193.63 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 214083 212516 213707 217120 213202 216954 215743 215512.6； 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 ~ 2 3 7 5 ~ ^ 5 9 2 4 7 ~ 4367 “ 4090 4846 _ 2 1 2 4 3080.00 
Modification total costs 216134 ~ 1 4 0 8 3 21122^" 213048' 212818 _210801 215685 21512^ 213614.7! 
bf Conway and ~"shifting costs 2 ^ 2375 3 ^ 506l 5?M 5 ^ 5 7 ^ 1 ^ 4054.00 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.5-2-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 13860 6 7 ^ 7028 7334 6 ^ 7Wl 7 ^ 7429 8038.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 495386 ~ 0 5 3 5 1 1 n 6 2 6 5 1 1 8 5 ~ 49961?' 501417 492829 ~513385 504683.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 13821 4042 0 0 5350— 7038 “ 6375 6351 5372.13 
Proposed GA total costs 519847 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524187.1： 
using Random shifting costs 10733 — 0 0 0 — 0 “ 0 Q — Q 1341.63 
GA: Conway & total costs 509101 518615 525370 525728 516893 519801 519389 526198 520136.8^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 11663 5617 6087 4516 2 5 2 5 ~ 5489— 7299 ~ 6218 6176.75 
Modification total costs 511123 ~ 0 9 4 3 5 "7T7690 50659~ 505747 ‘ 512581 509102 ~ 1 9 2 4 9 511440.3^ 
ofConwayand shifting costs 10733 6718 6424 6733 2894 vTil 4 8 ^ 6536 6508.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-2-4) 15Dept. lOperiods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
“ budget 25808 18804 23693 15375 24214 16031 26260 19785 21246.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1017483 1001548 1017594 1002536* 993500 ‘ 1011724 999695 1006482 lQ06320.2f 
using Urban shifting costs 23664 ~ 2 2 5 6 22228~ 13431 _ 22581 _13027 25993 19167_ 19043.38 
Proposed GA total costs 1050836 1035506 1051410 1041823 1040974 1045928 1047892 1048466 1045354.3^ 
using Random shifting costs 20760 "T0302 2 1 9 9 ~ 10667 21730 _ H 8 2 8 19412 18265 “ 16869.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 1067413 1039145 1060759 1052928 1050820 1051984 1055720 1054032 1054100.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 23641 ~ 5 6 0 9 17837" 12627 23814 _14331 22132 14276 _ 18032.63 
Modification total costs 1063310 l o 3 9 7 1 5 1 0 5 3 9 $ 1034013 1037365 To49381 1056877 1055552 1048769.3! 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs~" 23314 11147 14795 15237 23898 12159 8 ^ 18847 15951.63 
Venkataramanan » = ^ = = ^ ^ = = ^ = = = ^ 
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A2.5-2-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
—Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 0 0 0 0 14659 0 0 0""" 1832.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ~ 8 1 3 4 1 6 0 3 7 ~ 598372" 560154 "590398 576662 61183?" 588531.6: 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 11947 0 0 — 0 1493.38 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8{ 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0.00 
p A : Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404* 615401 604076 "609291 " ^ 2 0 8 1 623687" 612595.5( 
^enkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 5819 “ 0 0 0 727.38 
Modification total costs 602338 ~604039 609087" 605857 598577 "S94237 592527 615896" 602819.7f 
LfConwayand ~~shift ing costs 0 0 0 0 11114 0 0 0 1389.25 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.5-2-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 0 0 1 ^ 15578 28828 14689 15422 15465 13104.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173747 ~ 8 2 4 1 1 1 1 9 9 7 ^ 1210976" 1135570 ~231077 1230767 1229114 1199178.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 一 0 143oT" 10267 ‘ 27664 ~ 0 0 0 6529.75 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1215582 1243660 1249293 1248151 1235617.6: 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 一 21847 “ 0 0 — 0 2730.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1242490 1233703 1226750 1248761 1243473 1246546 1239335.7i 
kenkataramanan shifting costs 0 _ 0 1 6 4 ~ 1497 ‘ 20178 ~ 7 2 6 0 0 2 5 5 2 _ 4141.50 
Modification total costs 1213770 T224099 H30232 12289¾ 1220829 1228221 1231622 l244812 1227822.3! 
kfConwayand ~~shift ing costs 0 0 14074 14636 21847 13771 14581 0 9863.63 
K^enkataramanan 
A2.5-3) Apply 50% budget constraint 
A2.5-3-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 ^oblem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 589 1 ^ 2035 l 9 ^ ^ 2 ^ 873 1202.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~H)5731 107650" 108260 ‘ 106834 "l07765 107790 107248" 107212.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 _ 1283 “ 0 1812 — 0 386.88 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 106834 107765 107790 107248 107212.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 1283 0 1812 0 386.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 107072 107767 108551 107836 109586 107780.8^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 1694 1161 0 1716 0 571.38 
Modification total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 " 1 ^ 3 2 6 1 0 7 0 7 ~ 106202" 107765 107521 ~ 0 7 2 4 8 106910.5( 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 1030 F ^ P ^ 0 n T i 0 774.88 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-3-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 2225 “ 2 6 8 8 3 3 H 3663 4 0 ^ 4 ^ 4852 2440 3519.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 217251 214087 212911 213287 212432 210933 216954 216858 214339.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 1525 _ 2 6 0 1 ~"Tl80 3 1 9 4 _ 3359 “ 4888 4846 _ 1 5 8 9 3147.75 
Proposed GA total costs 217251 214087 212911 213287 212432 210933 216954 216858 214339.1: 
using Random shifting costs 1525 _ 2 6 0 1 ~ ~ 1 8 0 3 1 9 4 _ 3359 “ 4888 4846 _ 1 5 8 9 3147.75 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 214918 215317 215526 219060 214926 216954 215743 216652.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 2519 2512— 1694 “ 3769 3504 “ 4846 2124 2621.00 
Modification total costs 217251 214193 212960 213287 213304 210933 216403 216858 214398.6： 
of Conway and shifting costs 1525 2375 ~"3180 3194 3237 4888 4 4 ^ 1589 3048.63 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.5-3-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem7 Problem ^ Average 
budget ^ 4 8 « 50M 5 2 ^ 4 ^ 5265 5 ^ 1 5307 5741.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 496094 505351 517626 511858 505663 508373 506308 521793 509133.2f 
using Urban shifting costs 8957 4042 0 0 4443 0 Q 0 2180.25 
Proposed GA total costs 524917 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524820.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 8401 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 i050.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 507758 523077 527280 525768 517844 523777 519863 528643 521751.2! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 8907 2670 ~ 4 4 7 7 ~"4253 1439 2438— 5238 4800 4277.75 
Modification total costs 515283 508401 515613 510296 512404 507717 512089 518319 512515.2^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 9698 ~~2632 4794 46si 3646 4173 5033 28m 4678.50 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.5-3-4) 15 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 18434 13432 16924 10982 17296 H 4 5 i 18757 14132 15176.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1031240 1 ^ 1 5 4 8 1031284 101596?" 1004210 _1013599 1026177 102482^ 1018605.8{ 
using Urban shifting costs 17575 ~ 2 2 5 6 1622*^ 10455 15546 " l l 4 1 9 ~ 6 2 9 13886_ 14499.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1055668 1035506 1055070 1041823 1049299 1055491 1056621 1060297 1051221.8{ 
using Random shifting costs 17852 10302 1 1 9 5 ~ 10667 ‘ 11828 ~ 9239 ~ i i 6 0 1 9 8 4 9 _ 12536.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 1062167 1038871 1054047 1059338 1052081 1056591 1059642 1057823 105507Q.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 15538 —7619 140lT" 10507 14271 _ 1 1 3 3 8 17853 13777— 13115.13 
Modification total costs 1059323 l 0 3 7 0 9 9 1 0 5 1 ^ 1044025_ 1052289 "l047140 1049791 105493~ 1049572.0( 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 17462 6 6 ^ 15839 10930 17058 9354 18248 13641 13653.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-3-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 0 0 0 10471 0 0 0 “ 1308.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 581341 6 0 3 7 ~ 598372 ‘ 576654 590398 576662 61183?" 590594.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 一 0 0 0 — 6199 “ 0 0 — 0 774.88 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 一 0 “ 0 0 — 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615401 603683 609291 602081 623681 612546.3¾ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 5431 0 0 0 678.88 
Modification total costs 602338 "*604039 609087" 605857 “ 596179 ~594237 592527 6 1 5 8 9 ^ 602520.0( 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 9469 0 0 0 1183.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-3-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 0 0 10608 11127 20591 10492 11016 11046 9360.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173747 Tl82411 1 ^ 9 2 0 0 1 2 1 0 m 1191334 1231077 1230767 l 2 2 9 1 1 4 1207328.2! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 7881 1026?" 18137 ‘ 0 0 _ 0 4535.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1230536 1243660 1249293 1248151 1237486.8! 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 19891 0 0 0 2486.38 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1238138 1232844 1226750 1250223 1243473 1247210 1238950.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ 2 8 0 2 1362 20178~ 0 — 0 ~ 1468 3226.25 
Modification total costs 1213770 1224099 1224099 1233732 1209497 1228624 1232662 1240885 1225921.0( 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 ~"8203 9673 19907 10039 9739 9234 8349.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-4) Apply 30% budget constraint 
A2.5-4-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem4 Problem 5 Problem6 Problem7 Problem i Average 
budget 0 353 ^ 1 ^ n ? 7 434 T ^ 523 721.25 
constraint I 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q — 0 0 0 0 “ 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 Q Q Q 0 0 000~~ 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 108260 108188 108551 108114 109586 108016.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 o.OO“ 
Modification total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-4-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget ~ ~ n ^ 1612 ~~1988 2197 2434 2947 2911 ~~1464 2111.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 215255 218276 216828 214267 211619 217980 219043 216755.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 1197— 1552 ‘ 1776 “ 2076 ~"2414 2747 1381_ 1642.88 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 215255 218276 216828 214267 211619 217980 219043 216755.5( 
using Random shifting costs 0 1197— 1552 ‘ 1776 “ 2076 ~ 4 1 4 2747 1381_ 1642.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 215145 216119 217350 221137 214957 219371 220144 218124.8^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 1197 1839 0 2412 2853 1713 0 1251.75 
Modification total costs 220247 215145 214370 214416 215307 211619 217254 216532 215611.2f 
of Conway and shifting costs 1276 ~~H97 I iT i U ^ ^283 2414 r F ^ 1 ^ 1570.i3 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.5-4-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 [ Average 
budget 5 ^ 2 9 n 3 ^ JT^ 2 ^ 3159 32lo 3184 3444.75 
constraint | 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 ~506594 5 1 7 6 ^ 51185s" 505728 508373 ~506308 52179T|511568.a 
using Urban shifting costs 0 一 0 0 — 0 “ 0 一 0 — 0 0 — 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1: 
using Random shifting costs 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 513885 521468 530065 528388 521666 524423 524221 5305½ 524331.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 5314 ~ 2 8 5 5 1 3 4 ^ 1545 “ 0 0 2143 2 2 1 7 ~ 1927.25 
Modification total costs 518551 507208 5 2 1 0 ^ 508765 509812 "505824 511061 51539~ 512209.3! 
ofConwayand "~shifting costs 4333 1 ^ 2776 2 3 ^ 2 ^ ^ i v U 25% 2730.13 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-4-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 11 
budget 11060 8 0 ^ 10154 ^ 10377 6870 11254 8479 9105.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1043358 l o 3 1 7 5 6 1065414 1071432. 1007104 1081043 1033780 1055678 1048695.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 8598 8018 9202 0 “ 10038 — 0 ~ 8 6 7 0 0 5565.75 
Proposed GA total costs 1062874 1054946 1077468 1073121 1057212 1080593 1057063 1068254 1066441.3{ 
using Random shifting costs 10027 — 0 9 5 2 0 ~ 0 ‘ 9522 一 0 9891 0 ~ 4870.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1070462 1049470 1077378 1076110 1062636 1073337 1068971 1061610 1067496.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 9914 ~ 5 2 3 9 9 3 7 5 ~ 6001 “ 9777 ~ 6 4 4 7 9433 6 4 7 0 _ 7832.00 
Modification total costs 1067288 l 0 3 9 0 3 9 1063164 1050432. 1053405 l o 5 3 2 5 3 1052570 105294*? 1054011.7f 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 9 6 ^ 6309 9 7 ^ 6 m 4 6 ^ 6054 11221 7 1 ^ 7633.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-4-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 0 0 0 0 6282 0 0 0 ~ 785.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 "s81341 6 0 3 7 ~ 598372 “ 576654 _590398 576662 6 1 1 8 3 f 590594.1； 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 6199 0 0 0 774.88 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
[using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615401 607616 609291 602081 623681 613038.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 1278 0 0 0 159.75 
Modification total costs 602338 ~604039 ~6ok)87 6 0 5 8 ^ 597933" 594237 592527 ~615896 602739.2f 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 5653 0 0 0 706.63 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.5-4-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 0 6 3 ^ 6676 12354 6 ^ 6609 6627 5615.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173747 1182411 1217689 1214497 1227072 1231077 1230767 1229114 1213296.7| 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 5 8 6 9 ~ 0 “ 0 0 “ 0 733.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q 0 0 0 “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1240760 1232908 1244853 1248779 1243473 1247536 1241409.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 — 3242— 1798 “ 1747 5847 0 一 0 1579.25 
Modification total costs 1213770 1224099 1222108 1230322 1220904 1225506 1233427 1244195 1226791.3^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 5018 4826 11730 4590 6052 6264 4810.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-5) Apply 10% budget constraint 
A2.5-5-l)6 Dept. 5 periods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^  Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 0 ~ " U 7 206 ^ 385 m 488 174 240.13 
constraint = = = ^ ^ = = | ^ = = 4 = = 4 = = ) = = ^ a j = = { ^ = ^ = ^ = ^ = j ^ = = | Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8$ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 o.OO“ 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 108260 108188 108551 108114 109586 108016.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 5 o.OO“ 
Modification total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 o.OO“ 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.5-5-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 445 537 ^ T n 8H ^ ^ 488 703.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 ~ 1 7 4 1 2 2 1 9 0 ^ 21735o" 217142 "217397 ~ 9 7 8 8 220144* 218629.1: 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 “ 0 “ 0 — 0 0 — 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 217142 217397 219788 220144 218629.1； 
using Random shifting costs 0 ~ 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 221328 217397 220371 220144 219225.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ 0 0.00 
Modification total costs 220776 ~ 1 7 4 1 2 2 1 9 0 ^ 21735o" 217142 "217397 ~ 9 7 8 8 2 2 0 1 4 ^ 218629.1: 
ofConwayand shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-5-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget I^i5 W[ 1 ^ 1 ^ ^ 1 ^ T575 1061 1148.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 5 1 4 2 ^ 506594 ‘ 517626 511858 505728 5 0 8 3 7 ~ 506308 ‘ 521793 5Tl568.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 — 0 “ 0 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 528017 523936 530898 533184 521666 524423 531594 534389 528513.3^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1568 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 196.00 
Modification total costs 514511 ~ 1 0 6 5 5 5 2 0 4 ~ 516859" 517694 " s i 3 7 2 6 511947 5 1 8 0 4 ^ 515484.3$ 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs V ^ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 161.50 
Venkataramanan 
A2.5-5-4) 15Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average | 
budget 3 ^ 2 ^ 3384 H % ^ 22% ^ 2826 3034.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1074669 T034280 T083706 10714^" 107202?" 1081043 To43666 1^ 5678 1064562.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 2557 一 0 0 0 0 一 0 ~ 0 319.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1081048 1054946 1089605 1073121 1082139 1080593 1067379 1068254 1074635.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1085070 1059484 1089738 1082569 1083040 1085083 1074254 1070988 1078778.2! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2737 _ 1 5 7 2 2988 1 5 2 1 ~ 1885 ‘ 1363 1 1 4丨— 2 6 6 6 1984.13 
Modification total costs 1070104 l 0 3 6 4 3 4 1 0 5 6 6 ^ 1055882* 1056187 To64277 1051122 1054200 1055600.7f 
^fConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 3384 0 3 ^ l69^ T ^ 1 ^ 3629 HOO 2006.00 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.5-5-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 0 0 0 0 2 0 ¾ 0 0 0 ~ ~ 261.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ~581341 6 0 3 7 ^ " 598372 ‘ 582835 ~590398 576662 611831_ 591366.7f 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615401 607724 609291 602081 623681 613051.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
Modification total costs 602338 ~604039 609087 6 0 5 8 ~ 5 9 1 7 6 ~ 594237 592527 615896 601968.5( 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 ~~2084 0 0 0 260.50 
Venkataramanan ^^^= = ^ — J—^— -^ ^—^^—1—— _ ^ 
A2.5-5-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 ] ^ b l e m 7|Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 ~ 0 2121 2225 4118 2098 2203 2209 1871.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173747 1182411 1217689 1226017 1227072 1231077 1230767 1229114 1214736.7^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 ~ 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 o.OO~~ 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1240956 1234080 1247182 1249963 1243473 1247536 1242019.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 1436 0 3191 1310 “ 0 0 742.13 
Modification total costs 1213770 1224099 1226206 1229631 1226084 1228861 1237040 1240510 1228275.1： 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 ~ ~ l 6 ^ I7^i 4076 H ^ l837 TJTi 1525.00 
Venkataramanan *^^^^^^^^^^^^^°^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^=as^^^^^=^^^^^=g^^^^^^=^^^^^^sas!. = = ^ ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ = ^ s ^ ^ ^ ^ = s ^ ^ s ^ 
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A2.6) The budget is obtained from running the pairwise interchange heuristic on the problems without budget constraints 
A2.6-1) Apply 90% budget constraint 
A2.6-1-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 0 3 ^ i854 2 ^ 3 ^ ^ 4 ^ 2892 2711.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 "fo4834 1 0 5 6 ^ 108260" 106205 "l04315 ~1?7406 10377~ 105859.3^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 1 1 7 8 1 2 6 ~ 0 “ 2640 “ 1448 ~ 0 1 2 1746— 1411.50 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 105665 108260 106205 104315 107406 103771 105859.3! 
using Random shifting costs 0 1178 ~"F268 0 _ 2640 “ 1448 3012 _ 1 7 4 6 1411.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105097 106372 107072 106834 105986 107704 108686 106975.6: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 ~ 1 3 5 2 1 1 1 ~ 1694 “ 1283 2478 ~ 9 4 6 1304— 1646.63 
Modification total costs 106419 "i05066 10565?" 107072" 106081 104315 106495 10377~ 105609.5( 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs 0 n 7 8 i ^ i 6 ^ 2 ^ l448 4008 H ^ 1669.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-l-2)6Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 6 ^ ^ ^ ^ 57H ^ 5 ^ 5149 5981.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 ~ 1 2 1 3 8 20798?" 213287 211469 ~210933 216613 21258i" 212416.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 4450 —5724 一^29 3 1 9 ~ 4520 “ 4888 4931 —4880 4902.00 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 212138 207987 213287 211469 210933 216613 212588 212416.0( 
using Random shifting costs 4450 _ 5 7 2 4 ~~6629 3 1 9 4 ~ 4520 “ 4888 4931 _ 4 8 8 0 4902.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 216080 214083 209989 214367 216878 214868 217733 215190 214898.5C 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 3951 ~ 2 3 7 5 9888 2 4 7 ~ 4771 4030 ‘ 3071 _ 2 8 9 3 4182.25 
Modification total costs 215700 ~ 1 3 9 7 6 20923?" 213387* 212667 _210933 216403 212588 213111.2f 
ofConwayand ~"shifting costs 4 ^ 3770 8 0 ^ 3 W 4 ^ 4888 4 ^ 4880 4801.13 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.6-l-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 16469 13297 15667 13650 15695 16261 11517 11721 14284.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 484956 487052 491751 489150 489987 490800 490911 497659 490283.23 
using Urban shifting costs 15950 _10733 12500 1 0 6 7 ~ 12758 “ 14836 10196 _11615 12407.38 
Proposed GA total costs 519847 516903 523705 519021 512834 513763 513109 520016 517399.7f 
using Random shifting costs 10733 _ 9 7 6 6 10041 10478~ 9993 “ 10531 10703 _10614 10357.38 
GA: Conway & total costs 505648 518122 520244 514689 517358 520641 517065 521720 516935.88 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 15883 ~ 8 7 8 5 14902 1 3 6 3 ~ 1537 “ 13566 6627 ~11015 10744.25 
Modification total costs 511192 ~509957 51977?" 513981 ‘ 510925 ~512471 516104 517967_ 514046.6： 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 10733 9sT9 14402 12589 14306 10424 10937 9808 11627.25 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-l-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 38417 33471 37695 27441 35127 31996 37543 27348 33629.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1000828 983146 989897 980221 985231 974247 995811 995279 988082.50 
using Urban shifting costs 34806 —33331 37120 25133~ 34565 ‘ 31006 31899 ~ 6 1 7 3 31754.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1038203 l 0 3 5 5 0 6 1047683 10257lT 1036923' 1024417 1040342 To46591 1036922.7f 
using Random shifting costs 36869 10302 34226 21965 3 4 5 ^ 22902— 30661 26528 27255.63 
GA: Conway & total costs 1058070 1039652 1060484 1043294 1053943 1041884 1043475 1048702 1048688.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 34840 11829 ~ 7 9 3 7 19847 2 4 7 ~ 22351 32326 “ 17368 23902.38 
Modification total costs 1052276 1039048 1054599 1029927 1045521 1033816 1057654 1056384 1046153.1： 
of Conway and shifting costs 21466 23798 11450 24686 22107 22602 11654 25170 20366.63 
Venkataramanan B = = ^ ^ ^ ^ = = ^ L ^ _ _ _ M _ - ^ _ _ I 
A2.6-l-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 1237 6 ^ 18082 24857 12210 13797 5 ^ 19351 12701.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 578772 583193 574330 560154 576876 576662 577758 576690.7! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 4561 17357 24825 “ 11947 9018 0 —19321 10878.63 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 o . 0 0 “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614249 616903 615401 603099 607921 602081 618334 611168.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 3 6 8 7 ~ 6112— 0 “ 4417 3890 0 ~ 9 6 4 9 3469.38 
Modification total costs 598345 604261 611664 611078 598683 601518 595125 620716 605173.7f 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 6315 0 0 10100 0 4816 0 2653.88 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.6-l-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 5 H 5 25841 42963 41504 28073 30688 26649 52875 31713.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1172112 1177589 1 1 7 0 ^ 1160978* 1135570 _1163827 T H 9 3 5 4 11865fT 1164617.3i 
using Urban shifting costs 4304 ~ 5 1 9 8 3 9 8 2 ~ 36638 “ 27664 ~30250 ~24619 50631~ 29890.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1231829 1231000 1215582 1226490 1212273 1244505 1227758.5( 
using Random shifting costs 0 — Q "TT217 2 0 2 0 ~ 21847 “ 22638 ‘ 22032 _ 2 1 5 8 9 16191.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238149 1243925 1231327 1227205 1233724 1234967 1247210 1236331.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 1151 0 23010~ 20705 “ 20778 ‘ 20991 1468 11012.88 
Modification total costs 1213099 H 3 1 9 7 8 1 2 3 3 0 ~ 1234835. 1220943 ~224710 1 ^ 1 1 0 7 12448l" 1228064.3! 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs 3 ^ 0 0 0 21321 26921 25075 0 9656.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-2) Apply 70% budget constraint 
A2.6-2- l )6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem S Average 
budget 0 28M H ^ r ^ T m 252l ^ 2249 2108.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~KH834 1 0 5 6 ^ 108260 106205 "l04315 "l07406 103771 105859.3! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 —1178 1268 0 _ 2640 “ 1448 3012 _ 1 7 4 6 1411.50 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 105665 108260 106205 104315 107406 103771 105859.3^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 —1178 ~ f 2 6 8 0 — 2640 “ 1448 3012 ~ 1 7 4 6 1411.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 104834 107650 107984 107594 105986 107686 108686 107309.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 —1178 0 1 6 9 ~ 2009 “ 2478 3108 _ 1 3 0 4 1471.38 
Modification total costs 106419 ^ 0 4 8 3 4 "To5665 107072" 10608l" 104315 107218 ~ 0 3 7 7 1 105671.8^ 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 H78 V ^ T ^ 2 ^ H ^ ^57i n ^ 1 5 5 1 . 8 8 � 
Venkataramanan 11 
A2.6-2-2) 6 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 4804 5 ^ TTOX 2 ^ 4 ^ 4002 3 ^ 4005 4652.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 213218 207987 213293 212432 211619 217166 214428 213057.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 4450 4454 ~~6629 ~ 2 3 1 4 3359 2414— 3480 3826 3865.75 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 213218 207987 213293 212432 211619 217166 214428 213057.0( 
using Random shifting costs 4450 ~ 4 4 5 4 6629 2 3 1 4 ~ 3359 “ 2414 3480 _ 3 8 2 6 3865.75 
GA: Conway & total costs 216080 214083 209860 213707 217507 214926 217516 214842 214815.1； 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 3951 2375 ~ 7 2 2 8 ~ 2 4 7 9 4421 3504— 3884 3856 3962.25 
Modification total costs 215169 213976 210176 213293 213291 211619 217166 214329 213627.3^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 4450 ” 3 7 ^ 6 ^ 3 23^4 4 ^ 2 ^ 3 ^ 2 8 ^ 3733.25 
Venkataramanan || 
A2.6-2-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7|Problem 8 Average 
budget 12809 10342 12185 10616 12207 12647 8 ^ 9116 11109.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 496094 491012 492678 490496 494107 491457 492829 513385 495257.2f 
using Urban shifting costs 8957 _ 8 2 2 1 9143 8266— 8888 “ 9650 6375 —6351 8231.38 
Proposed GA total costs 519847 516903 523705 519021 512834 513763 531188 526089 520418.7f 
using Random shifting costs 10733 —9766 10041 10478~ 9993 “ 10531 0 — 0 7692.75 
GA: Conway & total costs 509783 516097 523309 517698 515928 517206 518770 526631 518177.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 12236 —7703 11951 4523— 4400 “ 6686 4482 —7422 7425.38~| 
Modification total costs 510201 509716 517083 514426 509374 516245 514481 513795 513165.13 
of Conway and shifting costs 5844 6754 9 ^ \ 2630 10482 12336 8 7 ^ 6388 7849.88] 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.6-2-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 29880 26033 29318 21343 27321 24886 29200 21270 26156.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1002593 994809 992176 992249 995992 990872 996507 1003858 996132.00 
using Urban shifting costs 27955 ~21587 27191 20637~ 26970 ‘ 22125 27562 ~ 0 4 6 7 24311.75 
Proposed GA total costs 1046124 1035506 1051410 1035736 1040974 1024417 1040949 1048466 lQ40447.7j 
using Random shifting costs 29212 _ 1 0 3 0 2 21992 21320" 21730 ‘ 22902 27580 ~ 8 2 6 5 21662.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 1053377 1038927 1056077 1037891 1053880 1046047 1053362 1056941 1049562.7^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 28275 _13734 16700 21233_ 15337 _ 15871 28773 ~ 3 3 2 8 19156.38 
Modification total costs 1060744 1033665 1045498 1033139 1043349 1039403 1051222 1053703 1045090.3^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 22408 10302 23562 21234 25222 22101 28357 l9600 21598.25 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.6-2-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
‘ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem S Average 
budget ^ 5406 14064 19333 9 ^ 10731 3 ^ 15051 9878.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ~ 7 8 7 7 2 603285" 57448S" 576654 "576876 ~576662 61183?" 585543.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 4561 9 4 8 ~ 16122 “ 6199 “ 9018 _ 0 0 — 5672.50 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 616154 612848 606379 607605 602081 618489 611173.2! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 7 8 l T ~ 11181 “ 1489 “ 7131 0 8737— 4543.63 
Modification total costs 602338 ~ 0 1 5 7 4 6 1 1 6 ^ 611078" 599940 .596900 ~594243 62071?" 604806.62 
of Conway and ~~"^shifting costs 0 s I i o 0 0 ^ 4703 s I ^ 0 2718.75 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-2-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods ^^ ^^ =^^ ^^ = ^^ ^^ = ^^ ^^ = =^ ^^ ^^ ^^ p^ = 
||Problem l|Problem 2|Problem 3|Problem 4|Problem 5|Problem 6|Problem 7|Problem ^ Average budget W l l 20099 33415 32281 21835 23868 20727 41125 24666.00 constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173012 1177643 1174370 1167592' 1171129 l l 7 6 2 5 4 ~ V n ^ m 1196432 1182647.8! 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 ~ 3 8 6 5 3 2 8 5 ~ 31426 ‘ 21029 ~23241 ~ i 8 8 ^ 32122 21884.50 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1231829 1231000 1214480 1226490 1248173 1244505 1232108.2^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 212lT" 20206 ‘ 21066 ~22638 20236 21589~ 15869.00 
GA:Conway& total costs 12337^3 1237976 1242673 T231820 1227341 1234478" 1242131 1247536 ^37211.0( 
kenkataramanan shifting costs 2306 ~ 2 8 8 7 1 5 7 ~ 22249 ‘ 21642 ~21689 2293 0 _ 9329.75 
Modification total costs 1213017 ~ 3 1 9 7 8 1233oIT 1234835. 1231906 ~225912 1224776 1244812 1230033.3^ 
bfConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs i666 0 0 0 20223 23567 20129 0 8198.13 
K^enkataramanan 
A2.6-3) Apply 50% budget constraint 
A2.6-3-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 0 2022 S ^ 3 9 1 ^ Ism 2423 1607 1506.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 107650 _108260 ~ 6 8 3 4 1 0 4 3 ~ 107790 107043 106643.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 _ 1 1 7 8 0 0 _ 1283 “ 1448 1812 _ 1 3 0 4 878.13 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 107650 108260 106834 104315 107790 107043 106643.1: 
using Random shifting costs 0 _ 1 1 7 8 0 0 — 1283 “ 1448 1812 ~ 1 3 0 4 878.13 
b A : Conway & total costs 108054 105097 107650 108260 107767 108054 107836 108686 107675.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 1 3 5 ~ 0 — 0 “ 1161 1421 1716 _ 1304 869.25 
Modification total costs 106419 H[b5066 1 0 7 3 ^ 108260 ‘ 106202 "l04315 107521 10610f 106401.2f 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 TT7i 1 ^ 0 V m M48 ITTi l304 1054.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-3-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^ ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 3 m 3784 550l 2 ^ W H 2859 2849 2861 3323.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 213869 209769 216828 214267 211619 217980 216300 214614.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 3085 _ 3 1 7 5 5253 1 7 7 6 _ 2076 ‘ 2414 2747 _ 2 5 2 2 2881.00 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 ~ 1 3 8 6 9 209769 2 1 6 8 ^ 21426?" 211619 217980 216300 214614.0( 
using Random shifting costs 3085 3175 ~ 5 2 5 3 1776 2076 2414— 2747 2522 2881.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 217431 214087 212094 217350 218738 215280 219371 217115 216433.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2436 2601 ~ 5 1 7 1 0 18S"~ 2793 1713 “ 2849 2430.50 
Modification total costs 215901 214047 209547 214416 213978 211619 217254 215124 213985.7f 
of Conway and shifting costs 2974 ~~3278 5082 B ^ 3065 2414 m 5 1 ^ 2687.50 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-3-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
||Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 9149 7387 8704 7583 i7T^ 9 0 ¾ 6 3 ^ 6512 7935.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 496094 505351 506479 511858 499617 501417 492829 513385 503378.7f 
using Urban shifting costs 8957 一 4042 ~~8075 0 5 3 5 ~ 7038— 6375 “ 6351 5773.50 
Proposed GA total costs 524917 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524820.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 8401 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q — i050.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 515037 520889 524904 521646 517024 519469 517672 527022 520457.85 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 6992 7221 4275 7544 2128 4446— 4942 5573 5390.13 
Modification total costs 517401 ~511648 513704 50895F 511239 ‘ 510385 512761 "sl5269 512670.62 
k Conway and shifting costs 8380 ^ 7 ^ 6 3 ^ s T ^ 68½ 4 9 ^ sT63 6420.13 
jVenkataramanan 
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A2.6-3-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
-Prob lem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 21343 18595 20942 15245 19515 17776 20857 15193 18683.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1026606 l w i 5 4 8 1017932 1002536* 1004210 l010891 1019260 102482~ 1013475.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 18449 ~ 2 2 5 6 2 0 7 8 ~ 13431 ‘ 15546 _16691 ~ f?421 13886_ 16308.25 
Proposed GA total costs 1050836 l 0 3 5 5 0 6 1055528 1041823 1049299 1045928 1 ^ 7 8 9 2 106029? 1048388.6： 
using Random shifting costs 20760 "T0302 19440 10667 ‘ 11828 " l l 8 2 8 ~1?412 9 8 4 9 _ 14260.75 
GA: Conway & total costs 1065935 1041688 1054799 1050110 1052791 1048275 1057792 1058968 1053794.7^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 19104 13669 14018~ 13746 ‘ 15554 " l 5 4 4 2 19055 13797_ 15548.13 
Modification total costs 1056755 l o 3 6 9 8 3 1058907 1039176' 1053009 "046053 1 ^ 3 1 5 2 1 0 4 9 4 ^ 1049184.8^ 
of Conway and ~~"shifting costs 20867 11774 13023 14171 10110 15945 12485 13978 14044.13 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-3-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget ^ S 10046 13809 ^ 7 ^ 2 8 ^ 10751 7056.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ^ 1 3 4 1 60328?" 598372 “ 576654 ~590398 T ^ 6 6 2 61183i" 590540.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 9 4 8 0 ~ 0 ‘ 6199 一 0 0 0 1959.88 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8j 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615359 607616 608901 602081 618062 612281.6； 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 0 _ 3594 ‘ 1278 ~ 4712 0 6 0 6 9 _ 1956.63 
Modification total costs 602338 " ^ 7 3 2 611664 611078 598026 ~597625 ~ 5 9 ^ 7 8 620716 605032.13 
of Conway and ~~shifting costs 0 l882 0 0 ^ 3 0 0 0 0 1439.13 | 
Venkataramanan || 
A2.6-3-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 2 8 ^ 14356 23868 23058 15596 17049 14805 29375 17618.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173012 Tl77643 1195989 1 1 8 4 0 ^ 1227072' 1231077 1230767 ~ 9 6 4 3 2 1202007.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 _13865 23261 2 0 9 2 ~ 0 “ 0 0 ~ 2 1 2 2 11483.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1231829 1231000 1242017 1243660 1249293 1244505 1237836.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 21217 2 0 2 0 ^ 0 “ 0 0 ~21589 7876.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1242693 1232844 1247654 1249377 1243473 1247210 1242026.7! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 ~"1590 1362 0 1386— 0 “ 1468 725.75 
Modification total costs 1213140 ~ 3 0 6 3 3 12330l f 1234835' 1226302 T225438 1230267 1244812 1229807.2f 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 2 ^ 14055 0 0 15301 16533 14351 0 7878.13 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-4) Apply 30% budget constraint 
A2.6-4-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 0 I2T3 ^Ti 7 « U57 i^ i5 i ^ 964 903.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107309.7^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 1178 0 0 0 0 0 Q 147.25 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107309.7f 
using Random shifting costs 0 1178 0 0 0 0 Q Q 147.25 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 108260 108188 108551 108114 109586 108016.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0.00~~ 
Modification total costs 106419 104834 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107309.75 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 1178 0 0 0 0 0 0 147.25 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-4-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 2 0 ^ 15n0 ^ YTll 1 ^ n T s ™ 1716 1993.38 
constraint — ~ — ^ — !|==^^—|———^—-|^—^——t——^^J^^^^ — ^ 
Proposed GA total costs 217251 214944 212911 217350 215307 214248 219450 216858 ||216039.8l 
using Urban shifting costs 1525 ~ 1 0 0 3 1 8 6 ~ 0 1283 _ 1 1 7 7 1355 1589 “ 1526.13 
Proposed GA total costs 217251 214944 212911 217350 215307 214248 219450 216858 216039.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 1525 —2100 3180 0 — 1283 ‘ 1177 1355 ~ 1 5 8 9 1526.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 219985 215255 213768 217350 220865 216247 220371 220089 217991.2: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1525 1197 3 2 5 5 ~ 0 — 1228 1112 0 1512 1228.63 
Modification total costs 217251 214944 212703 217350 215307 214248 219300 215124 215778.3^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 1525 2100 “ 2 8 9 8 0 f283 HT? H06 ^589 1497.25 
Venkataramanan || 
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A2.6-4-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
‘ —Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average | 
budget 5 ^ 4432 5222 4550 5 2 ^ 5 ^ ^ 3907 4761.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 ~ 0 5 3 5 1 5 1 7 6 ^ 51185s" 505663 "508373 "506308 52179~ 511404.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 —4042 0 0 — 4443 “ 0 0 0 1060.63 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1: 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 _ 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 518447 521338 527608 528008 517626 519477 522182 530536 523152.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 4847 3760 3 4 9 ~ 3414 “ 1742 3644 3568 2 2 1 7 ~ 3336.25 
Modification total costs 515590 ~506514 513184" 511243" 508745 "508146 512354 51336~ 511142.1: 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 5 0 4 3 ^ J746 4 ^ 4742 4 5 ^ 3344 2359 3959.63 
Venkataramanan || 
A2.6-4-4) 15 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 12805 11157 12565 ^ 11709 10665 12514 9116 11209.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1040217 1003579 1032892 1065445 1009210 1025514 1031496 1049374 1032215.8! 
using Urban shifting costs 11713 ~~8865 l l l o T " 9035 ‘ 11074 _10385 ~ n 4 ^ 9043~ 10335.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1062874 1035506 1055070 1065447 1046831 1055491 1057063 1068254 1055817.0( 
using Random shifting costs 10027 "T0302 11951 8998 ‘ 10931 9239 9891 0 8917.38 
GA: Conway & total costs 1072507 1045381 1057504 1070147 1058070 1059420 1061670 1059718 1060552.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 11906 ~To373 1 1 9 5 ~ 8605 ‘ 10531 " l 0 3 9 5 12195 7 4 0 0 " 10419.50 
Modification total costs 1062778 1 ^ 2 3 9 1053337 1042631. 1043457 1048915 l 0 5 2 5 ^ 1057709 1050201.3! 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 12316 8 ^ 11871 8642 11046 9 ^ 12177 ^^55 10248.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-4-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget ^ 2 ^ ^ 8285 4070 4 5 ^ l709 6450 4233.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 ~ 8 1 3 4 1 6 0 3 7 i T 598372 ‘ 582835 ~590398 576662 611831_ 591366.7! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 618300 615100 607724 609178 602081 619622 612229.3^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 ~ 0 1558 1363— 0 “ 3379 0 _ 3 0 9 2 1174.00 
Modification total costs 602338 ~599791 610oIo" 606874 ‘ 591188 ~590765 592658 615618~ 601155.2! 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 20Si 2 ^ 8009 3 ^ 4 l w 0 5 ^ 3273.25 
fVenkataramanan |[ 
A2.6-4-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g|| A v e r a ^ 
budget n 0 5 8613 14321 13834 9357 10229 8883 17625 10570.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173012 ~ 7 9 2 2 9 1 1 9 9 7 ^ 1210976 1227072 ~231077 1230767 1216275 1208521.7f 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 ~ 7967 ~ 4 3 0 7 10267 0 0 — 0 “ 17265 6437.25 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238651 1236484 1233669 1245808 1249090 1243473 1246596 1240989.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 4 4 3 ~ 10497— 4395 “ 2724 2399 0 一 2 5 5 5 3375.88 
Modification total costs 1210019 1224102 1224706 1231215 1220416 1229526 1236804 1244812 1227700.0( 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 0 9 T ^ 7 ^ 1 13569 8539 9633 8282 0 6948.13 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-5) Apply 10% budget constraint 
A2.6-5-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5|Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 0 ~~404 206 ^ ^ ^ ^ 3 2 ^ “ 300.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8? 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 108260 108188 108551 108114 109586 108016.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 o.OO~~ 
Modification total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.OO“ 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.6-5-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
‘ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 686 7 ^ H W 425 ^ J n 5 ^ 572 664.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 ~ 1 7 4 1 2 219024* 21735o" 217142 "217397 ~ 9 7 8 8 220144* 218629.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 217142 217397 219788 220144 218629.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 221328 217397 220371 220144 219225.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 0.00 
Modification total costs 220776 ~ 1 7 4 1 2 2 1 6 6 ^ 21735o" 217142 217397 ~ 9 7 8 8 220144* 218332.2f 
ofConwayand ~~"shifting costs 0 0 T5^5 0 0 0 0 0 128.75 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-5-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average | 
budget iS29 M ^ m O FsIe r W rS06 i 2 ^ 1302 1586.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 ^ 6 5 9 4 517626 511858. 505728 ~508373 "l06308 521793 511568.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 — 0 ~ 0 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 — 0 0 “ 0 0 “ 0 — 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 529024 523936 530898 530282 521039 524423 531594 534389 528198.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 — 0 — 1377 “ 1575 0 0 ~ 0 369.00 
Modification total costs 513498 ~509596 516453~ 51548s ' 514307 ~511603 515733 51858?" 514408.1: 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs U ^ B 2 6 1 ^ 1 ^ H37 M ^ V ^ 1 ^ 1409.38 
Venkataramanan J| 
A2.6-5-4) 15 Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 4268 y m TTii ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ ^T7i 3038 3736.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1074669 T034280 1 ^ 3 7 0 6 107143^ 107202?" 1081043 1043666 l o 5 5 6 7 8 1064562.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 2557 一 0 0 0 0 — 0 ~ Q 319.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1081048 1054946 1089605 1073121 1082139 1080593 1067379 1068254 1074635.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1082543 1056856 1089016 1080763 1084634 1080660 1074254 1072935 1077707.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2939 2908 ~ 3 1 6 6 2157 0 3142— 1141 1751 2150.50 
Modification total costs 1059536 T040247 1069769 105060?" 1054215* 1059352 "l043684 l 0 4 8 3 9 8 1053225.7f 
of Conway and ~"shifting costs 3 ^ 3 ^ 3256 2357 2 4 ^ 3366 2 ^ 2 ^ 2976.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.6-5-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
_ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i. Average 
budget 137 ~ T T 2 2009 276l B ^ 1 ^ 569 2150 1410.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585781 581341 603714 598372 582835 590398 576662 611831 591366.7! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0.00~" 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 ~ 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620063 615401 607724 609291 602081 623681 613008.8{ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 1450 0 0 0 0 0 181.25 
Modification total costs 602338 604039 607889 603589 594644 593678 592527 611879 601322.8^ 
of Conway and shifting costs 0 0 ~ ~ T ^ 2744 l262 0 0 1367 862.75 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.6-5-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem4 Problem 5 Problem6 Problem 7 Problem _| Average 
budget 568 2871 W H 46H 3 U 9 3409 2 ^ 5875 3523.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1173747 1182411 1217689 1226017 1227072 1231077 1230767 1229114 1214736.7: 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q Q — 0 ^ " " " 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q Q 一 o o O “ 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1236900 1240516 1234016 1247080 1250223 1243473 1247210 1241695.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 1 3 4 ~ 3086— 1766 “ 3014 0 Q ~ 1468 1334.88 
Modification total costs 1213770 1222377 1222345 1230422 1226708 1225241 1236040 1242890 1227474.1： 
ofConwayand shifting costs 0 2161 3 ^ 4 l w 2 7 l i 2700 H i l 4682 2692.25 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.7) The budget is obtained by calculating the average shifting costs of the problems 
A2.7-1) Apply 90% budget constraint 
A2.7-1-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
^^[^^[^^^[]][^^^^[^|]^]^^]^[^[^^^^^^^^||^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 4220 3640 J ^ 4 ^ 3677 ^ 43sl 4310 4000.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 To4834 107650 108260. 107287 "l07765 108114 10704?" 107171.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 1178 0 — 0 “ 1184 0 0 1304 458.25 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 104529 106583 106202 104315 107289 103771 105492.7^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 " T l 7 8 2 0 6 1 ~ 2479 “ 1759 1448 3170 “ 1746 1730.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 108053 105097 105743 107055 106834 104315 107057 107839 106499.1: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1515 1352 1391 ~ 3194 1283 1448 3491 “ 3856 2191.25 
Modification total costs 106419 T 0 5 0 6 6 104320" 106583 106081 "l04053 ~ 6 4 9 5 10377~ 105348.5( 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 n 7 8 24M 2 ^ 20l0 3 ^ 4008 r ^ 2182.13 
Venkataramanan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A2.7-l-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 9 ^ ^Ti5 8377 9830 W H 8 3 ^ 9 7 ^ 9697 9001.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 ~ 1 2 1 3 8 20798?" 21253o' 210906 ~210080 ~4252 2125sf 211849.2! 
using Urban shifting costs 4450 5724 6629 7 3 2 ~ 8116 8191 ‘ 9704 4880 6877.50 
Proposed GA total costs 2 1 4 3 ~ 212138 207987 212530 "7l0906 210768 214252 ‘ 212588 2Tl935.2f 
using Random shifting costs 4450 ~ 5 7 2 4 ~ 6 6 2 9 7326 8116 6553 ‘ 9704 _ 4 8 8 0 6672.75 
GA: Conway & total costs 216080 214083 ~ 1 1 6 3 3 213707 214932" 214346 217516 214448 214593.1: 
Venkataramanan shifting c o s t e ~ 3951 2375 7 6 1 3 _ 2479 “ 7183 5180 3884 “ 2893 4444.75 
Modification total costs 215029 213747 208702" 213185 211907 _210801 216424 21271^ 212814.2! 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 4450 5 5 ^ 7589 4 ^ 5 ^ 5 4 ^ 5 ^ 4880 5343.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-l-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 9 ^ W n 10755 10199 10645 10645 9 ^ 9552 10044.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 496094 " ^ 1 0 1 2 4 9 2 6 ^ 490496 “ 494107 ~491457 ~ 4 ^ 8 2 9 51338^ 495257.2^ 
using Urban shifting costs 8957 —8221 9 1 4 3 ~ 8266 “ 8888 ~ 9650 ~ ^ 7 5 6351 8231.38 
Proposed GA total costs 510981 494636 504583 493807 507333 50095 507757 511631 447602.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 5820 —9071 ~ T 4 2 2 9968— 10527 “ 10257 “ 8648 9545 8907.25 
GA: Conway & total costs 514454 515847 524033 520036 517626 521281 511328 524691 518662.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 8524 ~ 7 2 3 6 7 7 2 ~ 7353 ‘ 1742 _ 7 3 6 9 ~ 5 2 7 8 4 0 3 0 " 6157.25 
Modification total costs 516345 ~ 0 7 6 7 9 T n 6 2 9 51193~ 512374* 513647 ‘ 511535 516535 513460.3^ 
of Conway and ~~shifting costs ^ 7 ^ 10233 ^ ^ 10625 8687 8439 8840.63 
Venkataramanan 
"^———— — — ^ ^ — ' ^ ^ ^ ^ — — — — J ' ^ ^ — — — 1 ^ ^ — — ^ - J ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ I L II 
A2.7-l-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ' ^ = ^ ^ ^ ^ = = = a ^ = ^ ^ = ^ = a : ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = ^ = = ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ = Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 21734 20861 24200 22949 23951 23951 21672 21492 22601.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1026606 T001548 1017594 9 8 1 1 6 ~ 993500 ‘ 990872 1010370 1003858 1003188.8{ 
using Urban shifting costs 18449 12256 22228 2 2 2 8 ~ 22581 22125 “ 20964 ~ 0 4 6 7 20169.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1043283 1006790 1022338 994984 1007265 1014400 1019234 1028335 1017078.6： 
using Random shifting costs 20488 " l 5 5 9 5 ~ 9 9 5 7 21086 2 3 2 ~ 2105厂 21629 “ 21113 20523.88 
pA: Conway & total costs 1062752 To38785 1059625 10375^  1054440. 1043898 "l058291 lo57332 1051587.8^  
^enkataramanan shifting costs 20741 _10848 ~20563 22873 1 5 1 ^ 23656— 21406 “ 13489 18592.38 
Modification total costs 1062942 1031913 1062105 1035577 1 0 4 9 ^ 103848~ 1049915 1052055 1047873.1； 
bf Conway and shifting costs 21016 9620 11951 21298 21995 19044 18571 19719 17901.75 
jVenkataramanan 
A2.7-l-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
_ _ _ _ _ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 20220 20827 19699 20029 19662 20374 20637 19883 20166.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585753 _ ^ 8 7 7 2 5 8 3 1 ^ 574488 560154 ~ 6 8 6 5 7 5 7 2 ^ 57775S" 575166.6; 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 —4561 17357 1 6 1 2 ~ 11947 ‘ 15331 8625 ~ 9 3 2 1 11869.50 
Proposed GA total costs 603339 589834 592475 586064 580624 587797 588347 590451 589866.3^ 
using Random shifting costs 14840 ~14582 13232 1 4 7 5 ~ 19457 ‘ 11504 10099 "75898 14296.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 609819 606070 619333 615401 605950 609291 602081 619221 610895.7f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1152 5634 1376 0 5618 0 0 5927 2463.38 
Modification total costs 611794 ~611873 611664 61107i" 603327 ‘ 601518 604107 ^ 0 7 1 6 609509.6: 
pf Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 “ 
K^enkataramanan | 
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A2.7-l-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
‘ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem i Average 
budget 45495 46862 44323 45065 44239 45841 46434 44738 45374.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1171048 T n 6 9 9 2 117099? 1155237 "ll35570 T i 5 0 5 ^ 1149354 1196432 1163274.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 5684 ~ 6 1 3 5 3 9 8 2 ~ 42553 “ 27664 34098 24619 32122~ 29087.00 
Proposed GA total costs 1194084 1199001 1197253 1184422 1179673 1178091 1186145 1208436 1190888.1： 
using Random shifting costs 20566 ~ 4 5 9 0 21644 35947 “ 40301 _30658 ~2^)33 26169 27988.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1242952 1231485 1229878 1234624 1234967 1246606 1236684.3! 
Venkataramanan shifting c o s K ~ 0 _ 0 1 5 1 l " 25131 " 21585 ~ 2 4 8 0 ^ " 20991 2317 12042.38 
Modification total costs 1228411 l 2 3 1 9 7 8 123303? 1234835. 1223919 "l224941 1 ^ 3 5 4 4 12448lT 1230683.8^ 
ofConwayand “ s h i f t i n g costs 0 0 0 0 26726 22638 20759 0 8765.38 
Venkataramanan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A2.7-2) Apply 70% budget constraint 
A2.7-2-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
||Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 3 ^ ^ 2 8 ^ 3 ^ 2 8 ^ 2 ^ 3384 3352 3111.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~ 0 4 8 3 4 " 1 ^ 5 2 9 1 0 6 5 ^ 106205 104315 ‘ 107406 103771 105507.75 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 1 1 7 8 2 0 6 ~ 2479 2640 1448 3012 1746 1820.50 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 104529 106583 106205 104315 107406 103771 105507.7f 
using Random shifting costs 0 ~"1178 2 0 6 ~ 2479 “ 2640 一 1448 ~ ^ 1 2 1746 1820.50 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 104834 105843 107055 106834 105986 107836 108803 106905.6； 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 ~ 1 1 7 8 1703 3194 1283 2478 " T 7 1 6 3214 1845.75 
Modification total costs 106419 104834 104320 106583 106202 "l04315 ~ [ ^ 2 1 8 103771 105457.7f 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 n 7 8 2 ^ 2 4 ^ H59 f ^ 307l Vm 1764.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-2-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget 7 ^ 63TO 6 ^ 7 6 ^ 6 ^ ^ 7 6 H 7542 7001.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 ~ 1 2 1 3 8 1 o 8 4 7 9 2 1 2 5 3 ~ 210944" 209962 ‘ 215939 ~ 1 2 5 8 8 212111.6: 
using Urban shifting costs 4450 5724 5 5 2 ~ 7326 ‘ 6346 ~ 5180 ~ 6 2 6 4 488o" 5711.88 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 212138 208479 212530 210944 209962 215939 212588 212111.6； 
using Random shifting costs 4450 _ 5 7 2 4 5525 7326— 6346 “ 5180 ‘ 6264 _ 4 8 8 0 5711.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 215873 214083 210994 213707 216077 212651 217733 214842 214495.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 4862 ~ 3 7 5 5525 2479 ‘ 5771 4030 3071 3856 3996.13 
Modification total costs 214879 213958 210386 213185 ‘ 211907 210801 216230 212823 213021.1： 
ofConwayand ~~"shifting costs 4623 3TTO 6 ^ 4 2 ^ STSS 5 W 7068 4268 5122.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-2-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average | 
budget ^ 7 ^ 8 ^ 1 ^ 8279 8 ^ ^ 7429 7812.63 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 502318 ^ 5 3 5 1 5 0 6 4 ^ 507828 ‘ 499617 _501417 492829 513385" 503653.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 6050 —4042 8075 7756 5350 “ 7038 6375 ~ 6 3 5 1 6379.63 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1; 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 515754 517652 526675 525576 517626 519336 519389 526198 521025.7f 
kenkataramanan shifting costs 5768 ~ 7 1 0 4 ~~4453 6 0 7 7 _ 1742 “ 4241 7299 _ 6 2 1 8 5362.75 
podification total costs 516258 ~ 1 1 8 3 9 "7l8669 5 1 3 3 9 ~ 511477. 510184 509102 "si9249 513771.6： 
LfConwayand ~~"shifting costs 7385 6840 ^ 6 ^ ^ 6 ^ 4840 6536 6404.75 
|Venkataramanan | 
A2.7-2-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 16904 16225 18822 17849 18629 18629 16856 16716 17578.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1025991 1001548 1031284 992914 1004210 1000495 1026807 1024822 1013508.8{ 
using Urban shifting costs 16861 ~12256 16227 16107_ 15546 17949 16610 "73886 15680.25 
Proposed GA total costs 1062874 1035506 1055070 1041823 1049299 1045928 1054669 1049066 1049279.3^ 
using Random shifting costs 10027 —10302 11951 10667— 11828 11828 16211 "7*6666 12435.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1064903 1040208 1056319 1053165 1055691 1049975 1062537 1057508 1055038.2! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 16294 ~ 9811 ~T4096 14851 1 4 4 7 ~ 15111— 12893 “ 10832 13544.75 
Modification total costs 1060558 1037618 1055007 1046712 1050483 1043470 1054407 1058835 1050886.2f 
of Conway and shifting costs 15923 7346 10168 17338 16547 16669 16422 15478 14486.38 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.7-2-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
] [ ] [ ] ^ ^ [ [ | | [ ] | | ^ | ^ ^ | | [ ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ [ [ ^ [ ] ] ^ ] [ ] ] ^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 15726 16199 15321 15578 15292 15846 16051 15465 15684.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585753 ~ 7 8 7 7 2 60328T' 598372' 560154 "568657 ~ 2 5 5 8 61183~ 584922.7f 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 —4561 9480 0 “ 11947 “ 15331 ~ 6 2 5 0 ~ 6454.50 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 610424 611524 613828 615401 606246 608344 602081 617749 610699.6; 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2728 3335 6 2 7 ~ 0 4372 “ 3344 0 7 5 3 6 _ 3449.00 
Modification total costs 611794 610107 61166^" 611078" 600785 "601518 604107 61708?" 608517.5( 
of Conway and ~~shifting costs~~ ~ ~ 0 14778 0 0 13469 0 0 14615 5357.75 
Venkataramanan ^ 
A2.7-2-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 11 
budget 35385 36448 34473 35051 34408 35654 36115 34796 35291.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1171048 Tl76992 TT74370 1182108 113557o" 1150567 'll49354 1196432 1167055.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 5684 ~ 6 1 3 5 3 2 8 5 ~ 32516 “ 27664 ~34098 " ^ 6 1 9 32122_ 26962.13 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1231829 1231000 1215582 1226490 1212273 1244505 1227758.5( 
using Random shifting costs 0 _ 0 2 1 2 1 ~ 20206 ‘ 21847 ~22638 ~ H o 3 2 21589~ 16191.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238817 1241739 1230259 1230532 1234536 1228047 1246476 1235569.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting c o s t e ~ 0 _ 0 1 3 9 8 _ 2571 24530 " ^ 0 0 ^ " 24438 “ 2360 9574.63 
Modification total costs 1228411 ^231978 1 2 3 3 0 ~ 1232863* 1213484 ~226619 1 ^ 4 5 2 5 1244812 1229465.3^ 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 0 0 23066 33737 22924 27716 0 13430.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-3) Apply 50% budget constraint 
A2.7-3-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 2344 I o n ^ 2 ^ 2043 20M 2 ^ 2394 2222.38 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~KV^834 1 0 4 5 2 ^ 108260 106834 "l04315 " f ^ 7 9 0 103771 105844.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 _ 1 1 7 8 2061 0 “ 1283 ~ 1448 " l s i 2 1746 1191.00 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 104529 108260 106834 104315 107790 103771 105844.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 —1178 ~ 2 0 6 1 0 — 1283 “ 1448 ‘ 1812 _ 1 7 4 6 1191.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 108053 105097 106372 107072 106834 108139 107836 108686 107261.1: 
kenkataramanan shifting costs 1515 —1352 1 1 1 ~ 1694 “ 1283 ~ 1237 1716 1304~ 1402.13 
Modification total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 0 6 6 " 1 ^ 5 2 9 1 0 7 0 6 ~ 106081" 104315 107521 ~ 0 5 1 5 0 105767.7f 
t fConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 U78 2 0 ^ 2 3 U 2 ^ H48 n I i 228l 1626.00 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.7-3-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 5275 4 ^ 46M 5 ^ 45% 4 6 ^ 5 ^ 5387 5000.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 ~ 1 3 2 1 8 1 u 2 3 3 2 1 2 7 4 ~ 211469' 210508 216613 ~ 1 2 5 8 8 212835.3^ 
using Urban shifting costs 4450 —4454 4646 3864— 4520 “ 4594 4931 —4880 4542.38 
Proposed GA total costs 214313 213218 211233 212741 211469 210508 216613 212588 212835.3^ 
using Random shifting costs 4450 —4454 4646 3 8 6 4 ~ 4520 “ 4594 4931 —4880 4542.38 
GA: Conway & total costs 216080 213869 212516 213707 218261 214545 217473 214905 215169.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 3951 ~ 3 1 7 5 4359 2479— 4489 “ 4090 “ 4401 4438 3922.75 
Modification total costs 215029 ~ 1 4 3 1 0 2 1 1 9 ^ 213185 ‘ 212432 —211619 216403 21258s" 213444.5( 
t f Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 4 ^ 3 ^ 3777 4255 3 ^ 2 ^ 4 4 ^ 4880 3873.50 
fVenkataranianan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
A2.7-3-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
“ budget 5 ^ J m ^ 5666 5 ^ 5 ^ 5 ^ \ 5307 5580.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 505351 ~ 1 7 6 2 6 "5H858 4 9 9 6 l T 508373 “ 506308 “ 521793 510648.7! 
using Urban shifting costs 0 —4042 0 0 一 5350 “ 0 “ 0 一 0 1174.00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1: 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 517428 521468 528483 524016 517025 519870 519863 528643 522099.5C 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 4698 2855 5662 3427 3214 ‘ 2515 5238 ~ 4 8 0 0 4051.13 
Modification total costs 513839 ~507491 507841 50412s" 511331 ‘ 506748 512089 ~ 1 8 3 1 9 510223.2f 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs H ^ 4732 4767 ^ 4 0 ^ 5 ^ 5033 28ol 3772.38 
Venkataramanan 
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A2.7-3-4) 15Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 12074 11589 13444 12749 13306 13006 12040 11940 12518.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1040217 1003579 1047f20 1010416 1012695 "l011724 1 ^ 1 4 9 6 102555^ 1022850.3{ 
using Urban shifting costs 11713 —8865 1 3 3 3 ^ 12324 11780 " l 3 0 2 7 ~ 4 5 8 11253~ 11719.88 
Proposed GA total costs 1062874 1035506 l 0 5 5 0 7 0 1 0 4 1 ^ 1049299 1045928 1057063 1060297 1050982.5( 
using Random shifting costs 10027 ~ 0 3 0 2 1 1 9 ~ 10667 11828 11828 9891 9 8 4 9 _ 10792.88 
GA: Conway & total costs 1071450 1044602 1065736 1053040 1057942 1049236 1061679 1055996 1057460.1： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 10682 10302 11951 12686 13173 " l 2 3 2 6 8412 11419_ 11368.88 
Modification total costs 1062519 l o 2 7 1 5 2 1057^f? 1042718* 1042155 "l038918 1 ^ 5 1 0 4 105236^^ 1047305.3! 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 11257 9 ^ 11008 5 i H 12952 6 ^ 11493 10983 10390.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-3-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem S Average 
budget 11233 11571 10944 11127 10923 11319 11465 11046 11203.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585753 578772 603285 598372. 576654 ~576876 ~ 2 5 5 8 61183~ 588012.62 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 _ 4 5 6 1 9 4 8 ~ 0 “ 6199 _ 9018 " T 6 2 5 0 — 4946.88 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.83 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 “ 0 “ 0 0 0 — 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 609455 612932 619609 615100 607616 605024 602081 618825 611330.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2347 _ 3 2 3 6 2 7 7 2 ~ 1363 “ 1278 _ 4369 0 8651— 3002.00 
Modification total costs 611794 ~609979 610673" 61048l" 599972 "596919 " ^ 1 9 2 4 6 1 6 4 2 ~ 607270.5( 
LfConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 11208 10557 10634 10386 10192 9 ^ 10645 9173.75 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.7-3-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 25275 26034 24624 25036 24577 25467 25797 24854 25208.00 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1171048 1177589 1195282* 1184068' 1170997 l l 7 6 1 5 7 TT49354 1199758 1178031.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 5684 ~25198 2 4 0 5 ~ 20929 ‘ 22422 _ 2 5 0 8 0 24619 20148~ 21016.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1231829 1231000 1215582 1226490 1212273 1244505 1227758.5( 
using Random shifting costs 0 _ 0 21217 20206 21847 _ 2 2 6 3 8 22032 21589_ 16191.13 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234085 1238207 1239117 1230424 1226022 1234311 1230917 1247210 1235036.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 3399 —1521 4 3 3 ~ 23765 ‘ 22617 ~22282 24071 1468~ 12932.38 
Modification total costs 1228411 l 2 3 1 9 7 8 1 2 3 3 0 ~ 123483S' 1231132 ~227868 1 2 2 7 ^ 1 " 1244812 1232400.6： 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 0 0 0 23548 22702 21454 0 8463.00 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-4) Apply 30% budget constraint 
A2.7-4-l) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
- P r o b l e m 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem g Average 
budget I m 1 ^ U4l H56 VU5 i 2 ^ T^55 1436 1333.13 constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~ 0 4 8 3 4 "l07650 10826~ 107287. 107765 108114 ~ 0 7 0 4 3 107171.5( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 1 1 7 8 0 0 _ 1184 “ 0 0 _ 1 3 0 4 458.25 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 104834 107650 108260 107287 107765 108114 107043 107171.5( 
using Random shifting costs 0 _ 1 1 7 8 0 0 _ 1184 “ 0 0 _ 1 3 0 4 458.25 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 106372 108260 107767 108139 108114 108686 107640.3^ 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 — 0 ~ f l l 6 0 — 1161 “ 1237 0 —1304 602.25 
Modification total costs 106419 ~ 0 4 8 3 4 "Io6723 1 0 8 0 4 ~ 10728?" 105922 ‘ 108114 106101 106681.1： 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 0 H78 U 8 2 ^ 8 9 n 8 4 1 ^ 0 H04 934.25 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-4-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 3165 2730 2 7 ½ ^ 7 6 2 7 ^ 2786 3 ^ 3232 3000.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 ~ 1 4 0 8 7 212738~ 213287 ‘ 214267 _211619 2 1 7 ^ 21444s" 214338.2f 
using Urban shifting costs 3085 —2601 ~ Y 2 2 5 3194 2076 “ 2414 2747 —2893 2654.38 
Proposed GA total costs 216280 214087 212738 213287 214267 211619 217980 214448 214338.2^ 
using Random shifting costs 3085 _ 2 6 0 1 ~ 2 2 2 5 3194 2076 ‘ 2414 “ 2747 ~ 2 8 9 3 2654.38 
GA: Conway & total costs 219985 214918 215317 215082 220865 215338 217733 217654 217111.5( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1525 ~ 2 5 1 9 ~~25l2 3264— 1228 “ 2267 “ 3071 2358 2343.00 
Modification total costs 216280 ~ 1 4 0 8 3 2 1 3 6 ^ 213707 ‘ 214130 211619 217254 214329_ 214381.8! 
ofConwayand ~~"shifting costs 3085 2375 2 2 ½ 2479 2 ^ 2 ^ r775 2 8 ^ 2499.13 
Venkataramanan ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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A2.7-4-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 81 Average 
budget 3 ^ 30W 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 5 ^ 3 5 ^ 3 ^ 3184 3347.88 
constraint | 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 ~ 0 6 5 9 4 5 1 7 6 ^ 51185s" 505728 508373 l 0 6 3 0 8 52179~|511568.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 — 0 ~~0 .00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 “ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 522343 520732 528708 528349 517844 519443 524221 530536 524022.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 2591 —3001 3 4 9 ~ 3013 “ 1439 3458 ~ 1 4 3 2217 2670.00 
Modification total costs 513961 ~ 0 6 8 1 8 519977 509546" 513870 "508354 ~ 1 0 6 1 51539~ 512372.3^ 
bfConway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 2 ^ ^ 3 ^ 2372 2 ^ 2 ^ 27l4 25% 2579.63 
|Venkataramanan 
A2.7-4-4) 15 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem j Average 
budget 7244 ^ 8066 7 6 ^ 7 ^ ^ 1 ^ 7164 7533.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1074669 "1^33456 1083706 1071432' 1072027 l 0 8 1 0 4 3 l o 4 3 6 6 6 1055678 1064459.6： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 ~ 6 1 9 7 0 0 一 0 0 ‘ 0 0 774.63 
Proposed GA total costs 1081048 l o 5 4 9 4 6 1089605 1073121. 1082139 l 0 8 0 5 9 3 l o 6 7 3 7 9 1068254 1074635.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 — 0 “ 0 0 0 0.00 
GA:Comvay& total costs 1079462 1050119 1088956 1075624* 1076838 l 0 7 6 8 5 1 1%9346 1067087 1073035.3! 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 6475 _ 2 6 7 6 4897 5855 ‘ 7631 _ 6755 ~ ^ 9 6 5664 5781.13 
Modification total costs 1068513 To32484 1054859 104447? 1058363" 1049250 '1053102 1048123 1051146.6： 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs 6 v E 4304 7 ^ ^ 7 5 ^ ^ 3 ^ 6 ^ 6163.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-4-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 6 7 ^ 6 ^ 6 ^ 6 ^ 6554 ^ 6 8 ^ 6627 6721.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585753 ~ 7 8 7 7 2 6 0 3 7 ~ 598372 ‘ 576654 _590398 572589 6 1 1 8 3 f 589760.3^ 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 _ 4 5 6 1 0 — 0 ‘ 6199 ~ 0 6542 0 ~ 2374.25 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8! 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 一 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 608517 614249 618131 615401 607681 606021 602081 618417 611312.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1559 _ 3 6 8 7 1 5 7 ~ 0 ‘ 1711 ~ 4837 0 6 0 6 9 _ 2429.63 
Modification total costs 608971 ~604440 ~609829 60250?" 59446?" 595470 ‘ 598189 615878 603718.2f 
ofConwayand ~ s h i f t i n g costs 6 m 6 ^ 5304 e U 2 ^ 5 ^ 6 ^ 5 ^ 6085.88 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-4-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 15165 15620 14774 15021 14746 15280 15478 14912 15124.50 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1171048 ~ 7 7 6 4 3 1 1 9 9 7 ^ 1210976_ 1227072 ~231077 1230767 1229114 1209682.8{ 
using Urban shifting costs 5684 —13865 "^4307 1 0 2 6 ~ 0 ‘ 0 0 _ 0 5515.38 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 1231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 一 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1232920 1238817 1239149 1233435 1246054 1248948 1243473 1247210 1241250.7i 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 5562 — 0 12738 3 1 7 9 _ 2552 ‘ 1152 0 ~"1468 3331.38 
Modification total costs 1225937 ~ 3 0 3 8 1 12266^? 1232490' 1218451 1220617 1 2 2 8 ~ 1244812 1228428.Q( 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs 11737 15523 5 5 ^ 14545 13596 15043 15337 0 11418.38 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-5) Apply 10% budget constraint 
A2.7-5-1) 6 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget ^ 555 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 7 8 “ 443.88 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 "T07650 10826~ 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 “ 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 106419 105731 107650 108260 108188 107765 108114 107248 107421.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 108054 105731 107650 108260 108188 "1^551 108114 109586 108016.7f 
kenkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 0 0.00 
Modification total costs 106419 ~ 0 5 7 3 1 "T^650 10826~ 108188 “ 107765 108114 ^ 7 2 4 8 107421.8^ 
Lf Conway and shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
jVenkataramanan ^ ^ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ 
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A2.7-5-2) 6 Dept. 10 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8|l Average 
budget 1 ^ ^ ^55 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ 1077 999.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 ~ 7 4 1 2 2 1 9 0 2 � 2 1 7 3 5 0 217142 " 7 n ^ 219788 220144 218629.1： 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 217142 217397 219788 220144 218629.1: 
using Random shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 0 “ 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 220776 217412 219024 217350 221328 217397 220371 220144 219225.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Modification total costs 220776 217412 21902 ~ 217350 "217142 217397 219788" 220144 218629.1； 
ofConwayand shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Venkataramanan H 
A2.7-5-3) 15 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget Io73 i^i5 n ^ r m iTii iTii F o ^ io6i 1115.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 514264 ~506594 51762?" 51185s" 505728 ~508373 506308 52179~ 511568.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 — 0 0 0 一 0 “ 0 ‘ 0 — 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 526287 523458 526107 519970 525601 521237 531188 526089 524992.1： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 529024 523936 530898 533184 521666 524423 531594 534389 528639.2f 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
Modification total costs 520179 ~ 1 0 6 5 5 5 2 1 9 ~ 516611 ‘ 514193 512358 " 5 n 9 4 7 518046 515740.2! 
of Conway and shifting costs 1050 0 1019 0 0 0 0 0 258.63 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-5-4) 15Dept. lOperiods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem ^ Average 
budget 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 5 ^ 2 6 ^ 2 ^ 2408 2388 2510.75 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1074669 To36787 1^ 3706 10714^  107202?" 1081043 1043666 lo55678 1064876.0( 
using Urban shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 “ 0 0 0.00 
Proposed GA total costs 1081048 1054946 1089605 1073121 1082139 1080593 1067379 1068254 1074635.6： 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1087021 1060124 1089199 1079728 1084634 1084699 1074612 1072935 1079119.0( 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 1056 _ 1 3 6 6 1699 2 2 9 6 _ 0 “ 1699 1971 ~ 1 7 5 1 1479.75 
Modification total costs 1068405 1 ^ 1 4 9 10628_ii 105634l' 1056187 To6625Q 1049118 1049906 1056145.7^ 
ofConwayand ~~shifting costs H^ 2020 2629 isOO H ^ 2 ^ 2227 2W2 1943.25 
Venkataramanan 
A2.7-5-5) 30 Dept. 5 periods 
Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 8 Average 
budget 2 ^ 2 ^ J I i i 2225 2 l s 4 2263 22¾ 2209 2240.25 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 585753 ~ 8 1 3 4 1 ~603714 598372 582835 ~ 9 0 3 9 8 ~ 6 6 6 2 611831 591363.2! 
using Urban shifting costs 1692 0 0 0 0 0 “ Q Q 211.50 
Proposed GA total costs 611794 613484 617149 611766 610268 608151 607134 621909 612706.8^ 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 611358 614472 620404 615401 607724 609291 602081 621794 612815.6： 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 Q Q 1455 181.88 
Modification total costs 604469 596079 606945 604429 590868 593163 596273 614055 600785.1: 
of Conway and shifting costs 1631 1554 1573 0 2159 0 IsTl iTTs 1192.88 
Venkataramanan | 
A2.7-5-6) 30 Dept. 10 periods 
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 Problem 4 Problem 5 Problem 6 Problem 7 Problem 1 Average 
budget 5055 5206 4 ^ 5007 4 ^ 50W s T ^ 4970 5041.13 
constraint 
Proposed GA total costs 1172112 1180463 1217689 1226017 1227072 1231077 1230767 1229114 1214288.8! 
using Urban shifting costs 4304 4650 0 0 0 0 — 0 0 1119.25 
Proposed GA total costs 1228411 "7*231978 1233031 1234835 1242017 1243660 1249293 1248151 1238922.0( 
using Random shifting costs 0 0 0 0 0 0 — 0 一 Q 0.00 
GA: Conway & total costs 1234146 1238149 1240956 1234080 1244853 1249963 1243473 1247210 1241603.7: 
Venkataramanan shifting costs 0 1151 ~ f 4 3 6 0 1747— 1310 0 1468 889.00 
Modification total costs 1208074 ~ 2 0 5 8 1 12262TT 1227564 1225614 T226126 1236380 1238953* 1226187.8{ 
of Conway and ~ s h i f t i n g costs 4867 3482 4 ^ 3 ^ 4 ^ 4522 37l9 4 8 ^ 4320.13 
Venkataramanan 
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